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ABSTRACT
This dissertation aims to study the origin and deve­
lopment of Tigrinya as a written language-a topic that has 
so far received little scholarly attention. As time and the 
easy accessibility of all the relevant material are limiting 
factors,this investigation is necessarily selective.
Chapter One takes stock of all available writing in the 
Tigrinya language frcm its beginning in the middle of the last 
century up to 1974.
Chapter Two briefly investigates the development of writ­
ten Tigrinya to serve varying functions and ends and the general 
direction that its development took.
Chapter Three provides a glimpse of the breadth and variety 
of literature incorporated in the Eritrean Weekly News published 
in Asmara by the British Information Services frcm 1942 to 1952.
The E W N represented the sudden birth and development of a 
secular writing and provided a tradition and a reservoir of lit­
erature on which Tigrinya fiction later drew.
Chapters Four, Five and Six deal with Tigrinya fictional lit­
erature on the basis of selected themes v. g. historical and poli­
tical themes (Chapter Four), prostitution and approbation against 
dissolute life (Chapter Five), and education and success 
(Chapter Six),
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NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION.
The system of transcription followed is that 
generally used nowadays in works on Ethiopian languages, 
in particular by E. Ullendorff and W. Leslau.
iC H A P T E R  O N E  
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TIGRINYA LITERATURE,
I. Linguistic, geographical and cultural context.
There are over seventy languagesspoken in Ethiopia.
However, 75% of all Ethiopians speak gust four languages v i z .
1Arnhanc, Tigrinya, Oramo and Scmali. Tigrinya ranks next to
' Amharic as the major Semitic language, but comes third in number
of speakers. Although an official census has never been taken
in Ethiopia, and estimates have varied through the years, the
figure of four to five million Tigrinya speakers can be sugges- 
2
ted as reasonable.
Along with seven other Ethiopian languages, Tigrinya
1. M. L. Bender, ed., The Non-Semitic LanguagesEthiopia,
East Lansing, Michigan, 1976, p.l.
2. In Bibliography of African Christian Literature, London,
1923, p. 7, C. F. Rowling and C. E. Wilson gave the number of 
Tigrinya speakers then as 300,000. This is an impossibly low 
figure. The figure they gave for Amharic speakers was, on 
the other hand, 3,000,000 and that appears fairer.
E. Ullendorff's estimate of 1,300,000 Tigrinya speakers in 
1945 (The Semitic Languages of Ethiopia, London, 1955,p. 21) 
was probably nearer the mark than any other. Bender, op. cit., 
p.13 , suggests the figure of 3,560,000, while Bereket Habte 
Selassie in Conflict and Intervention in the Horn, NewYork,
1980, gives the population of Tigray alone as seme 5 million ancf 
that of Eritrea as over 3.5 million (pAS ). Tigray is predo­
minantly Tigrinya-speaking and at least half of Eritrea's population 
also speaks Tigrinya. Bereket's estimates bring up the number 
of Tigrinya speakers to sane six million. This may be a slight­
ly inflated figure.
3-belongs to the Semitic linguistic family. The name of the lang­
uage itself is related to the geographical name "Tigray", 
a province found in northernEthiopia. The people call 
themselves "Tagaru" in the plural, and "Tagraway" in the 
singular. They also call themselves "Habasha" and 
their language < H  LH : V: ' (the speech of the
Habasha)^
E. Littmann suggests that the original name of
5
the language is "Tggray" He also mentions other forms 
of referring to the language. "Besides this the na­
tives have other names viy 2a.ra.vS. Havasa. and
k -K t H . . The former means "language of the 
Habasha" and the latter "language of the^Christians."
Although the present name of the language Tig­
rinya is related to the geographical name of the pro­
vince of Tigray, it is spoken further north in a large 
part of Eritrea, further west in parts of the province 
of Begemider, and further south in parts of the province
3. The others are Ge*ez, Tigre, Amharic, Harari, Gurage, 
Gafat^ and Argobba.
4. This manner of referring to the language, parti­
cularly current among the Tigrinya speakers of the 
Eritrean highlands, is well illustrated in the 
title of the book m A f  ■'i h r t V i A smara,
1938 (A Primer of Habasha and Italian).
5. E. Littmann, A Preliminary Report of the Princeton 
University Expedition to,Abyssinia", Z A , 16 (1902), 
p. 165.
This view seems well-founded as the first printed 
Tigrinya book (1866) had the title cOVih
rlU-T ft h lh 't ic h th ’ -flM IrP". (Holy Gospel of our 
Saviour Jesus Christ in Tigray). Ge'ez manuscripts 
reveal older names for the language. See footnotes 
13*. and 12 (
Littmann, op. cit., p. 166.
■5'j
J
of Wollo. Tigrinya
"is spoken in an area largely iden­
tical with that of the old Aksumite 
Kingdom, and may thus lay claim to 
being —  at least geographically — ■ 
the direct successor of Gefez. Its 
territory covers the eponymous 
Tigrai province, the three highland 
regions of Eritrea, Hamasien, Serae, 
and Akkele Guzay, the fringes of the 
adminstrative divisions of Keren and 
Massawa........,,T?
It also extends "as far south as Lake Ashangi and
Wojerat district? it then crosses the Takkaze westwards
8to the Tsellemti and Wolkayt regions".
In mode of occupation, the Tigrinya-speaking 
people are sedentary agricultutalists and in religion, 
almost all adhere to the Ethiopian Orthodox faith while 
small minorities follow Islam or the Catholic and 
Protestant forms of Christianity. As the Tigrean and 
Eritrean highlands as well as the Eritrean coast is the 
area where Axumite civilization arose and prospered, 
the Tigrinya speakers are particularly its closet heirs. 
However, they share the legacy of that civilization with 
the Amharas to the south and west as well as with the 
Agaws of Lasta and of parts of Gojam and Begemider.
The Tigrinya-speaking block of the Tigrean and
7. E. Ullendorff, The Ethiopians, London, 1973 (3rd ed.)
p. 121.
8. Op. cit., p. 35
Eritrean highlands is:
"historic Abyssinia par excellence. 
....and the people who speak this 
language are the authentic carriers 
of the historical and cultural tra­
ditions of ancient Abyssinia.....
The same system of social structure 
and land tenure as well as cultural 
affinity extend beyong the artifi­
cial adminstrative border (ie. with 
Eritrea) into the Tigrai. Eritrea 
was always an artificial creation, 
for the people on both sides of the 
frontier are one in race and 
civilization." 9
The latter part of the above remark is histori­
cally attested to by the fact that when Fascist Italy 
had occupied the entirety of Ethiopia from 1936 to 1941, 
it quite appropriately merged the two provinces into 
one adminstrative division. "After the Italo-Ethiopian 
War, the entire Tna were united in a Greater Eritrea
but this arrangement came to an end shortly after
10the liberation of Ethiopia."
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid.
—"r •.* T»rr r-r-^r v v
2. Tigrinya literature: early beginnings to 1900
Throughout this chapter, all traceable Tigrinya 
material is intended to be treated in one form or 
another. The justification for this procedure in re­
lation to Tigrinya literature is its relative paucity. 
In circumstances where literatures are in a state of 
incipient development, it seems permissible to treat 
all of the available written material in terms of 
literature. Remarking on studies of Amharic literature 
which could justifiably apply to Tigrinya literature 
as well, A. S. Gerard writes:
"Most early studies of Amharic 
literature had to deal mainly with 
devotional and didactic works as well 
as with genuine creative writing.
This is inevitably the case with all 
nascent literatures: historians of 
Old English or Old French writing 
devote considerable attention to 
chronicles, homilies and saints’ lives 
which have little, if anything, to do 
with the literary art." 11
The earliest references t6 the Tigrinya language, 
which also include some Tigrinya words, are found in some 
Ge'ez books written in the 15th century. In f e a c L P a  
laka.ru>;> and G-bLolfa F\'Hi jo o s , Tigr inya'is called "hajdm!
11. A. S. Gerard, "Amharic Creative Literature:
The Early Phase", J E S , Vol. 6, No. 2, 1968, 
p . 39.
12(language of Axum) . In mastirVL s ' ^ i ^  /
composed by Bahayla Mika’el, Tigrinya is called <
(Habasha) and * H^ ara!. Aah'tLsL (the language of the 
Habasha^
A manuscript in the British Library (Or. 2263) 
which contains a short Tigrinya-Turkish as well as a 
Tigrinya-Arabic vocaubulary belongs to the same 
category as the above. This one is dated as belonging
12. In"Canti Popolari tigrai", Z A , Vol. 17, 1903, 
p. 23 C. Conti Rossini reproduces the following 
from Gadla Libanos :
Mir V i  4kh\'(\lLfa t n * i V A ^ ^ ^ w•‘a means in the language 
of Aksum Both the Ge'ez and the
Tigrinya words mean "raven"
Mir XI Mi<Pi (ltflL:'h<f)ih$v: {fDM-L1. ttVhhlr ■ : d>h-h- C'yiA 3 . ^
«That which is called 'mastara' (comb) in the lang­
uage of Aksum which women tie in their hair."
13. The following are from J. Perruchon's Le Livre des 
Myst^res Du Ciel et de la Terre, Paris, 1903,
pp. 19-20. They give first the Ge<ez and then the 
Tigrinya words for a few animals.
«  U h lR h-.U iL ih: H f r ' f t t :  f)ch(1/t: thCM'H'. -O ifo
"named which in Habasi means 'harmaz r"
(elephant)
«  (Oi'IiOh- H t fh 'h f I f ichn i\. • - f ] lL h  :
"and named < ya berni.*which in Habasi means < tiger)
«■ CDflVUi rh n i l ' .
"and named ^ n^R^and which in the language of 
Habasi means ( " (hyena)
& KhCf: Mhcrr^ ’- -finiv. H W  • chHiV. ^
"beast named in the language of the
Habasi" (Snake)
14to the 17t^--18th centuries.
Of European travellers, Henry Salt appears to be 
the first to include a glossary of Tigrinya words.
The four-column list of words headed by English and fo­
llowed by Amharic, Tigre {.ie. Tigrinya) , and Agow 
includes terms of nature and of kinship, names of do­
mestic animals, parts of the body, numbers, adjectives, 
15colours, etc. Another traveller to Ethiopia,
C.T. Lefebvre, reproduces in a couple of pages a short
14. S. Strelcyn, Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts 
in the British Library Acquired since the year 
1877, London, 1978 , p. 183.
He reproduces in full the Tigrinya-Turkish voca­
bulary which consists of only eight words, and 
a part (fifteen words) of the Tigrinya-Arabic 
vocabulary.
The first two Tigrinya words in both Vocabularies 
arew " and ("Cornel" and "Sit down!")'
and their Turkish and Arabic equivalents are given 
in Ethiopic script
v w  ■> -nth; u h  x i -fi: as-fc l ■ • • * (Yu&i) (f- l
15. Henry Salt, A Voyage to Abyssinia and Travels into 
the Interior of that Country, London, 1814, 
Appendix I, pp. XVIII. The list of English words 
is 181, although a Tigrinya equivalent is not 
given for every one of them.
16Tigrinya dialogue of practical value. Both travellers 
wrote the Tigrinya in Latin script. >
The first documented attempt to write substan­
tial tracts in the Tigrinya language, although again
17in Latin script, was undertaken by Nathaniel Pearce,
He made a translation of the Gospel of St. John into 
Tigrinya sometime in the 1820s. Ullendorff reproduces 
what he considers the most successful passage in
18Pearce's translation and that comes out very poorly.
In the 1830s, Samuel Gobat (later Bishop of 
Jerusalem) commissioned the translation of St. John's 
Gospel. "It was written on paper, consists of 140
16. C. T. Lefebvre, Voyage en Abyssinie execute pendant 
les annes 1839-1843, pp. 411-421. His "Dialogue 
Tigr^ens" is preceded by a grammatical outline of 
pronouns and verbs and a conjugation of the verbs 
"to have" and "to do". The following are taken 
from his 'dialogue'.
"Quel est ton nom?"Simka maniyou?" (p. 419)
"La route que tu as suivie Batu zemasgakhayou
est-elle boisee? dour iyou?"
"QuelleS sortes de graminees Mentaye ainete
y trouve-t-on? irekkebe?" (p. 421)
17. Nathaniel Pearce accompanied Henry Salt, and lived 
in Ethiopia from 1805 to 1819.
(p.^ 420)
ouAA.(x
18. E. Ullendorff, Ethiopia and the Bible, London, 
1968, p. 70.
pages and was given by E. Ruppel to the Frankfurt
19municipal library'.' Other Tigrinya works, written
again in the 1830s, are translations of the Four Gospels.
"The first manuscript was owned by E. Rodiger, and the
first chapter of St. John according to this version was
printed in Praetori^us1 Tigrinasprache. The other
20manuscript .......  is in the Berlin library."
The translation of the Four Gospels by Dabtara
Matewos, which existed in manuscript form as early as
21the 1830s, was -hot published until much later.
This translation made with the assistance of Rev. C. 
Isenberg was printed in Chrischona, Basle, Switzerland 
in 1866, under the title tortUh
The Tigrinya language employed was that spoken in the 
Adwa-Aksum area. After Dabtara Matewos' translation, 
the next piece of written Tigrinya are some sixty
19. Ethiopia and the Bible, p. 69.
20. Ibid. John I: 1 & 2 on page 1 of the annotated
5-page reproduction in print at the end of 
Praetorious 1 v/work reads
7 4 ' - 1 1  
Grammatik der Tigrinasprache in Abessinien, Halle,1871.
21. Dabtara Matewos also wrote a "dictionnaire geo- 
graphique" for Lefebvre, op. cit., pp. 103-117, 
which includes a list of geographical terms, of 
principal mountains, rivers,provinces and towns of 
Abyssinia.
proverbs, written in Ethiopic script, published in
„  p p
ZDMG by Franz Praetor i^ jus between 1883 to 1888 .
A work which encompasses a representative sample 
of Tigrinya literature ranging from the religious to 
the fable type is J. Schreiber's Manuel de la Langue 
Tigrai, part II, published in Vienna in 1893 (part I 
published in 1887). The Tigrinya texts are on the left- 
hand columns while their equivalent French translations 
are on the right hand columns. The first and second sec­
tions are religious in content with the first dealing 
with the story of Genesis, the birth and resurrection of 
Christ, and the parable of the vineyard workers, while 
the second section ideals with the exemplary life of 
Christ. Both are in simple, narrative Tigrinya and 
comprise 23 pages in all.
The third section contains a dialogue between a 
master and his servant discussing the plans for and exec­
ution of a voyage. It is conversational Tigrinya and, in 
a way, the first of its type. The fourth section relates 
the events of the times in the form of a correspondence 
between a Father Yulyos and some five correspondents, 
presumably attached to Catholic missions in
22. ZDMG 37 (1883), pp. 443-450; 38 (1884), pp. 481- 
485; 39 (1885), pp. 322-326; 42 (1888) ,  ^ £?,
f
23Eritrea. This is the most lengthy part (56 pages)
and sets a new style of narrating historical events in
24letters. As distinct from that in Dabtara Matewos1
C See foointie I'D, [>.*(
work with a noticeable Adwa dialect,^the Tigrinya written
25
here betrays traces of Akkele Guzay dialect/although 
the preface states that the Tigrinya employed is intend­
ed to be standard ie.  ^^  V2J]((h  ^ (the language of
25everybody).
The fifth section comprising some twelve pages 
contains seven fables and 53 proverbs. The fables are 
good examples of the day-to-day Tigrinya used in story­
telling .
In the same year that Schreiber published Part II 
of his man^ual of the Tigrinya language, Ludovico de 
Vito produced a 69-page book under the title Escercizi
23. The dates and manner of addressing as well as of 
the closing of some of the letters are in Ge'ez. 
e. 9- “ ViffliTe ...
'h ft- l- 'b O -'f-W h r. f(h~ m y i^ h - .C D h V n .^ (^ n s -
v' (On the 12th of Tahsasi This message which is sent 
from Mika’el, may it (she) reach my venerable father 
Abuna Yulyos....... Says Mika>el, your son."
24. Consider the following passage : Irh -'*hC 'h$' kifciO-lr L ■
:f(Ihh »'h b '.M '-W k itW fr :
son of Has
’3raya, Fitawrari Dabab, has become a bandit. Based 
in Bahri, he lives by robbing. One day, he robbed 
and killed some merchants and took away much money. 
With the money he took, he is buying rifles).
25. L< . 173) {their friend) is a dis­
tinctly Akkele Guzay dialect. Tigrinya speakers in 
this region also saytottf" for'ffrftf" (sun).
di lettura in lingua tigrina containing also a sample 
of Tigrinya texts. Vito also wrote two other related 
works, one being a Tigrinya grammar and the other 
Tigrinya vocabulary.
Vito's first work is a Valuable source for 
Tigrinya literature, in that a sample of Tigrinya poet­
ry and of the lyrics of Tigrinya songs is written here 
for. the first time. Although the bulk of the work 
comprises of stories, and a smaller section of Tigrinya 
sentences and expressions, it nevertheless contains 
eleven pages of poetry and eight pages of songs.
After Dabtara Matewos' Gospels in Tigrinya and 
Schreiber's and Vito's texts, the next significant work 
in Tigrinya literature is Dabtara Fsssaha Giyorgis' 
record of his travel to and stay in Italy published in 
Rome in 1895. He is from Yeha and the rather long title 
of his work is i VA/f?: M g  $  : a V ni TKh-'7) = ■.
a i c l % tff'lwi-fliwiif %-fhm h ■ M h ! b ; u n iv ■ -  - f l * ■.
(About the author's journey from Ethiopia to Italy
and about the impressions made on him by his stay in
that country in Tigrinya). L. Ricci remarks of this
work "che e una primizia per tuta la letteratura etiopica
2 6moderna (sia in tigrino che in amarico)".
26. L. Ricci, "Letteratura in lingua tigrina,"
Storia della letterature d'Oriente, ed. 0. Botto. 
Milan, 1969, p. 885.
Faswha Giyorgis went to Rome in the early 1890s 
"where he taught Ethiopic grammar and rhetoric and stud­
ied Latin and Italian. He subsequently wrote a narrative 
of the Queen of Sheba, a history of Aksum, a study of 
the etymology of Tigre place names, and an account of 
his visit to Italy, all of them in Tna. He was also 
responsible for the publication of the Psalms of David
which was printed in Italy by Carlo de Luigi with some
27of the letters in red - at that time an innovation."
Fassaha Giyorgis may justly be considered the 
father of Tigrinya literature, being the trailblazer 
in terms of secular literature, even if this consisted 
of a travelogue and legendary histories, or stories.
Learned journals continued to put out Tigrinya material 
whenever possible. A one-page text is reproduced in 
L 'Qriente by Ignazio Guidi in 1894 while twelve Tigrinya 
riddles are recorded in the same journal by F. Gallina of 
the Instituto Orientals in Naples. The next work of 
Tigrinya literature is Dr. C. Winqist's Sillabario nella 
lingua tigrina published in Asmara in 1896. This is the 
first Tigrinya book published on native ground, although the 
press was founded and owned by the Swedish Evangelical 
Mission. Leslau describes it as a 76-page book
27. R. Pankhurst, "The Foundations of Education, Printing, 
Newspapers, Book Production, Libraries and Literacy 
in Ethiopia," EO, Vol. 6, 1962, p. 257-258,
1containing riddles, proverbs, common sayings, and tales
The last appear to be translations from European sour-
2 8ces and not the folk tales of the region.
In 1893, C. Conti Rossini contributed to GSAI 
10 a ten-page text consisting of legends in Tigrinya. 
Dr. K. Winqist translated and had published Part 1 of 
Comp, della Dottrina Cristiana (86 pages) in 1899.
And G.M. Bianchi's Dizionario e frasario eritreo pub­
lished in Milan in 1900 contains about 26 pages of
29Tigrinya expressions and sentences.
The preceding pages have aimed to present as 
comprehensive and exhaustive a picture as possible of 
19th century Tigrinya literature excluding dictionar­
ies, glossaries and grammatical outlines. The develop­
ment of Tigrinya literature up to the period 1900 may 
now be summed up.
Tigrinya manuscripts (translations of the 
Gospels) date back to the 1830s, but the printing of 
the Tigrinya vernacular did not commence until 1866. 
Both at first and for a long time to follow, it was 
given impetus by European missionaries and especially
28. Annotated Bibliography, p. 189.
29. Op.cit., p. 184.
15
by the Protestant spirit which in Europe and America 
had attempted to bring the Bible to every household.
Although the initial encouragement came from 
foreigners, we may note that, as with Amharic litera­
ture which was pioneered by Dabtara Zeneb and Aleka 
Wolde Maryam, those who pioneered the development of 
Tigrinya literature, Matewos and Fassaha Giyorgis, 
were also dabtaras. Further, they came from the Adwa- 
Axum area ie. from Tigray. This contrasts markedly 
with the development of Tigrinya literature in the 
20th century which, with the exception of the transla­
tions and works of Aleka Tewolde Medhin of Adwa and po- 
ssibily of a few others, almost exclusively developed 
in Eritrea and by authors from that region of the 
Tigrinya-speaking block. However, the above statement 
needs qualification as regards Walda'ab Walda Maryam
who comes from Tigray and who is generally considered
30the creator of modern Tigrinya.
30. While he confirms Tadla Byru's allegation about 
his Tigray origin, Walda'ab nevertheless asserts 
that he has as much right to comment on the fate 
of Eritrea. <c M L 'fl (ftihh B W N
jHo, [ W h o  "HieH "flie 4c. b £W  G Y ttre cx^  (
In "Letteratura tigrina", Le Civilta dell1 
Oriente, ed. G, Tucci, Rome, 1957, Vol. 2, p. 58,
M. M. Moreno asses«Walda'ab1s role in the develop­
ment of Tigrinya literature in the following terms:
"Walda'ab Waldamaryam merita di essere segnalato a 
parte come creators del moderno tigrino, nel quale 
egli ha introdotto e accredit&to numerosi neologism!, 
escogitati con ingegnosita rispettosa dellapufezza, dell'eloquio 
insieme con uno stil nuovo che, lungi dal far violenza 
alia lingua, ne valorizza le atti tudini.. - **
By and large, Tigrinya literature in the 
19th century had a good and early start. In fact, 
Ricci's above-quoted remark about Fassgha 
Giyorgis' travelogue as being one of the first for 
all modern Ethiopian literature including Amharic 
sums up this situation succinctly. For varied and 
multiple reasons, however, Tigrinya literature in 
the 20th century will be found lagging far behind 
Amharic literature, both in terms of abundance and 
in quality of content.
One other point can be made about Tigrinya 
literature in the 19th century, and that is that, 
apart from Dr. Winqist's two books which were both 
published in Asmara, all the Tigrinya books or 
texts in journals mentioned so far were all pub­
lished in Europe, the largest production being 1000 
Tigrinya Gospels printed a year or so prior to
the British expedition to Magdala presumably by
31the British and Foreign Bible Society. The
printing press in Eritrea, however, has a much
earlier history than the publication of the above
3 2Tna books and texts in Europe. A Lazarist father,
31. R. Pankhurst, "Foundations of Education.... 
Op. cit., p. 248.
32. Of all Ethiopia, it is here in Eritrea that 
printing presses first started.
Lorenzo Biancheri, set up a small printing press in
■' !.)
Massawa in 1863, called himself printer to His Majesty
Emperor Theodore and published an Amharic catechism
early in 1864. With his death a few months later, his
33press was destroyed.
Following Biancheri's example, Lazarist mission­
aries installed a small printing press in Keren in 1879 
and published religious Amharic books, for the most part, 
although they also published in Tna Orations of Father 
J&midxaz- and the .Christian..Poetrin.e. From the time of 
the fall of Keren to the Italians in 1888 till the trans­
fer of the press to the Catholic Mission at Asmara in 
1900 the press seems to have solely printed announce­
ments in Italian and Amharic for the Italian military
, 34 command.
The printing press which was to dominate the 
scene in the first four decades of the 20th century in 
terms of piblishing Tna literature was that of the 
Swedish Evangelical Mission first set up at Moncullo in 
1885 and later transferred to Asmara in 1895. Other than 
those mentioned above, an Italian Military Press was 
set up in Massawa in 1885, and the first commercial press, 
again in Massawa, was established in 1890. The press of
33. R. Pankhurst, op.cit., p. 149.
34. Ibid.
the Corriere Eritrea was also set up in Massawa in 1891, 
and started issuing a weekly politico-commercial news­
paper of that name. All the last three presses seem to
35have published only m  Italian.
3, Tigrinya literature: 1900 to 1942 
With the exception of a few school texts, most 
of the works published in Tigrinya during the first four 
decades of the 20th century were primarily religious. 
Almost all were published by the Swedish Evangelical 
Mission at Asmara. The first two decades of Tna lit- 
rature were especially dominated by the works and trans­
lations of Swedish missionaries. This dreary picture 
is however, mitigated by the collections of texts by 
European scholars reproduced in various learned journals 
dealing with Oriental studies. We also find at least 
one native author writing literature of a more secular 
nature, a novellette (An Ethiopian) and a
historical work on the First World War 1 9lCf ’ h ' h ^ h$R±
. (The World Flares up on account of Two Beasts) 
Dr. K. Winqist, a missionary doctor stationed at
Balaza, some 10 kilometres north of Asmara, who wrote
a Tigrinya Reader and a Tigrinya Catechism at the end of
the 19th century now translated two Biblical stories:
Storia Sacra (162 pages) and Racconti Biblici (70 pages)
37both published m  1901. He then had published in
36. Ricci, "la letteratura tigrina" op. cit., p. 887.
37. C. F. Rowling & C. E. Wilson, Bibliography of 
.African Christian Literature. London, 1923, P. 7. 
The books published by the Swedish Evangelical 
Mission Press atrAsmara enumerated on this and the 
following page are all taken from the above- 
mentioned Bibliography, p. 7, and Supplement to 
Bibliography of African Christian Literature,
p . 4.
1910 Dottrina 'Cristiana (260^pages), again a transla- 
tion,and the second rpart of his Catechism Comp, dela 
Dottrina Ccristiana {62 pages) in 1912.
Another Swedish missionary K. Nystrom translated 
and had published a service book Hymnbook I (134 pages) 
containing 101 hymns in 1907 and two Tna Readers 
Sillabario I (137 pages) in 1911 and Sillabario II 
(127 pages) in 1922.
By far the most prolific writer and translator of 
all the Swedish . missionaries was 0. Eriksson.
He translated a service book Hymnbook II (292 pages) in 
1914 and translated the following works on Christian 
Doctrine and Morals: 'Sia La Luce (360 pages) in 1912, 
Tesoro del 3Cristiano (430 pages) in 1918 and Tracts 
(600 pages) probably in the same year. And he had pub­
lished Help for Preachers: Sermon Outlines (25 pages) 
in 1911, Sermon! Brevi (142 pages) in 1912, The Giver 
of Promise (140 pages) in 1912, Cio che deve Sapere Agni 
abessino (128 pages) in 1913, Corn from the Field of God 
(365 pages), Credi in Gesu (63 pages) in 1913 and an 
Almanaco (26 pages) whose year of publication is not 
specified.
A missionary who translated something other than 
religious material was C. Christaller. His Manuale di 
Aritmetica (72 pages) was published in 1923 and it is 
the first Tna arithmetic book.
Apart from the Swedish missionaries, two native 
Tna-speakers wrote and published Tna works as well.
S. Sayon1s La Verita Rivelata (60 pages) was publish­
ed in 1911, while Gabra Salasse's Avvertimenti (78 pages) 
was published in,1913.
This monotonous picture of religious works in 
Tna is, as mentioned earlier, broken by the contribu­
tion of scholars to various learned journals. Enno 
Littmann's contribution of a 4-page text to WZKM in 
1902 is one of the very first in the 20th century.
Enno Littmann's major collection of texts was
in the Tigre language. However, along with a few 
3 8others, we have this short text in the Tigrinya dia­
lect spoken in the Tanben region. This text is, there­
fore, interesting not only for what it contains but 
also as one base text for those who wish to study dia­
lectal differences in Tna, and wish to compare the
3 9Tanben dialect with other dialects of Tna.
Walda Tansa’e, a young monk from the Tanben re­
gion, wrote the text for E.Littmann. It is an assort­
ment of extremely short stories and moralizing texts.
38. E. Littmann, "A Preliminary Report...." op.cit., 
p. 166-167, lists those other texts*
These were: (Rendering into Ethiopic Script mine)
(a) b m w : -• Ybtrp : n m W P  ’■ 4%'fl/b ■ iU H p i* 1)
(Fable: Beasts of all varieties assemble to hunt.)
( b) : 'fjQ-H i V-flL' (fO'Mk-h - & fh-il i \ (The Story of
Abuna Gabra Manfas Qaddus)
(c) V O «
(The Story of Axum and of the Coming of the Taberna­
cle of Zion.)
(d) H V ’ ; Hflf ‘tfJ'b'fl> (The Story of Emperor Kaleb)
(e) a number of traditions about the ancient kings 
and the ruins of Aksum.
39. For a study of the dialects of Adwa, Akala Guzay and 
Hamasen, see Leslau, JA, 231 (1939), p. 78-115.
In a short paragraph, a story about Emperor Kaleb’s
expeditions to South Arabia is told. Th© moralizing
texts are derived from an authority called Abuzarad
(or perhaps Abu Zared). And they treat of the things
that he said were good or bad for the body and for the 
4 0soul. There is also a short paragraph referring to 
what Socrates taught of justice and the good state.
In the years 1903 to 1906, Conti Rossini repro­
duced in ZA, 17, 18, 19,songs, poems and elegiac ver­
ses numbering 165 in all, with their equivalent Italian 
translations and additional notes. They are for the 
most part, two to four-line poems of love; some, again, 
are short two to three-line poems expressing desertion, 
enmity, sarcastic and direct insults. The rest are 
mostly long poems ranging anywhere from five lines to 
two and a half pages each, treating of historical topics 
like war and family feuds. Verses of mourning semi­
sung in praise of close relatives or illustrious warr­
iors and poems of social satire are also included.
Jacques Fra'itlovitch1 s reproduction of 88 pages 
of Tigrinya poetry in GSAI, 23 published in 1911 must 
rank as one of the richest sources of Tigrinya poetry. 
But with very few exceptions, they are eulogistic ver­
ses of mourning, and are all of the same genre of 
poetry. All the same, the collection can be considered
£0. This section, (op.cit. , p. 212 and p. 2.14) has its 
Amharic parallel. See S. Strelcyn, "Les e'crits 
medicaux ethiopiens", JES, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1965, p.
quite comprehensive for this type of poetry. The poems 
are, besides, from the various regions of the Tigrinya- 
speaking block.
His main source is Dr. Winqist's collection, but 
Tawalda Madhan, a native Tigrinya-speaker attached to 
the mission at Balaza, is also mentioned as an addition­
al source.
In this collection, there are a few poems strik­
ingly different from the chief subject of this collec­
tion viz. eulogistic mourning verse. They refer to the 
Italian colonialism of the period and whereas some are 
laudatory and full of hyperbolic praise, the others are 
openly condemnatory and critical.
Other than reproductions of collected texts by 
European scholars, two native Tna-speakers published 
three books in the decade between 1910 and 1920. The 
first is Yosef Nasih's \ ft ■. (Proper Manners) pub­
lished in Rome in 1910. Yosef Nasih was a Catholic 
priest and judging from the title, it is perhaps a book 
of advice on correct and good manners. The other two 
works are those of Sangal Warqanah and both were, again, 
published in Rome in 1916. The first has the title 
rhQ  ^ v: (An Ethiopian) whose content can be
described with the availability of a copy. The second 
has the title ' &i h ^ '  % W C 0%  t< evidently
a historical work on the reasons for the eruption of the 
First World War.41
41. Ricci,“La letteratura...." opvdit., p. 887.
24
Another important historical critique but writ­
ten in Amhar ic , seems to have been incorporated in 
Sia Luce (already mentioned earlier). This critique 
was made by Gabra Hsywat Baykadahn, one of Ethiopia's 
foremost intellectuals. Although a native Tigrinya- 
speaker himself, G. H. Baykadann makes a critique in 
Amharic of Afawarq G&bra lyasus's work ^ ( d ;
(Emperor Menelik) by presenting a less praising and
perhaps a more objective appraisal of Emperor Menelik's 
42reign.
There were other works published in the second 
decade of the 20th century. The Catholic Mission in 
Asmara produced f fT lh rf iC : ; ?  /?/? ■ l (Book of
Technical Education) in 1912 dealing with business, 
the elementary principles of technology, and general 
human affairs.
And the Italian Colonial Administration in 1917 
published ' h £ $ ( r  \ «1 'V V; : i (Eritrea: Italian
Colony) containing notes on the administrative, economic, 
commercial and cultural life of the Eritrean colony. 
Perhaps again under the auspices of the same administra­
tion, another work entitled fay f t  , ? ■
(Famous People: on account of their work, their know­
ledge and their love) was published in the same year 
This was
of 19l7.?/a work on the lives of prominent Italian per­
sonalities of the past and current periods.^
42. Op.cit., p. 884-885,
43. Op.cit., p. 884.
The second decade of the 20th century also saw
the appearance of two Tigrinya monthly magazines,
both produced by foreign religious missions. The first
entitled / f f l /n lfo b  \ h h ^ °  :i (Me ssage of Peace) which
started publication in 1909 and continued until 1915
was put out by the Swedish Evangelical Mission, while
the second by the Catholic Mission of the Cappucin
Orderjfstarted publication in 1916 and had the title
» HJW/L : 'h.'tty'fa# ■' ViV'/'f r ) L J r fc i: (The True Friend of the
44Ethiopian People).
Coming back to reproductions of Tigrinya texts 
by scholars, Conti Rossini in the 1911-1912 issue of 
RSQ, 4, reproduces about six pages of text, along with 
notes in Tigrinya adding up to about one page. These 
short texts deal with the legend of the Queen of Sheba 
(about 3 pages) and about another 3 pages of very amus-
-^vo-wv -f-fuL '7-au^ ue- ~tc- fo,u-iacr A a l m d  rvM^t-tck'e'vv
ing legendary versions on the transition of power^from 
Lasta to Eritrea of the Agaw and their subsequent gene­
alogies in the latter region.
The year 1922 saw the second edition of (Tilhrhf ■ L9th\ 
ML*! • ^ ^ C ^  (: (64 pages) , (A P rimer of Tigrinyal,first
published in 1905 by the Swedish Evangelical Mission 
45in Asmara. The Tigrinya Readers put out by this mission
44. Op.cit., p. 885,
45. Annotated Bibliography , p . 188.
including the one by Winqist in 1896, seem to have num­
bered four in all. But it is not clear whether they 
were all different in content. Only access to all the 
different Readers can ascertain that.
In this same decade some three other manuals on 
the Tigrinya language came out; they all contain, at the 
least, Tigrinya sentences and dialogues,while some con­
tain letters and texts. These were Manuale tigray- 
jtaliano-franeese published in Rome in 1912, Sillabario 
ed esercizi di lettura in lingua tigrina published in 
Asmara in 1914, and Manuale de letture scelte italiane- 
tigrai ad uso delle scuole indigene published in Asmara 
in 1916.
By far the most important Tigrinya work of the 
2nd decade, however, is J, A. Kolmodin's compilation of 
the traditions of Sa’azaga and Hazaga entitled tflJri % 0  
/./WPV.t (270 pages) published in Rome in 1912. This 
is a monumental work recording the history not just of 
these two areas in Hamasen but touching on all Ethiopian 
history. The dialect is that spoken;, in Hamasen and is, 
thus, an invaluable source for the study of that dialect. 
The French translation was published in Uppsala in 1915.
The next two decades from 1920 to 1940 did not 
see much development of Tigrinya literature. Manuals 
on the language in Tigrinya and in Italian continued
46. Ibid.
to be published in Italy in cities like Rome, Milan and 
Naples. And in Asmara itself, ' & \ (151
pages), a Reader in Tigrinya only, was published in 1928 
by the Swedish Evangelical Mission, while a book on 
learning Italian, in Ethiopic script, was published by 
the Fransiscan Press in 1938 with the title (ff)kAi$ ; L flt/k ■.
^ 47 However, the most important
work of this period was Walda'ab Walda Maryam's 
— b&kx \ ^ ii (A Primer on Tigrinya) published
in Asmara in 1935. It proved popular and went through 
many editions.
decades was a biography of Abba Takla Haymanot of Adwa
the only biographical work in Tigrinya and of a native, 
although even here it is the biography of a religious 
figure and not of a historical personage. It is to be 
remembered, however, that a Tigrinya biographical work 
containing biographical sketches of Italian figures was 
published as early as 1917 in Asmara.
that documented by W. Leslau for his study of Tigrinya 
dialects reproduced in JA, 231, 1939. These were texts 
in two different dialects viz. those of Adwa and Akala
Another interesting work published in those two
who was born in 1825 and died in 1902. 48 This is about
A more secular collection of Tigrinya texts was
47. Op.cit., p. 187
48. Op.cit., p. 186
52
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Guzay transcribed from two native speakers viz. Masfan 
Zalalaw of Adwa and Takle Gurmu of Akkele Guzay. They 
contain brief historical sketches, descriptions of the 
Masqal Festival, stories and fables.
Some three years after the Italians occupied all 
of Ethiopia, the Italian administration started publica­
tion of a Tigrinya periodical called % Vr. B>
49(Ethiopia Renewed) in 1939.
In 1940, Conti Rossini published a work on gram­
mar entitled Lingua Tigrina (278 pages) in which he in­
cluded a 10-page collection of Tigrinya texts in trans­
cription. They deal with seven topics: three of which 
are short historical accounts, while the other four deal 
with 1) Abyssinian measures of grain and yarn 2) various 
points of customary law 3) Abyssinian military titles 4) 
Tigrinya military commands.
This period closes with the monumental work:
Conti Rossini’s Proverbi, Tradizioni e Canzoni Tigrine 
(332 pages) published in Verbania in 1942. The first 
part contains 489 proverbs in transcription with trans­
lation and additional notes. The second part is a book 
of genealogy tfDfrrhC ffr (21 pages) written in
Ethiopic script. The genealogy was written down by a 
priest from Ssllsma, a district in Saraye awnaja. An 
Italian translation follows the text, at the end of- 
which is an alphabetical index, in transcription, of 
the proper names mentioned in the text. The third part 
contains 86 poems, in Ethiopic script, followed by
49. Ricci, "La letteratura " Op.cit., p. 887.
translation and notes. They are from many parts of the 
Tigrinya-speaking block-from Hamasien and Akkele Guzay as 
well as from Agame and Inderta.
The following year, Eugenio di S'avoiarGenova and 
Giovanni Simonini published 432 Tigrinya proverbs in R S E 
3 (1943) , in Ethiopic script with Italian translation. They 
were all collected in Saraye, and the original collection 
of 670 proverbs was reduced to 432 in order to avoid inclu­
sion of those proverbs already recorded in Conti Rossini's 
work published a year earlier.
In the same year, E. Littmann published 24 proverbs 
from Winqist's collection in Z D M G 97 (1943), in 
transcription. He also published a one-page text in 
Ethiopic script in R S E £ (1947). It is on the Axumite
legend of the dragon, one of nine legends he had collected 
from an Axumite priest during the Expedition he had led-to 
the area at the turn of the century.
4. TIGRINYA literature: 1942-1974.
The development of Tigrinya as a written language 
and literature enters a new stage in this period. In the 
earlier periods, we saw that Tigrinya was written for evan­
gelical purposes by foreign missions, Swedish and Italian, 
or was compiled from oral traditions by scholars. There 
were, of course, the original and secular works of Dabtara 
Fgssaha Giyorgis, among a few others . But they were ex­
ceptions. The post-1942 period transformed such works into 
the rule. This was possible because the British Administration
<1941-1952) encouraged the development of Tigrinya, not only 
as a medium of instruction in the primary schools but also 
as a medium of expression in newspapers and books. The 
biggest single factor in its development was, in fact, the 
founding of a weekly newspaper in Tigrinya, Eritrean Weekly 
News under the auspices of the British Information Services.
The formation of a "Tigrinya Language Council" in 
1944 best illustrates the hopeful prospect with which this 
period opened. Among other objectives, the Council aimed 
to adopt a fairly standard spelling system, and to adapt 
the language to modern needs by determining in what manner 
and from what language sources essential new terminology 
was to be coined. However, the active life of the Council 
did not last long. Of its sorry state five years later,
E. Ullendorff wrote, " it was a matter of disappoint­
ment to many when the initial enthusiasm ebbed, political
considerations entered the picture, and the committee be-
.. „ 5 0came moribund."
With the end of the British Administration and
Eritrea's federation with Ethiopia, Tigrinya as a medium of
instruction in primary schools continued until 1962, since
51which period it has been gradually replaced by Amharic.
50* Africa, Vol. 19, No. 1, 1949, p. 64.
51. J. Markakis, Ethiopia: Anatomy of a Traditional Polity, 
London, 1974, p. 157, writes:
"Following the elimination of Eritrea's federal status 
and the taking over of its administration by the 
Ethiopian government in 1962, Amharinya was gradually 
imposed as a language of instruction at the elementary 
level and Tigrinya was eliminated fairly quickly."
See also R.L. Hess, Ethiopia: The Modernization of 
Autocracy, Ithaca and London, 1970, pp. 163-164.
The suppression of Tigrinya as a language was to play a 
significant role in the development of an Eritrean inde­
pendence political movement in the 1960's and 1970's. 
Although it is not the purpose of this dissertation, the 
relegation of Tigrinya to secondary status by the Ethiopian 
government, after it had had official status in the decade 
between 1952 and 1962 was one of the political dynamites
that started the Eritrean liberation movements. Political
explanations aside, it is in this third period that Tigrinya 
as a written language and literature started to develop.
The period opens with the publication of a document
of the customary law of Saraye: ^ -ft* % 0>lf l r fV  ^  %
(Asmara, 1944). A Rome edition with an Italian translation 
was published in 1948. Notables of the area, chiefs and 
elders of the community compiled it although some con­
troversy arose later as to whether the initiative was indi-
52genous or Italian. This work which is 213 pages, inclu­
ding its Italian translation, is divided into two parts.
The first part deals with the laws of persons, the family, 
and obligations, while the second deals with succession, 
crime, procedure, church, and other varied areas. Another
work on customary law k $  ‘V ' P  (127 pages) was pub-
53lished by Petros Silla Press in Asmara in 1946.
A considerable work of Tigrinya literature in this 
period is Abba Yajqob Gabra lyasus1 l/fl
52. See E. Ullendorff's review in African Affairs, Vol. 53, 
No. 211, 1954, pp. 175-176.
53. This work is not available at SOAS or British 
Library.
(136 pages). Published in Asmara at the British Adminis­
tration press in 1950, it contains stories, fables, poems, 
riddles, songs and proverbs. The stories and fables num­
ber 100. The poems, songs and riddles comprise 12 two- 
column pages. The proverbs, arranged in alphabetical 
order, number 3300.
At)**. Gcditoy&ixs HayU published a novel rh & ■, *. i (A Story)
in 1949-1950. It is 61 pages long {whole book: 73 pp.) and 
it appears to be the first Tigrinya novel. At the end, it 
includes a patriotic poem in praise of Ethiopia and a 6- 
page excerpt in verse from his ^ Irfeffu i w (Tragedy
of Tewodros) which seems never to have been published in 
full anywhere. One striking fact about this work is that 
it is not only the first Tigrinya novel, but also that it 
was written in manuscript form in 1927 but could only get 
published some 22 years later through money lent to him by 
the "Ethiopia-Eritrea Unionist Party."
About the closest thing to a theological work is 
that of Tawalda Madhan Gabru's V? iP} h 4"? «? (Existence
of God) (186 pages) published in Addis Ababa in 1947. One
of the six sections of the book is a translation from Elsie
Winqist1s 1 Testimony of the New Testament about the Old 
Testament1. The other sections deal with the existence of 
God, the Church, ancient history ranging from Babylonia 
to Rome, and a chronology of biblical history. There is
a final page on the Hebraic calendar.
The same author translated a 58-page work 
(Man’s Heart) from Amharic and had it published for the
second time (1st edition 1927) in 1957 in Asmara. It has a 
few illustrations.
In 1959, a Breviary of Mary, a translation from 
Father Alfonso Musarelli's original work was published as 
t f t C S S 0 ■ W f l *  (130 pages) in Asmara under the auspices
of Fransiscan CdppuOin brothers. The translation seems to 
have been by Abba Agostinos of Hebbo.
The second and revised edition of the classic alle­
gorical novel, John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Tigrinya:
fflH.ft. ' f i ch l f l  r h l f h  ^ h e m .  14 L'h9' )
was published in Asmara in 1970. The first edition, trans­
lated from the English by Teres de Pertis and Bayru 'Uqbit, 
was published much earlier in the century in 1933/34.
A translation of a more secular literary classic 
was that of Daniel Defoe's Robinson Grusoe by Musa Aron. 
This 89-page translation (Asmara, 1957) was from the simpli 
fied edition of James Baldwin. Other translations of novel 
include Mark Twain's Adventures of Tom Sawyer as 
4/° (2i4 pages) (Asmara, 1967/68) by Faqadu Gabra
Sallase and J. Meade Falkner's Moonf leet as /fZM 
(132 pages) (Asmara, 1966/67) by Tasfa *3gzi’j Gabra 
^gzi'abher from Michael West's abridged edition.
There are two translations of Shakesperean plays 
. by the same person. Yosef Habta Mika'el translated Romeo 
and Juliet from Kabbada Mika'el's Amharic translation. 
C t f f l ' t ' )  ' y F h t frl 0 2  pages) was published in Asmara in 
1968/69 while the translation of Macbeth, (f t y (112
pages) was published in 1972 , again in Asmara.
The production of text-books which had a good start 
during the British Administration declined and disappeared 
altogether in the Federation and post-Federation periods. 
However, it left its mark. One of the impressive works of 
this nature was ( f f l f r c h f  ' h h t f f c ' f r  j l f k -
(Reading Book in General Knowledge for the Third Grade)
(123 pages) (Asmara, 1946). Prepared by H.F. Kynaston 
Snell, the Director of Schools, the rendering into Tigrinya 
appears to have been by Mamhar Asfaha Kahsay. It has sec­
tions on biology, physics, mineralogy, and agriculture.
It also has a general reading text at the beginning and a 
very brief and rather random world history at the end.
Even earlier than the above text, Mcimhg r Yashaq 
Tciwalda Madhan prepared and published text-books of arith­
metic and geography. Chapter 3 fy.liVSUi) be low contains a dis­
cussion of a book review of his {fOQ
(Introduction to Arithmetic) (100 pages) (Asmara, 1944/45).
His 'r LS (Geography in Tigrinya) (131 pages)
(Asmara, 1943/44) explains certain basic geographical terms 
and concepts. It also contains a relatively long discussion 
of transport methods, a few diagrams, and some sketch maps 
of Africa and one of Eritrea.
During the Federation, an impressive lexicographical 
work was published. Abba Yohannss GabraJ3gzi1abher's
rinya-Amhar ic.Dictionary) 
(855 pages) (Asmara, 1956/57) makes an outstanding contri­
bution to the study of the language. Where words are limi­
ted and peculiar to certain regions of the Tigrinya-speaking
block, the author indicates this fact in a bracket follow­
ing the word in Tigrinya. He does this, up to a point,
for loans as well.
It is only of this last period that we can really 
talk of Tigrinya fictional literature. The last three 
chapters of this thesis deal with three selected themes in 
order to throw some light on the development of this aspect 
of Tigrinya literature. However, the eleven works discuss­
ed in those three chapters are not exhaustive samples of 
the more than fifty fictional works written in Tigrinya
up till the period ending in 1974. Most of these works
were written in the post-Federation period at the time when 
Tigrinya had ceased to have official status. Under the 
circumstances, better education and easier publishing per­
haps account for this development.
DEVELOPMENT OF TIGRINYA AS A WRITTEN LANGUAGE.
1. The milieu and social context o£ written Tigrinya.
In the Christian part of Ethiopia, the art of 
writing has always been closely linked with the church.'*' 
Less often, its association has been with magic, and the 
word (scribe) at times also connoted 'magician'
or 'sorcerer' (Tna <ik L.'* o r <k^ |/rL > ). Purely secular 
matters which did not relate to the religious were hardly 
ever recorded. Where they were, as in the chronicles of 
Emperors, the assumption that kings were 'elect of God' 
underlay the undertaking of such a task. This tradition 
precluded the development of both written Amharic and writ­
ten Tigrinya. However, written Amharic fared slightly 
better. There exist some 14th century songs composed in 
honour of the Kings, and religious writings produced un­
der Jesuit influence in the late 16th and early 17th cen­
turies but it was under Theodore (1855-1868) and Menelik 
(1889-1913) that Amharic received increasing royal encour­
agement and was subsequently made Ethiopia's official 
language in Article 125 of the Revised Constitution of
1. Ethiopia: Anatomy of a Traditional Polity I....
The development of Tigrinya as a written language
consequently suffered adversely from the double influence
of Ge'ez and Amharic. This is concisely expressed by
Ullendorff thus: "Tna literature is still in its beginnings.
Due to the absolute domination of Ge'ez and, to a lesser
extent, the political prestige of Amharic as yan^gus 1
ank^'a, Tna has never enjoyed the dignity of a written 
3
language." However, it must be noted that he is here 
describing the state of written Tigrinya in the pre-1942 
per iod.
The writing of Tigrinya seems to have begun and de­
veloped as a response to varying needs. The first use of 
written Tigrinya was for religious instruction and this 
occured during the immediate pre-colonial and subsequent
colonial periods. C.W. Isenberg appears to have been the
4first person to encourage the writing of Tigrinya. Missionary
concern paved the way for scholarly interest with Praetorius
. 5who wrote the first Tigrinya grammar. He was soon followed 
by many other scholars who compiled glossaries, collections of folklore, 
oral tradition, and customary law, etc.. As a subject for
2* The Semitic Languages of Ethiopia... .p. 15-17; An Amharic Chrestomathy 
.... pp.1,11,12. See also The Amharic Letters of Emperor Theodore of 
of Ethiopia to Queen Victoria and Her Special Envoy, Oxford, 1979,
pp. XV-XVT.
3. The Semitic Languages of Ethiopia....... p. 22.
4. "His achievement stands out as eloquent testimony to the service 
rendered by missionaries in opening up hitherto obscure languages" 
Amharic Chrestomathy.. p. 3.
5. See footnote 5,0 , p.  ^ in Ch. 1.
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scholarly investigation which it now begane to assume, 
Tigrinya came to receive more attention primarily during 
the Italian colonial period, and this continued, up to 
a point, during the British Administration Period as well. 
The first native secular writer, Dabtara Fsssaha Giyorgis, 
appeared in the 1890's, but his example was not followed
g
for a long time thereafter. Missionary, scholarly and 
colonial interests continued to dominate the scene until 
a significant change occurred with the founding of the 
E W N in 1942. Here, the literate Tigrinya speaker, pri­
marily from Eritrea, found an easy and accessible medium. 
The development of written Tigrinya for political and 
media expression and additionally for secular education
thus began and thrived during the British Administration
7 . . . .Period. These aspects of written Tigrinya declined
thereafter for obvious political reasons. The Ethiopian 
authorities frowned equally on the concept of the 'free 
press' as well as on the use of vernaculars other than 
Amharic for educational purposes. However, the ground­
work furnished by E W N and Tigrinya writing during the
6 . See p. 13. f Ch.l *
7. The British Administration provided an atmosphere 
conducive for free expression as well as for poli­
tical organization. In "From British Rule to Fede­
ration and Annexation", Behind the War in Eritrea, 
Op.cit., pp. 35-36, Bereket Habte Selassie writes: 
"Political agitation was made possible because the 
British permitted a measure of freedom of speech 
and association. The British also established an 
active press and information service which published 
and broadcast in English, Tigrinya and Arabic, news 
on the progress of war in Europe and other issues. 
These two parallel developments spawned prominent 
political activists and commentators, some of whom 
would be destined to play important roles in the
(Continued on next page)
British Administration was sufficient to enable the 
emergence of Tigrinya fictional literature, however 
scanty. Tigrinya’s new role and function for the pur­
pose of creative writing began to assume form and sub­
stance in the fifties and sixties, i.e. primarily in 
the federation and post-federation periods.
Unlike Ge'e^ for which rustic churches and remote 
monasteries provided the setting, the social context 
and milieu for the writing of Tigrinya was urban rather 
than rural. An additional and significant difference 
is that the foreigner, in the person of the missionary, 
the scholar, and the colonial administrator or employee, 
historically took the initiative in having Tigrinya 
put into writing. He also continued to dominate the 
scene for a considerable time. Only with the establish­
ment of E W N did the language come into its own and be­
come an everyday written medium for its native speakers- 
at least for the literate segment of Eritrean society.
For with a few exceptions, the contributions to this paper 
were not from foreigners but from Tigrinya speakers.
One of the major obstacles for the development
of Tigrinya literature, as for Amharic literature, has
been the low level of literacy in the country as a whole.
Although the level of literacy varies from region to
region and the rate is comparatively high in Eritrea, it
a
still represented less than/third of the population in 
1969. "The level of literacy across the country varies
7. (Continued from page 3& ) Eritrean national politi­
cal struggle."
from 56 per cent in Addis Ababa and 27 per.‘.cent in 
Eritrea to 4.3 per cent in Gamu-Gofa, 3.5 per cent in
g
Harar and 3 per cent in Wollo."
2. Gecez influence.
As the first use of written Tigrinya was for re­
ligious instruction, initial influence in syntax on
9scriptural Tigrinya came from Ge^ez. There is no visi­
ble influence from the only other likely source-Amharic.
As written Amharic itself was not really developed until 
the early part of this century and as Tigrinya had al­
ready started to be written in the latter part of the 
last century, it would be untenable to suggest that writ­
ten Amharic could have initially had any meanigful influ­
ence on written Tigrinya, at least at the outset. As the 
only well-developed written Ethiopian language at the time, 
however, Ge^ez could predictably be expected to have had 
some influence. This is all the more plausible as both 
Dabtara Mattewos and Dabtara Fassaha Giyorgis-pioneers 
in the writing of Tigrinya-were both clerics trained in 
Ge ‘ez.
In a passing comparison of the synctactical re­
lationship of Ge (ez, Amharic and Tigrinya to Semitic
8. R.L. Hess, Ethiopia: Tfhe Modernization of Autocracy, 
Ithaca and London, 1970, p. 157.
9. J. Scheiber (Manuel de la Lanque Tigrai, Vienna, 1887, 
p.VII) writes: "Le tigrai des evangiles publies par
la societe bibligue de Bale differe trop du language 
parle et porte trop l'empreinte d'une traduction^du 
Ge'ez.
syntax, Ullendorff regards Ge£ez as, on the whole, re­
taining the basic ideas of Semitic s y n t a x , w h i l e  he 
considers Tigrinya and Amharic syntax as further removed.
He writes, "Tna syntax is almost as far removed from the
11Semitic type as is Amharic syntax."
A brief, cursory glance at a few selected scrip­
tural passages in Ge'ez, Tigrinya and Amharic having the 
same semantic content but with the Tigrinya passages 
separated by almost a century reveals an initial Ge'ez 
influence which is soon superseded by the development 
of a written Tigrinya syntax which closely corresponds 
to that of the spoken. This is best illustrated by exam­
ining (a) the position of the verb in a sentence and (b) 
the relative positions of the subordinate clause and the 
main clause. The passages below are taken from John:1.6 
(Set A) and John: 1.4 (Set B) respectively. Dabtara 
Mattewos* Tigrinys version of the Gospel was published 
in B.asle in 1866; the Bible Society’s Tigrinya version 
was published in Asmara and London in 1956/57 while the 
British and Foreign Bible Society’s Amharic version is 
a 1933 reprint of the 1886 edition.
Set A- (1) Ge'ez version:
(2) Ma 11 e wo s v e r s i on: V/ll* ■< M  Oft W; W/LMik C \ ?yby). if ft tfD-: i
10. The Semitic Languages of Ethiopia. p.10,
11. Op.cit., p. 22,
(3) Bible Society's Tigrinya version:
^*n fl ytldV- M W  W  W W l
(4) Bible Society's Amharic version:
i m  i f f l f i t o c  ; H h ln : fyAVl;;
Set B-(l) Ge<ez version:^!
(2) Mattewos version:
Mfa-: Jfifflty: Vrtu¥". f r q c o l l ) : -/?£ Y • W h  '
(3) Bible Society's Tigrinya version:
Wffi* V/R7- y w  /W : i
(4) B^ible Society's Amharic version;
k w i  ■ ftch- < Wi.Ti: yhfr'.'flcHVMOf '■ '■
(a) The position of the verb in a sentence.
In Ge(ez, the verb can occupy an initial, a medial 
or a terminal position. In present-day written Tigrinya, 
the verb normally occupies a terminal position A (3) 
and B (3) as in Amharic B(4) . In the earliest sample
of written (printed) Tigrinya, we find the verb occupy­
ing any of the three possible positions in a sentence 
much like Ge ez. Consider A{2)
where a  Lo ^  is initial or B(2) where the second
is medial. We see, therefore, that there is a shift of
the position of the verb from initial or medial to ter­
minal in the development of written Tigrinya. This shift 
may be attributed to the increasing effort and attention 
writers may have exerted to have the written language
correspond to the spoken.
The Amharic sentences A(4) and B(4), both taken 
from the reprint of the 1886 edition, clearly exhibit 
two different syntactical principles-a Ge< ez and an 
Amharic-Tigrinya one. A(4) like A(2) is almost syntac­
tically identical to the Gefez one: Verb + Subject + 
Adjectival subordinate clause + adjectival phrase.
From this we may conclude that the syntax of early writ­
ten Tigrinya, and, to an extent, of early written Amharic 
too, was influenced by that of Ge<ez. However, the case 
is different with B(4) which corresponds to Amharic syntax 
proper. The similar structures exhibited in the Tigrinya
sentences A (3) and B(3) are also instances of Tigrinya 
12syntax proper.
(b) The relative positions of subordinate clauses.
The shift in the position of the verb entails 
changes in the relative positions of the main clause, 
subordinate clauses and phrases. Thus in A(l), the order 
is: main clause + subordinate clause 1 + subordinate 
clause 2. Both subordinate clauses qualify the subject. 
The same order is followed in A (2) and A (4) although 
in the latter the last clause is a co-ordinate one. In 
both instances, however, the Amharic and Tigrinya sen­
tences follow the Ge'ez syntax.
12. M.L. Bender and H. Fulass in Amharic Verb Morphology, 
East Lansing, Michigan, 1978, pp. 3-4, suggest a 
’Cushomotic’ syntax base (ie.verb-final), among 
others, for both Amharic and Tigrinya.
The structure is substantially different in A(3):
subordinate clause 1 + subject + subordinate clause 2 +
main clause. This type of sequence, with perhaps minor
variations, would now be regarded as standard. Describing
an essentially similar situation in Amharic, Ollendorff
writes, "The verb is placed at the end of a sentence,
and subordinate clauses are 'encased' and precede the main 
13clause." An examination of any number of random 
Tigrinya passages reproduced in this dissertation would 
confirm this general rule of Tigrinya syntax.
13. An-Amharic Chrestomathy p. 8.
3. Style in written Tigrinya.
As is generally the case with many languages, 
Tigrinya is written in a different style from its spoken 
form. Spoken Tigrinya comprises of shorter sentences, 
sometimes even incomplete, while written Tigrinya typi­
cally comprises of complete sentences which contain em- 
beded in them many clauses held together by the use of 
conjunctions and relative pronouns, but most often by 
the use of gerunds. The degree of such structure in a 
sentence may vary from writer to writer, but almost in­
variably every author will have sentences with a number 
of clauses. An extreme form of this tendency to join 
perfectly separable clauses is furnished by the following
« (ia-fl y,/m MVi y,-f? v? h m  m  m v  m
VIWCth- O H M 1? p h  U p  -HiW (1L9P h w p
m  iPfP M  M  PlW' fa-S0 tShki (LHP
t ph'fl'h- h'flto Wlh- 'aw ph m  frtf?
'ahm Mir 'nkb#0 td p  Ph4>h Liaht p h  
V M  Prffi? I M U M A O '  'ficcah’k ^ p  V i / n M  +%  
A P p  ^(IkxOA &%fP> p f t  M P t h -  $ ( i e p  'f?
S o h a s ‘P ' \  W ’i i h g p \  ( h t f t  f t  M f y t f i  rn h 'h
’h i  f t  m%hh 1i c m M O 6 nM fb iA  Wkckch-'h
' f l h ' H W  p c ' h f  M i r  ^
passage from the novel C^TT)"'f * V l l L/ <r\C ' ? ;
The above long and clumsy sentence constitutes
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an entire paragraph by itself. This style is not unique 
to the author of this work, nor even to written Tigrinya. 
Such awkward style is markedly noticeable in much Amharic 
writing as well:
"Long and complex periods without 
adequate marks of punctuation 
naturally form the major stumbl­
ing block. The relative complex 
in its various guises, represents 
the central feature in this pro­
cess of subtle and intricately 
poised enclosures and encasements.
......  In modern Amharic- and
especially in the language of the 
newspapers- we frequently find 
periods of very great length ex­
tending at times to half a column.
Experience shows that even native 
speakers of Amharic have a diffi­
culty over the organization and 
ready comprehension of such sen­
tences." 10
Although it can be readily admitted that the writ­
ten form in any language can accomodate more complicated 
sentences than the spoken form, the type of style illus­
trated above stretches both propriety and the reader's 
powers of comprehension. It is perhaps an inevitable 
stage in a literature that is struggling to be born. More 
to the point, the grand 'Johnsonian style' characterized 
by excessive length as much as by bombast is not totally 
unfamiliar in the earlier phases of even well-developed 
literatures.
10 . Op.cit., p . 9.
4. Increasing Orthographic Precision.
(a) Inconsistency in the use of some of the letters.
Written Tigrinya exhibits a development of in­
creasing precision and standardization in its orthography. 
More orthographic inconsistencies occur in early written 
Tigrinya than in later writings. Such inconsistencies 
exist on two planes. The first regards confusion in the 
vowel order within the same letter, while the second 
manifests itself in a fairly free interchange of some 
letters which have different sound values. In the first 
type of orthographic inconsistency, the first orders of 
k ; 0; [)) rh } are confused and often interchanged with their 
fourth orders fyVf/h $ respectively. The first set mark 
consonant plus vowel1 a >while the latter denote consonant 
plus vowel*a? In the second type of inconsistency, the 
difference in sound between U and rh and also between 
and Q is not taken account of. They are treated as if 
they were homophone letters as, indeed, they are in Amharic.: 
The case is entirely different in Tigrinya where rh and 
0 are pharyngals, while U and ^ are glottals.
However, there is no sound distinction between rh and "V 
in Tigrinya, both representing the voiceless pharyngal 
fr icative.
Hundreds of instances of orthographic inconsis­
tencies of both types, even nowadays, could be cited here.
It is, however, simpler to illustrate the situation by 
focussing on the sentences reproduced above on pJfi-^l.
In sentence A(2) which is an 1866 rendering in Tigrinya, 
five instances of non-correspondence between the sound 
of the letter (assuming no phonetic changes over the last 
century) and its graphic expression can be identified:
{i > In the word * Tif /h M l s; < should be written as (ii) 
in * H-WJ ld iC i j 1 Xi' should b e  i X| * (iii) in 'frfd'h/lkc'again,
c (fb'’ should beL Li ' (iv) & (v) in1 V c t h e r e  is a double 
non-correspondence: * ch * should not only be* Li* in terms 
of sound, but also^ > in terms of vowel order. Such 
orthographic precision would render them respectively as 
1 ttald J ake) ,c Y i ( ^ gzi 1 abgher) and
< (Yohann-as) . By contrast with A(2) above, the
same sentence ie. A(3) in the Bible Society's version of 
1956/57^written almost one hundred years later, shows no 
orthographic inconsistency. Similarly B(2) demonstrates 
orthographic and phonetic non-correspondence by utilizing 
h ' > in * perhaps due to Gefez influence, whereas
the sound would suggest the use of‘ 'J 1 for L hJ -^CQ %  ^ (h^ywat) 
as the correct graphic rendering. The Bible Society 
version, here again, testifies to correct usage as in B{3).
The source of inconsistency and non-correspondence 
of phoneme and grapheme is perhaps the traditional mode of 
learning the alphabet. Even in the relatively scholarly 
surroundings of the monasteries, the child is made to 
learn the alphabet without distinction between the men­
tioned vowel differences in the same letter, or sound 
differences in the two sets of letters^ X fliand< \J th > .
In this connection, Kidana Wald Kafle’s comment in tfflfrrhL.!
W t f M n n  i gW.«* (Book of Grammar and
Verb and a New Dictionary) (Addis Ababa, 1956) is quite 
enlightening as regards the need for vowel differences 
in the first and fourth orders of the said letters.
qir-nfc , 'hC  ( f l h ' n L W  $ k \
v c v c  w i ) n  h ( D ~ z  h m
‘n  <f- V  t- hr (]<] 7  2
o f r i p w  n m v  M h i f f  % %  f a r  
Vi a  c u h - i t P  ' f i t r - n s t t a y
"The feature of the fourth order 
is to cause the opening of the 
mouth, the clarity of the sound, - 
and the showing of the detail.
The first order does not have 
any of these. As T? 9\ ^
(bH, ba, ga ga, d& da) are diff 
erent in sound and in appearance, 
so are 'h O and U rh ^  (a 'a and 
ha, ha, ha) different from 
their fourth onder forms .of ‘h ^  
and Ll fh p. (a,fa and ha, ha, ha)".
Further investigation is perhaps required to es­
tablish whether this is a genuine tradition or a false 
explanation made to fit otherwise irregular circumstances. 
However, Ato Walda ^Ab Walda Maryam also states the 
problem in one of the monthly issues of jVflMr (Revolution) 
(Cairo, 1973) , and further remarks on the additional
dimension in Tigrinya of the different sound values of 
^ 0  and Urh . However, as a copy is not available, 
only mention can be made of it here. In any case, Ato 
Walda *Ab as editor of the Eritrean Weekly News from 
1946 to 1952 did much to bring about increased ortho­
graphic precision and standardization by the meticulous 
example of his own contributions to the paper.
(b) Changes and development in punctuation.
As can equally well be said for Amharic, punc­
tuation in written Tigrinya has yet to be standardized. 
However, we note an interesting development in Tigrinya 
punctuation which we do not find in Amharic. This is 
a change in the use of the two-dot word marker: In
Gefez, Amharic as well as in early written Tigrinya, 
this sign served purely as a word-marker as is amply 
demonstrated in all the sentences on above, except
for sentences A(3) and B(3). In the latter two senten­
ces, words are marked off from each other by a simple 
interval in space as in English, and, indeed, in many 
other languages. While dropping the two-dot punctuation 
as a word-marker, sentence B (3) does not discard it al­
together, but assigns to it a new function: that of a
clause-marker .e.g. “  LtJ<KP^ V kjtfflif. V) Xj
-flCLn  i ^  (P*4& above) . This change in- the
function of the two-dot marker is not confined to the 
Bible Society's version, but is prevalent in E- W _N and 
in almost all the novels. The new function of the two- 
dot marker is more traditionally fulfilled by T or
even sometimes t  • An instance of the second type of 
punctuation is provided in the following passage:
(< ‘Mfllfoti ttiOTJf- 'die -r -fl'Pt- hb'M V. (S.V’t V W t
Ig B V C l ± C £  M ' f l  ( f r ^ L f  U r f l l  %<?--■■.Y p-l')
As the use of punctuation is not yet standard­
ized, the same sign becomes a simple phrase-marker in 
the same book some pages later.
4 U w u  r  u  ‘nqr'jn ik hvc m u  h'tu  W ft
flirt. M U  H ' b  4-fig10^? i■. ” ( f j ^  jb c o ^  %<!■■■>) ( f ^ 11 )
The introduction of ? to mark interrogation is 
too obvious to require illustration here. However, the 
use of : and T as clause markers, the introduction of
" " I to mark direct speech and exclamation respec­
tively as well as the use of the glottal stop marker * 
in between two letters may all be illustrated from the 
following passage:
«  Vtrt (WCl- VrW? IbSd-fi W->-•
%ai f - { h o f f m  hih fv i/n  m u  
‘Wf'fc f iW ' -flAft W ,W f Vim p * M hb- 'iihco- W?
W ? iV  Hfr'h ‘b h c h  VMjI1 W  "A f0 M i l
‘rt.fla)* "h'f V.Mf-M/'TiWl 1U mat- fib-
■fdW i W  Vl.cfi'h-’dh'h hq-jp eiY L'h'fl
HUbhL H-tiDlr 4>hCh W:£k (nmah WfrU kK Vh 
tfD>ih & h i 41 'V il’flb - h & P ^  ©rtft-i7/!
tfo- ’iH'h -Wiff®!? uh s'vu > mav-y^ Kn'H 'fT&l'to-'b
'n W h  cooh n *  f tn c W b  <&Pu ^  W fr f)  ( H f )
5. Lexical Borrowings from Italian, Arabic, English 
and Amharic in Written Tigrinya.
This section will provide only a sample view of 
the range and extent of the lexical borrowings in Tigrinya 
from Italian, Arabic, English and Amharic as found in 
Tigrinya literature. Some loans are only transient, some 
others send deeper roots and, .in time, become indisting­
uishable to the native ear from indigenous forms. Still 
others are purely technical terms for which the language 
could not provide equivalents and which, in any case, 
have gained currency throughout the world.
Lexical borrowings are influenced by social, 
political and economic factors. Thus the period of the 
Italian colonization of Eritrea and the five-year occu­
pation of Ethiopia (Tigray included) would predictably 
generate more lexical borrowings from this source than 
at any other time before or after. The British Military 
Administration would change the direction of borrowing 
away from Italian and towards English. As a source of 
borrowing, English, however, outlasts the Administration 
period as it remains Ethiopia's second official langua­
ge to this day. The incorporation of Eritrea into the 
Ethiopian state, where Amharic is the official language 
would similarly cause an influx of words into Tigrinya 
from this source, although, in this instance, the pro­
cess antedates the modern political situation.
The social factor of the presence of Moslem commun­
ities, however small, among Tigrinya-speakers would make
S3
Arabic loans natural and likely. To this effect, Leslau 
writes,
"Out of an estimated number of 
365,000 Tigrinya speakers in 
Hamasien, Serae, and Akkele 
Guzay, there are 16,900 Moslems. 
True, the Moslems speak mostly 
Tigrinya, but there are also 
many Arabic speakers. It is, 
therefore, not surprising to 
find a certain amount of Arabic 
loanwords in the Tigrinya 
vocabulary." 11
The figures above for the Tigrinya speakers and 
the Moslem communities within them are, of course, now 
grossly off the mark. The point, however, is that this 
social factor has and will continue to play a signi­
ficant role in the borrowing of Arabic words into 
Tigr inya.
The commercial penetration of towns and villages 
by Arab traders or Arabic-speaking Moslem traders in the 
past has been a relevant economic factor in causing sn 
influx of Arabic loanwords in Tigrinya. This peaceful 
and non-coercive commercial inroad provided a conducive 
situation for borrowings from Arabic which, as a result 
of the unobtrusive manner of their initial appearance, 
probably had and still have a greater chance for a long­
er and more permanent life-span than, say, Italian loans.
11. Wolf Leslau, "Arabic Loanwords in Tigrinya", Journal
of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 76 (1956), p. 204,.
Except for Leslau's "Arabic Loanwords in Tigrinya" 
{See below) other skd'es conceirK<x+in^ on h&wc,Itai/e net W»\ £Amed
oat. However, both Bassano's Vocabolario Tigray-
TO and I«1 A / ,
Italiano /Abba Yohannss Gabra jgzi'abher's /jH V V n~cph  h
if - cQ C —  % fftW? (? Z f (Dictionary, Tigr inya-Amhar ic) 
indicate the sources of some loanwords in passing, as 
the object of either is evidently not such a study.
Abba Yohann s furnishes Ge'ez, Amharic, Arabic, and 
Greek sources, but his work has the shortcoming of lump­
ing together loans from other European languages under 
the generic t e r m " L L  *  £ o r (< L L ° i^  m (European foreigner) .
Italian, Arabic, English and Amharic loans are
14listed below m  that order. They are mostly picked 
from the fictional works, although a few are from E W N 
The list is not exhaustive but merely intended as a 
sample.
Italian loans.
!* (flag): in (p. 47). Recorded by
A. Y . Gz. (p. 392) as Q'h lr  ( L i ' )  « Also by F.D.B . 
It.
(p.108 0)/'bandiera1„
12. Francesco da Bassano Vocabolario Tigray-Italiano e 
Repertorio Italiano-Tigray, Roma, 1918, hereafter 
F.D.B. •
13. Abba Yohannas Gabra *3gzi' abher
Asmara, 1956/57. (or 1955/57) (In Tna 1948/49), 
hereafter A.Y.Gz.,
14. The following abbreviations are used: It. -Italian
Ar. - Arabic; Tna - Tigrinya .
(Soldier):: 
4-gZ.ftt (fascist) :
(bicycle) :
\lrh?r£' (orangeade) :
0*1 (bread) :
r]otfT} (rubber) : 
flycVTh (pavement) :
U n c i (inn, hotel):
'hahtfrtidriver) :
in W f c  (p. 60) .
Rendered £ 0 i H {/ i £  within brackets 
following word in the book. Also 
in y r f f t / l 'b  41 fc- (P. 91) .
I t .  ' s o l d a t o 1 .
in (i M  ‘M i  H  l-icfa COMi U  
nh H*A?vi 7 $ f  n-^ i %-tiM/i 
tfdh<Ph :: ^  &  % ,c llr h o lb M  x m
No. 167. Recorded by A.Y. Gz. (p. 824) 
as fy-'Khft' . It. 1 fascist!'c
in <Pf V,V I h M  P-t ( (p. 83 ) .
i n  M f '  <P- 81) and
in 4-CLQA?. (P. 12) It.
' bicicletta 1 .
in irMnrtl-'t, (p.11). It.
1aranciata!.
in p.25) and in
?\rH (P*48)* It. 'pane1.
4n  VM (P- 27). It. 1gomma 1.
in V>/t 7,3- ?<-/-/ 4/if° ^7C (p. 17,
p.48). It. ’marciapiede1.
in Vi/l - M.V W  WH WP wr. (p. 52) .
It. 1albiergo1.
in Mill- bbb M  SW^ h/P Y7£ (p. 52) .
It. 'autisti1, pi. of 'autista1.
(shirt): in 'h4-rflLt) Hh"h (p.82). It.
1camicia1.
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12. ( I  Lr (beer): in Yj-fy* JltyL f j l f  h i  C
(p. 52). It. 1birra'.
13 (R M 'U  ( T r - s h i r Q  i n  V, <b/OLit Vt-'l (P .  8 2 ) .  I t .  ' r a a g l i a '
and shorts).''1 : and 'mutante*.
14. 1,VjfO (embroidery) : in l& C '2, M  (WCH. 7 (p.45) .
It. 'ricamo1,
15- (tin can) : in W l ' f -  M  tiDCH. T / ^ f 0^  (p-46)
It. ’tanica1. Recorded by F.D.B,
(p. 382). N . B . Recorded by Leslau 
as Arabic loan (p.211).
16. f ] ( w o o l ) :  in C ^ C 1) ~  -- (p.47).
It. ’panno’.
17.
(Suitcase, Coat): in £ 3 k C '\ - —  (P* 63). ll h %
in b l.ttJf- $rh.L (P. 48) and in
j n w n u m p i  (p.3 4).
It. 'valigia' and 'cappotto'.
The latter recorded by A.Y. Gz.
(p.627) as < 'flnCJr > (^0
18* ( l l f t l f (bar-girl): in 3 —  (p. 76) . It.
'bar ista1.
19* (guard) : in (P-77> . It.
"piantone1.
20. f t ?  (can of tuna in /fl/Y I/tt X M / l p  (p.22).
fish): It. ’tonno1e
21.f£37/ (corrugated iron): in (p.16). It.
'zinco1„
22. tfcty (hand-drawn in (p.57) and in /DiTl/H
cart): (p . 7 9) . It. 'carrozza' .
Z l - h ’-tC g (lottery): in % q-h (] C Yh% (p. 53) . It.
*lotteria1.
24* hkl(L (money,coins) : in h h L - " - (pp. 12, 51, 57).
Recorded by F.D.B. as (p. 168)
It. 'soldo1 (PI. soldi).
25. (gate): in ft-Mn - (P. 19). It.
1cancello'.
2 6 . v?^ ry
{Kitchen, to cook) in - >• (p. 85). Also
* *  W A - ( p - 5 5 >-
Recorded by A .Y . Gz. (p. 603) as 
< Yl'fT1! i ( L L )  -  (fD-flM: hlr - ' k ^ t . ' n h t ' h h n ^
Also recorded by F.D.B. (p.598) as 
It. 'cucinare1 .
27. / I f - i  (plate) : in m m m  'W (?/?»■ (p. 106).
It. 'piatto', (plural: piatti).
28. pho (veil) : in COm f* ' V M M - (P. 112) .
Also in 'h X ( 0 n £ i^ T  (p. 21). It.
1velo1.
29. (canteen, in frft -h tfW lrf-
water bottle) : (p. 57) and in (]/]ly>£b L
(p. 57). It, 'boraccia1.
30. ^ 1 -  (culture) : in G- )VKff
No. 178. It. "cultura1.
Arabic loans.
1- f y W  (flag) : in............. . (p.47). Record­
ed by Leslau (p.213). Ar. Sangaq 
calama .
(Mr . rSir .foreigner) : in f f )# V^ (pp. 25,
26, 32, 60, etc.). Recorded by 
A .Y . Gz. ELS(’^ f ' ) f { 0 L )  ~ P cp 7 f : 
**2^  15 (P*627). Ar. hawaja .
3. f ( p o l i c e ) in (hftt (P*9) . Recorded
a s  ' : Co l ? ] - ( D $ th C  •
by A.Y. Gz (p. 627). Also by 
Leslau (p. 213). Also recorded 
By F.D.B. (p. 734) as 1 H A <r\% > 
Ar. dabata.
4. W-ft (lamp) : n r??Qi '{jr (P . 19) . Recorded by 
Leslau (p. 212). Ar. fanus.
5. (time) :
6. f i f a h  (work) :
7. (terraces)
in ^ h -  b h L  " f i t  W -H QrkjP V I C
(p.2). Recorded by Leslau (p. 212) 
Ar. *iwan.
in Vfc:jy -ft/) * - - ■ (p . 18) . Recorded
by A.Y. Gz. (p.180) as ‘
(OL) --- (\<hcr°'H OVftlr£
Also by Leslau (p.212). Ar. 
sugila.
in w i, »  ‘ff % c !tCr h d y -w  ? n # i
No, 180. Recorded by Leslau (p.212) 
Also recorded as *and £ ^
in A.Y.Gz. (p.277 & P. 282 respec­
tively) but no foreign source is 
indicated. Also recorded by 
F.D.B. (p.146) as < > and < >
Ar. rausan.
8 . (handkerchief) :
9. (fOlCthQ (welcome) :
1°- IfflM lC 7! (store) :
in ?Wi.?r <fbO>% ' t l  (p.5) and in 
(p.20). Also (fn s & .b  
(plural) in (Offlfn W Q f l ib  fy jlh -  
(p. 118). Recorded by Leslau 
(p. 211). Ar. mandil.
in t f w  m w / t i m r
(p.36). Ar. marhaba.
In (P. 72) .
in fttb h MT<^- (Introduct ion
r v ! * , ) . Ar . mahzan.
(n^t authenti- in ftyfc/, M'Tf- (P* 51)
cated): Ar. magsus.
1 2 . (P L h iL ^ (poor):
13. (box)
14 • h W * f l  ( f T M )  (boat) :
in <kk,h (p. 69). Ar.
mi skin.
in VifV/if v n  <p. i d . a i s o
in (P. 53) .
Ar. sanduq.
in V7 ^ -(0Ll)YA (p. 104) . Note that 
the explanatory word in bracket i 
itself an Arabic loan, but a more 
common one. Ar. sanbuk for
recorded by F.D.B. (p.803) 
Also by Leslau (p. 211). Ar. 
galba for 1
i5- (safely -kept) in ftf M M ?-! )V>A SW hyt ft /
(p. 76). Ar. mahfuza.
16. h & l F  (alms) : in £ % n -  g-W. ... (p. 18). 
Also in (p.2). Ar .
sadaqa.
g o
17. (palm-leaf
basket):
18. 'hODh (first) ;
19. (note-book)
20 . (suitcase):
ln VifrVrt/1^  (p.15) . Also in 
J ' h M f l r f f  (p. 5). Ar. Zambil.
ln (p.14) . Ar.awwal.
in (P- 14) . Ar.
karras.
in lhq-lt (ir .W X (P- 36). also*i|
in J l h M L M l M . (P- 57). Ar.
santa.
2i. ( ] %  ?TP<r 'H C t l t  :
(packet, cigarettes, in jT‘9/-?r Q h n fe  '1 \l (p. 24) .
matches):
22. i V c t L  (stool):
Recorded by Leslau (P. 211 
Ar. bako ; .sijara
S IM  kibrit.
in & ,h p  ' f t o V '& W  ••• (P. 45).
Ar. kursi.
23. Ij (date) :
i n  •
Ar. tammr.
. (p. 79)
24. 6 ,-^ b - (religious in fl* W i M  (P- 95).
figure, fakir): Ar, faqir.
25. (treatment): in W l P  t- (p. 95)
Ar. laj.
26 . (plates) : in m m  M M f  (p. io6>
Recorded by F.D.B. (p. 219). 
Also by Leslau (p. 211), Ar, 
sahn.
27. f fC  Yj (partnership) : in /jQft7/ft P. 114).
Recorded by A.Y. Gz (p. 333) 
Ar. saraka.
28. (wine): in % S O V C lJ T T (p. 19, 21).
Ar.-nabit.
29- '^ 4-ch (apple): in .. (p. 46)
Ar. tufah.
English loans.
1. (tragedy): in (Introduction Np.)
2* iP h tJ r fa (hospital) : in 4>f (p. 80),
3. QC (bar) in m  Ht[( On S t - • * (p. 79). Also 
in f l r k H  (P. 36 , 37 , 42, 48 , 49, 
etc.).
4* h W l f i C  (Psychology) : in ... (p. 83)
5* ^ k V b h  (alcohol): in (p. 17).
6. (mechanic): in £ S *C \ -  - (p. 78),
7. h f - C  (litre): in (p- 54).
8. -jCh (Party): in Vfc/i- hbL 'V it" " (p. 47) . also 
in (PP. 17,18).
9* 7 (electric): in ifr ly  u/ d - (P- 57).
10.
(theatre, cinema): in jfldJ'f- UA H (p. 6).
11* (magnet): in Q h fa tf0 f f L ^ L  (p. 12). Also
in (P- 89).
in 'h t t t lL h W  (p- 2 1). 
in (P- 105) .
in 4-%-n-fr^Vf-- (p. 28).
in ££n-fr-W... (p. 18).
< k U  M>$<h (p- 8).
1 2 . 'fxhhL^h ( i P M t i )
(hostess):
13 . ^ YlC (anchor) :
14. r f t d T ] (pyjama):
15. -fe-Tj- lo 't 'C t t  
(tape recorder):
16. £?£*{Ir^ "0 (programme) : in
17- kC^flh ( nerves): in
18- " f r ( t e l e g r a m )  : in
19.$$ (Jet plane): in
20. f l (banana): in
21 * (democratic) in
22. (million): in
W  F f- (p. 92).
m t< > W / / ¥  W P h (p. 26).
t o r n  w w  4?& (p- 3d.
s o m ff l us).
. i i K L h h  (p- l). 
j> 4 4 L h li (p- 4).
Amharic loans.
lm ILh- (seating): in ckfc l{•?-f (p. 26), T n a . ^ W & t *
or < i f l f  ( I th  \
2* (week): in Ifhltfr'lhV (p. 40).
h m h i t lp K h '* Tna. * k c f lh ^ s
3, (invitation): in U/ii- (p. 43). Tna
IfrQ C tn )*- Atnk. .
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4* t l ' f l h - (clothes): in t lfc h (p. 3). Amh.
Tna- ' f y V iV  ■
5. (Our Lord..): in (P* 53). Tna.
6 ,l ^(something or other): in ^ q t^f) I  h (p. 55) Tna.
or k i k m \
7. ( ] $  (sufficient): in fyhffb ... (p. 46).
Tna. *. > .
8* ' " M i ' (nun): in V/?^ (pp. 4, 5, 6, 7,
etc.) . Tna . < * •
9- %% &fl (I agreeing): in £-& /, (p. 46), Tna.
< & (rf- Vi, h s .
10. £ 7/ fyfoir. (X recall) in /m)^ (p. 103).
Tna. <flj-1, f-fltit'' a-r < /.i.1,,
11 • M / r l  ! (So!)= in (Q lflfn (p. 93) . Tna
! o r  <uh‘fD>/<rl !*.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E
LITERARY AND OTHER THEMES IN THE ERITREAN WEEKLY 
NEWS.
1. Periodical Literature in Tigrinya.
Periodical literature in Tigrinya appeared for the 
first time in the second decade of the 20th century. This 
took the form of two monthly magazines, both produced by 
foreign religious missions. The first entitled (fdfalftl'L 
(Message of Peace) which started publication in 1904 and 
continued until 1915 was put out by the Swedish Evangelical 
Mission. The second entitled Vi'M (The
True Friend of the Ethiopian People) was .published by the 
Catholic Mission of the Cappucin Order and started publi­
cation in 1916. As both were initiated and maintained by 
religious missions, it is to be expected that the bulk of 
the material would be religious in nature. However, it 
would be worthwhile to examine these publications to see 
if there is any secular material at all.
Three years after the Italians occupied all of 
Ethiopia, the Italian admisistration started publication of 
a Tigrinya periodical called (Ethiopia
Renewed) in 1939. It would again be worthwhile to investi­
gate if literary material, unrelated to crass propaganda,
I
figured at all in this periodical.
The first truly secular and non-partisan periodical 
to appear in Tigrinya was the weekly newspaper *Tf k&tb illflhW i-f/'l
(EritreanWeekly News). Published under the auspices of 
the British Information Services from 1942 to 1952 and 
under the Eritrean government during the last four months 
of 1952, this weekly newspaper acted as a great impetus 
for the development of Tigrinya literature. This chapter 
is devoted to examining that singular contribution.
Other periodical publications followed in the wake 
of Eritrean Weekly News. Under the auspices of the 
Ethiopia-Eritrea Unionist Party, Eritrean residents liv­
ing in Addis Ababa founded in 1945 a weekly newspaper, 
c a l l e d  f r l H  ib C l t r - r  <?£ <?£ ih i-h  T h t 'o  d V v h t
(The Voice of Eritrea: Forum for Advocating the Cause of 
Independence and for Expressing Correct Political Opinions). 
Its Amharic counterpart ~ ^  T h -ttf
b h '/ l  CO)6! h ; (Voice of Eritrea: Forum for Bringing 
Independence and for Expressing Correct Political Opinions) 
had started publication a year earlier. Both the Tigrinya 
and the Amharic weeklies were partisan newspapers which 
favoured the union of Eritrea with Ethiopia. The Tigrinya 
paper stopped publication with the comming of federation, 
while its Amharic counterpart continued for some time.
The same unionist political grouping published two 
weeklies, both at irregular intervals. The first enti­
tled (Ethiopia) was published in Asmara in
Tigrinya and Arabic in 1947, while the second weekly en­
titled V (Unity) was published, again in Tigrinya
and Arabic, from 1950 to 1962.
Other political groupings also ran weekly news­
papers. Between 1950 and 1952 Walda *Ab Walda Maryam
edited the Tigrinya weekly A U . % .rX!r—  frfll h/nL W-V- 'h C lb - 
(One Eritrea: Voice of the Eritrean Independence 
Alignment).. As is clear from the title, it was the organ 
of the political group fighting for independence. With 
the federation of Eritrea with Ethiopia, the weekly
(Voice of Eritrea) took its place. Published 
at irregular intervals in Tigrinya and Arabic, it con­
tinued publication until 1954 when it was suddenly 
suppr essed.
Between 1950 and 1952, the weekly ^ 7?
(Union and Development), was published irregularly with 
articles in Tigrinya, Arabic and Italian. (hfyh  
(New Eritrea), organ of Eritrean ex-colonial soldiers, 
was publishing articles, again in the same three languages 
in the earlier years of 1947-50.
It follows from the above list that Tigrinya peri­
odical literature, with the exception of the Eritrean
c.\cve.Po^)c<i. a. c^r rtCfgfeus er . TF?/> fl-i-Wrm Wi'gKi.v Nr 5
Weekly News.was succeeded by the twice-weekly (Tuesdays 
A
and Fridays) f t /ff) '} (Times) which, some 84 issues later, 
became a daily on November 10, 1953. Zaman is not 
only smaller in the size of its* four pages, but it is also 
only half-Tigrinya, the other half being in Arabic. With 
that, a decline in the quality of Tigrinya periodical 
literature becomes immediately noticeable, for the latter 
is inferior to its progenitor in terms of incorporating 
vigorous and free discussion of ideas and politics. Let 
us now briefly look at the background of the Er itrean 
Weekly News.
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1
2. Background of Eritrean Weekly News.
E W N was owned by the British Ministry of 
Information. It was part of the war effort as Britain, 
Ethiopia, Eritrea, all three parties, wanted to get rid 
of the Italians. Such war effort would naturally bar 
from print contributions favourable to Mussolini or to 
Fascism in general. Other than that type of proviso, 
there were no restrictions. E W M was founded in August, 
1941 with E.Ullendorff as editor and Ato Walda 'Ab Walda 
Maryam as assistant editor. On E. Ullendorff's depart- 
ure in 1946, Ato W&lda *Ab W&lda Maryam became editor.
Of its early beginnings, E. Ullendorff, the paper *s 
first editor, writes:
"Eritreans took a passionate 
interest in this new venture 
which inculcated in them a sense 
of pride in their indigenous
language and culture.......
It was the policy of the paper 
to encourage original contri­
butions and to publish them 
with a minimum of editorial 
interference, generally with­
out changes in style, grammar, 
or spelling." 3
A contemporary and favourable evaluation of the 
paper's purpose, extent of circulation, as well as of its 
impact on the development of the Tigrinya language is 
contained in the issue of December 20, 1945. In an
1. Hereafter E W N .
2. This information on the background of E W N was pro­
vided verbally by E. Ullendorff.
3. "Four Tagranna Poems" J E S , Vol. 5, NO. 2, 1967, P. 123
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article entitled “ 'T'f- (T1!cM'/T0 ^ ^  “ (The art 
and use of printing), Giovanni Prota remarks:
«• < ??- f ; iMiWr-,
m i \C; %t  t ih e tiy  w  r t M t e  w h t w a  
c M d  hll 1/4^ •■•^t <P,J'tVA mi'K? 4 f M
ch-M/l ‘K ftd R  1 i f K i . f i  W 1 1 -------
'/Kf- ijr t f tf lh -. »WA'2! (It 'KO/-W, M°
f'/Wnfo I  ftTA V i/tj •■• W m  
K & h rtM -f lM *  i f f f f W  • # £  h & t y t 'h  &  
m  a/1 ^ m h  w w c  % w c  %<!'■■■
\ H .  pWfi- l a w *  ifa i’ H i?': •fft’V j’ f  ‘i-^hh 
w h  hh m : w  m  m t b  w t m f t e  /f-c 
’K A fliW  M)ffr 'tih i > ■ ■ ■ V t  ?«<>?'«. fee? M '/i f’f W? 
fiaK1? i/Aft M  I t  kk>>  ^: 'f>n% W i i - n ri f  bh'{-}liri} k trn fi 
W f  W  Wfi^fr/v ff y?/A<W fAPi VtCiH yu?-1: ^
"E W N is prepared with much 
care without par tiality., and 
its purpose is the education 
and modernization of the people. 
Thus its impact and spiritual 
force on the people is increasing 
and ever expectantly awaited.
In the format of its publica­
tion as well as in its increasing 
circulation (about 7,000 copies 
per issue), I dare to firmly 
testify that it is on a par with 
those published in other coun­
tries and considered superior.
The Tigrinya language in 
which this paper is published 
is being nurtured and is develop­
ing from day to day and sending 
deep its roots. ..... And it is 
not only my hope and cherished 
expectation, but that of many 
others as well, that it will 
progress from its present weekly
basis to be published first on 
alternate days and then on a 
daily basis.’
After the end of the British Administration period 
in mid-September, 1952, the name ’E W N ' was retained for 
the remaining four months of the year,(The collection at 
the British Library shows this to be the case). There­
after, it continued to be published under the title 
(Times). The total number of issues under the auspices 
of the British Information Services is 520 plus a further 
15 with the same title but under the auspices of the 
Eritrean Government of Ato Tadla Bayru. Relative to all 
the available writing in "figrinya, E W N occupies a sig­
nificant position’both in terms of the volume of produc­
tion and in terms of its literary content thus qualifying 
it as a rich source for scholarly investigation.
The newspaper guaranteed a wide lattitude of 
'freedom of expression.’ This sets it alone and apart in 
the history of publishing (be it of newspapers, books, or
4
other material) in Eritrea and Ethiopia. This unique 
quality would make its examination worthwhile even on the 
entirely non-literary plane of the ’politics of freedom 
of expression’ in the region.
4. A somewhat similar 'freedom of expression1 prevailed 
in Ethiopia between February, 1974 and September 13, 
1974. Other than being a brief period, it was more 
a consequence and a side effect of a very fluid po­
litical situation rather than a matter of a delib­
erate and well thought-out government policy.
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3. Format of E W N
The E W N always comprised four pages. Each page 
has four columns and may contain photographs and/or 
sketches. The top of pages 2,3, and 4 has the issue num­
ber as well as the day, date and year. The front page of 
every issue contains the title < VbCH- Sprinted
in very bold letters, "The Eritrean Weekly News" in smaller 
print, the day, date, year and price of issue in both 
Tigrinya and English, the price per issue being 5 cents
5
E .A . It included the place of issue (Asmara) in English 
as well as the following statement, again in English:
"'The Eritrean Weekly News' is published every Thursday 
by the British Information Services, Eritrea, and print­
ed at the Government Press. Communications should be 
sent to the publishers."
On the top right-hand corner of the front page, it 
contained the following statement in Tigrinya:
« 'If Vbrtt- MM'S
A/c It f )  '-peAlf/P-1 ■! 'pf ( I f fy
P 'K h ± V ) c V m w ®  U f t h . W ' p
' V h h > h  
' i c F i / f i I f ( O - ' )  %
(-f 'T li  i  C ci~ (  A \  te-rc£.ciM jje_ hi (fit T * ) | t'ssu.e_
/Yo.lU) ^
"Eritrean Weekly News is pub­
lished for your sake. However, 
for it to be of true aid to you, 
your assistance is needed. So 
it is its cheritehed expectation
5. E.A. refers_to•the currency used all over East Africa 
by the British Government then.
1
(our entreaty) that you will 
help us by sending your advice, 
opinions and if need be your 
cr iticism."
After Eritrea's federation with Ethiopia, the 
newspaper was published for four more months under the 
same title, and in place of the above, the top right- 
hand corner of the front page simply carried the state-
(A weekly newspaper published under the auspices of the 
Eritrean Government). It is perhaps significant that the 
influence of Amharic is already detectable in the short 
phrase above v . g . < place of 1
The Tigrinya equivalent for the Amharic 1 (fl) ^ s is 
1 dTMp-'-fc \ As it stands, the phrase4' i s  neither 
Amharic which, if it were, would have been* $k,C$lr nor
Tigrinya proper as that would then have r ead 1 % C ^  J
On occasion, the bottom right-hand column of the 
front page sometimes carried the following statement 
regarding the publishing authority and the address to 
which articles must be sent.
Kefir /WK'S t f l 'u h
H ?  Keft- W  a y a l , U p >  m * ) h h  V? 
ffDir i f 0 *  \ t  % 'h m k tfi-p ’ fo h -
?•/? ( T t 'u h - t c ^  i - f l  a v r i Q u
A / 0 .  ( 3 Y - )  'hhOVIr-
( Me>. (£ I //o. ICT-) I
" W N 1 is published in the 
Government Press, Asmara under 
the auspices of the Eritrea 
Ministry of Information. Send
all that you want printed to 
the Ministry of Information,
34 G. Lorenzini Avenue, Asmara."
At other times, a very unusual and important news 
item like the following occupies this bottom right-hand 
corner of the front page.
Tfcfa tvfrhh 'h(fO‘h<k(,
%c& nm h t\L k  m - M M  M e
X U  <Tf ' i , M q c t e  l'ST- b e  W i ,c r °  Vy”
wjiv- -fthue h ^ n  t - w c w  x ii? 'v m u WtmkcU,
WSrth- H A M  Hhh ‘T,H. W ihL M C  XU <W?ff
tO-Vi, M W *  0 ‘,U4i V-c/V m , h  <hhF
" Notice
Departure of Governor-General
There is talk among Administration 
sources that Brigadier-General 
Benoy, Governor-General of Eritrea, 
will soon hand over his post to 
Brigadier R.G. Drew. The succeed­
ing official has, up till very 
recently, been deputy head of 
'Civil Affairs' in the War Office 
in London."
Before proceeding now to describe the typical con­
tent of each of the four pages, it is well to remark here 
that there is one feature of the E W N which often makes 
an aspect of it difficult reading. This is its frequent 
resort to the use of Ethiopian numerals instead of the 
standard and universal Arabic numerals. For the modern 
Tigrinya reader, without any background in Ethiopia, it 
creates an awkward situation where he may find himself 
spending some time deciphering the unfamiliar numerical
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system.
The front page of E W N would most often contain 
world news in brief under the headings (OL
(Selections of World News) or ??■ W'0 H/? (Selections
of the Week’s World News). This would usually take no more 
than one column. The other three columns would contain 
official pronouncements or news about important develop­
ments in Eritrea or in other countries. The speeches of 
the Governor-General (e.g. No. 217; October 24, 1945), 
the proclamations of the British Administration (e.g. No.
344; April 7, 1949), official statements and announcements 
(e.g. No. 195; May 23, 1945), would invariably be on the 
front page, although their continuations may appear on the 
following pages. An important political development else­
where in the world, say the independence of India (No. 195;
May 23, 1945), messages of goodwill from the newspaper to
the Eritrean people (e.g. No. 161; September 27, 1945), 
the work of the U.N. Commission on Eritrea (e.g. No. 3 ^ ;
March 16, 1950), important and relevant press conferences, 
say that of the Ethiopian Foreign Minister (No.
July 19, 1951), etc. would also take precedence on the 
front page." After the transfer of the administration to 
the Eritrean Government of Ato Tadla Bayru, the work of 
the Eritrean parliament (e.g. No. 13/( December 18, 1952) 
consistently occupies the first page, and earlier some­
times more ephemereal items like a job advertisement 
(No. 167; November 8, 1945), or the showing of a film like 
i( ’h 'tf tf  ^  (This is Ethiopia) (No. 245; May 15, 1947) .
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Sensational news like the throwing of hand grenades in the 
city of Asmara (e.g. No. 253; July 18, 1947) predictably 
also occupies the same page. It may now be summarized, 
therefore, that the front page, in the main, contains 
world news in brief, important developments in Eritrea and 
elsewhere, government statements and official speeches, 
important press conferences, etc. .
It is more difficult to characterize the contents 
of pages 2 and 3. For our purposes, it is more useful 
to consider the two pages together, as their contents are 
similar and can interchangeably appear on either page. 
Unlike most newspapers the world over, it is difficult to 
talk of an editorial article in the E w N., Although there 
are occasional articles by the editor or by the head of 
the British Information Services on the second or third 
page, they fall more within the realm of individual con­
tributions (or messages of goodwill in the latter instance) 
rather than of editorials. The lack of editorial articles 
thus distinguishes E W N , not necessarily favourably, from 
the average newspaper.
The easiest way of describing the contents of pages 
2 and 3 may be simply to state that they are all contribu­
tions other than those normally contained on the front and 
back pages. The typical contents of page 4 are much sim­
pler to characterize. They are chiefly sports news .and 
reports, and all types of notices, announcements, general 
invitations, etc.. They sometimes include elegiac dirges 
for the deceased. On occasion, letters to the editor are
also to be found on this fourth page.^
The primary concern of this chapter is to look into 
the contents of pages 2 and 3 and their continuations, 
if any, on page 4. The articles to be found on these pages 
are vast in range and scope. It is best simply to state 
here that they have literary as well as non-literary themes 
and that even those articles with strictly non-literary 
themes will be examined.
6. The above generalization is valid in the main, but 
important political and other articles are found on 
this page occasionally.
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4. Literary and Other Themes in the E w N
The type of themes that should primarily concern us 
here would be short prose or verse narratives, and short 
prose or verse dramas or any combination of these. As it 
turns out, there is none of the former, while there is much 
of the latter in the form of skits and sketches.' Poetry 
and belles-letters which are neither part of narratives nor 
dramas are evidently subject-matter fit for investigation 
as well.
Other than the above, the E W N is full of themes 
which are not literary but exhibit an impressive use of 
language all the same. Political disquisitions and parti­
san contributions are sometimes characterized by such luci­
dity of language in the exposition of a view or the refu­
tation of an argument that this kind of material would have 
been worth discussing under the heading 'political litera­
ture1 although this has not been done in this chapter.
When the smooth flow of the prose, the beauty of the syntax 
and the richness of the imagery employed is particularly 
impressive, 'moralistic-didactic' writing has been included.
Borderline cases exist between the strictly 'literary1 
and the headings indicated above. This type of situation 
obtains when a literary genre, say a poem, is used to con­
vey a purely political message. This is quite widespread 
in the E W N and renders all the more reasonable the in­
clusion in this chapter of literature with political or 
other non-literary themes. In such overlapping instances, 
there is much discretionary scope for their inclusion under
the one or the other heading.
Ephemeral material like news items or commentaries 
on topical events, for example, the decolonization of 
India, have been excluded as has been technical instruc­
tional material, say on hygiene, forest conservation, 
poultry-keeping, etc. Notices and advertisements, regu­
lations and proclamations, sports news, etc. have also been 
left out. Thus, although non-literary themes have been 
included, they are only those which, in my judgement, 
have indirectly but closely influenced the development of 
Tigrinya literature. For novelists treating historical 
and political themes, education and self-improvement, etc. 
wrote their works (with the exception of Sangal Warqanah 
and Abba Gabra lyasus Haylu) well after the founding of 
E W N , As the sole body of Tigrinya secular literature 
in the 1940's, E W N is bound to have greatly influenced 
not only their language, but even the manner in which they 
treated their themes. For an explicitly admitted relation­
ship (even to the extent of including passages taken verb- 
ation from E W N ) , see the discussion of ^ (fl(k lr
in Chapter 4 (p.IMa) below.
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5. Moralistic-Didactic Writing.
Moralistic-didactic writing is wide and varied in 
its content which ranges from positive exhortations or 
admonitions to acquire education to the bolder censure of 
the excess number of saints' days that are declared non­
working days in the Christian countryside on pain of 
anathematization.
A contribution by Tasfay Bahta, a teacher, in the 
issue of March 16, 1950 (No. 393) has a telling proverb 
for a title ^  Ufi-cPlhJL ^ (He who is not
learned can not save and a stone which is not carved and 
polished can not grind). A similar theme is the subject 
of a contribution by Aser Gabra M&dha-n, most probably a
woman contributor as Aser sounds like a corruption of Aster.
Its title is again a proverb; ^  (r ^
(For want of studying for seven years, they remain igno­
rant for seventy).
The issue of No. BfT? has two contributions from 
two priests on a single theme v.g. censure of the excessive 
number of saints'days. The first has the title
fltyh  tbC ^ (The root (cause) of poverty-saint1 s
/
day; the root (cause) of illness - cold (tuberculosis)).
7. These carry weight and significance if they arecri- 
ticism from within the ranks of the Ethiopian Orthodox 
Church as they most likely are, although the title 
<4tu> (P riest) applies to protestant priests as well , 
while < > (Monk) applies also to Catholic priests.
This title has the synctatic form of a proverb (ie. parataxis) 
as well as its flavour, but it is not included either in 
Liqa Mazamran Mogas1 or Abba Ya'^qob Gabrayasus1 collection. 
The contributor is Abba Tgk^abo Abay - a monk from ^3 bn 
Salima, Saraye. The second article has a more logically 
formal title t l f 'h  uA°i % irh ** (Work and livelihood) and 
is written by Qasi Kahsay Gabra. Let us now have a closer 
look at the above four contributions.
Aba Takv'abo’s contribution is a short poem where 
the exhortation, following a hint at a malicious foreign 
influence, rests on the surer Biblical injunction to work 
on six days and rest on the seventh (the Sabbath).
The suggestion about the foreign instigation of 
this custom runs:
W  ■'khGtn  Vft uyt) 
■ n e w  £ % &  - m b M  50
Q
"What is the origin of her 
which they call a saint's day 
Why do you not inquire as to 
where she came from 
They have dumped her on us; 
she is not found in their country 
She has entered invisibly
in the likeness (guise) of righteousness."
8. The use of the femine gender is, on account of the
common equation of feebleness and femininity, probably 
intended to symbolize the inherent weakness of the 
arguments for this custom.
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The core of the argument, however, is the following
M l b f t  ' V P i i i r  % ’rh (k h
-flcmh c m h ' t i t r h
M l  <U M l t  *>«? M l  t t h & h  »
"Work on six days; 
vow not to work on the seventh 
The Book of Torah of Ten Commandments 
Jesus did not come to 
annual or to subtract from.
In the Gospel,
John has testified on her (the Torah1s)behalf
Is it then that Man's Law
is more solid than the Creator's Law?"
In the same issue Qasi Kahsay Gabra presents the 
same Biblical argument to support the case for working on 
traditional saints' days. He quotes the divine command­
ment in Ge'ez <4 Y'lftC hQ fhb Vihf ^ (Do your work on
six days). He further cites the divine injunction to Adam 
(Work and live! - an' approximate rendering of 
"Live by the sweat of your brow"). St. Paul's admonition 
^ 'h (b ~ f lh b  ^  w^° ^oes not work; let him not
eat) is also referred to. More interesting than the allu­
sion to biblical pronouncements, however, is the mention 
of a previous article in E W N entitled K HJjlfl'7! }
U '2! %/p *  (Population is increasing while the food
supply., is relatively decreasing) . He utilizes this refer­
ence to the end of providing a supportive argument that is 
secularly, albeit economically, valid. In this fashion,
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he transcends purely theological bounds and arguments.
The exhortatory type of article is perhaps best 
illustrated by Taisfay Bahta’s ar tide <K fty-faO'tlL WftVi Nf^(0
referred to above. The contributor is a teacher 
and explicitly addresses himself to parents. The chief 
tenet of his article is that parents dampen the enthu­
siasm of their children to go to school. We learn that 
he informally conducted an investigation amongst parents 
to discover:
* YUf.,*0 fflhk ‘V.WfW' Y I P  
' h f i b p  M  ( f t - S - P U C t  ' h P h h f t  f i l th 1-f/l 
h>p> W  - ■ • -  Y P M C t <7-/7
•fltAM H W a C k  hh H n f t  i t ( f t h k -
nil w  i-itrony- Hhca. ft?£
y p f i c  \ t m l
I't'fi 'f/ft/i w < h  frcb-lr* Yip RIkCl ft h 
1 H H  Yu% ^
"As I have found out from some 
parents whom I questioned, the 
reason for their reluctance to 
send their children to school is 
that the education they receive 
does not lead them on to become 
deacons and priests. That is be­
cause they have seen that child­
ren who go to school nowadays 
learn about the material arts 
and sciences and that they are 
backward in the spiritual 
sciences (arts)."
To the above parental rationalization, his counter­
argument is sound and effective.
«  ‘fK'ft O V ^ L h  -flHf h ?  • h ?  ViY, 
'flH<b ( W i L i )  p /  crih cYi-fll H -  - 
H  * t h P  ■ VKlr^ l \W ~  ■ W-I W-i'- 
P h ' h ' f l t t|f-WM ■: I k ' b P
-am k f i t  ■ i k ^ h p  yih s i i 7 ? t  m u  f th  
f w n  •■■'hh '■hH. w  ' t i i h
im  X ^  vfe
l^O- ‘TYl-t A W  W f Y  'ff’il
a  u m i r k  t p u c - t  p h w p  « i $ \ «
fck xhL\ Yu?.!-’ ^
"However, it is not found that 
the spirit exists without the 
flesh, as the flesh does not 
exist without the spirit. All 
people have not been created 
to fulfil the same type of 
mission in the world. While 
some achieve greatness and fame 
through the spiritual path, •> 
others achieve it through the 
worldly path. Therefore,in 
order to know this varying na­
tural writ, it is necessary, al 
beit proper, to send children 
to school where they may learn 
a varying type of education."
Parental reluctance to send their children to school 
does not affect only boys whom they would prefer to pur­
sue priestly vocations, but girls as well whom they would 
• either ’marry off at a very early age or keep around to 
help in domestic chores.
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^ \ c p b f r  'h C M r c o - f l  '“har'h < M  M
WVCt ntiVi WW 'hlrf:: •■■ "K'ft ' 'AF't
11 * 1
:V?^ Vth : t - w c t  ' im n
% m ~ \ W -  w n h -  M ’h t p  w a n 1; k m / c t
YtSCTO'Hfflh- •flkinffl-'r U aV ch cD -m  ^ m - v?^:
W c  a w 0 H M m .  a h b  'h f r m .u & lb - f t M t -  
• ■ '  \ t f -k  H f t k  W t r l i d W  W d r -
%9x '■ \ ,{l ,2 ■ \ ' / l  'ii(iyJt?tfc(,- a t
•flffrh if■p'dct HllAn ‘qft'i, Uftk %<{.-., 
kJO 3-h 'h’h M f i  • k(F%. h ’hC W < ) C  b % \
W/iVf vj-rt (Wl*t£ l,/,°i-f Uultp' (n$°-l-'2i
nPq p>wtc<? ‘ohy, \4 tt  w ui"! M-'nWf- v?
* W  ■•'fi'flw rfjiv^ p ^ il iW i -mi^ h
"Trun {m -wic » V i^v  w i  3 ^
Tf W  r w  hv-focw vu?
V K  V cnvi<K
■ M M -ft*  w  w  VWj- W l? ^  
W - w  w b 'fiW/iifi "/Mr 9/iP^n
rtM ••■ <?Y!
w  k p v c t
a _ $ £ V  .. tfUPfL : ftljU V t l W  ^  % 0
" P ^ W 1! Vil !fkrfc. . f M ? ^
'^vi.frfthcr v n  ; <h* m % t  Vi % i ^  V f-frrt 
T-cfo Hh <-nc- h^-^T0^  %(\-%
%.<?coL% YUiM-v"FM VI %~<m<:Pnx %fpn'*
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"Nowdays, Eritrean girls are 
also seen to be going to school. 
However, like they force their 
sons to interrupt schooling, 
parents also snatch their dau­
ghters in the middle of their 
schooling and marry them off 
early or keep them around to 
help in the household on the 
pretext that education is not 
useful to girls. It is nece­
ssary that girls acquire much 
education for what they need 
for their family life, namely 
education in handicrafts, in 
child upbringing, in the ma­
nagement of a household. Even 
if her luck prevented an edu­
cated girl to make good of a 
marriage and is divorced, she 
can live with her honour and 
dignity intact by being a 
seamstress or engaging in some 
other craft unlike those other 
women who would not know of 
any other way of earning a 
livelihood except that of en­
gaging in prostitution. More­
over, as an educated girl can 
be an example of good conduct 
and manners to her children 
and bring them up and guide 
them in a praiseworthy way, 
there is no doubt that she can 
also be of the utmost'help and 
support to her husband.
Now then, parents 1 do 
rather prepare your sons and 
daughters for the future by 
sending them to school. By 
doing thus, girls will be saved 
from engaging in prostitution 
by dressing prettily or from 
serving as maids under strang­
ers, and boys will build and 
beautify their country which 
awaits them eagerly by putting 
their skills and goodwill at 
its service."
An article which deals with the decadence that 
city life can bring to girls is Walda Sallase Bahta's
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<l Vfl YlfiP}''2, ^  {Our sisters and city life)
(No. 389, February 16, 1950). Three columns long, it
eulogizes the city as a depository of art and science
and as a gathering place for eminent authorities and
as
experts. However, he argues that as much/the city attracts 
the cream of society, it also attracts the scum.
And in the middle of it all get caught the innocent young 
men and women who are lured to the city by its promise of 
style and splendour, with girls suffering more from the 
strains and pressures.
« *1H- V / W  % [i
<k<hc M  mfhih Whfo nm-£t 
4 ^ L h t  SPfyi, -//M*
k w  co v /r f  ■ .v k v 1,
k M  wv. W h t ' m  y » c M
yr’lc HHh'h L$<fr mi<h m
Ifu ai\uc w nh : -fliw, w'hM 'fiovt'h 
‘K M k H r - 1 W  c m i f ih i  w m P t )  'hW b  
OOh.W\ f t -ftl- 'fjh fi-. »
"In order to see this modern life 
and further to partake of the 
sweetness and comfort it provides 
to others, many Eritrean girls 
leave their homes and villages. 
Some become maids, and those not 
lucky enough to work as maids 
become vagrants in the streets 
learning much evil and many bad 
habits, and live here like lost 
sheep."
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There follows a partial inventory of what the 
contributor thinks are some of the evil and bad habits.
<< H  mtflWDI H-'cflC H)p ■, YiW  
v iu 't \ W ] 1 J K f r t h -  fftji'if'
Pllli W Hf hu
m v , W M  n-flt- 'hfrf-' W
‘p’fr- w - v  ‘f i t  V??, ib tm ^rh  ^ t r c \  m
-ne. Mk-ncw'fy iiftkih w \  ■Wi&.vix w  
m<i U W  '■ ayhl w  m 'l c lW h H r t  
CfiKCOh'fttm'h h y l r V/°
lt H '  ’’h V f f y '1, WfftW ‘H t h  P 'M Q ;
\Vf\\v- Mdh \w n  H k H :  (hhC-hl 
l-/Mh- v / iU :  <ri|ii!f. vf?u- H I
ly H f h w  " h f t f k  M-n M U T / i f !
'hh chTffi, - 'ht H I W H  CDL<h ht HUfl 
h% <iTMl'7i M  ihEdt-:
p b h  'i'f Vt'h C'hih 'tiVHl WH M
l l M t f o  m - f t t !  W H i ,
'H<Ph9i H lir H.ih>y ihihl H -1- "
"In order to forget the bad life 
of the city which enchains them, 
they frequent excessive drinking 
and go to undignified merry­
making and dancing and flee from 
. the faces of their relations and
friends.......  Further, to put
on dresses above the knees, to 
hold cigarettes in between your 
middle finger and index finger, 
to arragne your hair in long afro, 
to paint your cheeks and lips red 
is not what makes a people well- 
mannered and impressive. Such a 
life style is one without a sense 
of responsibility and is called 
animalistic life. That people 
which can be considered well- 
mannered and impressive is only
that which goes to the city^'to 
borrow from others the superior 
arts and methods and struggles 
to harmonize them with its own 
life style and thus manages to 
maintain the honour and dignity 
of its women."
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6. DRAMA.
The E W N is full of skits and sketches. One 
such short play is contained in Nos. 452 and 453 (May 3 
and May 10, 1951). The title is ^ (The hyena
and the fox). It is a didactic play censuring the popu­
lar beliefs regarding the "evil eye" and the alleged ca­
pacity of some men to turn themselves into hyenas. The 
fox shows the ridiculousness of such beliefs in its con­
versation with a hyena. This play was apparently perfor­
med by students earlier in a school. Its appearance in 
the E w N at this juncture was prompted by the publica­
tion in issue No. 451 (April 26, 1951) of an article en­
titled bhh'h h'fl lflh(R fyhtfDlr'" (Rumour and gossip in the
city of Asmara) by Barhan G^rageta Gabra. In this latter 
article, the contributor recounts the then current rumour 
and unequivocally denounces it not only as baseless but 
also as blasphemous. Let us now look first at the article
which triggered the publication of the play in the ensuing
two issues.
'f)hdvir< V/l imf-nc -  +f\i^  vVijp'i M
' Yl'h W 4 f b : MW /fc '0M4i W l  i-Lilih'1!
hhfo Ik 'h- Y lfH Y lh WS): 
ty/'flYiiV. M  tnig-nc U>1 Prf\eg* W 1  htj
'fiH-fit 'HP'b ^  lK P >nc< W ' h k  W f i y ;
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c w a h i f ^  L i - i O - t  l / l j h l  
i l p H ' f l h '  ■ VH?ffP W W ' h U & M -  
'ti W % h  !Vfl iQC‘b hfaL'] 
V /?Vi if, ac*k hi V i n e s 0 <h%-
<f l i r h  fjH-fl'Ti V id h 'i  i f l ^ ‘ < ^
"As you all know, it is widely 
rumoured and told as news that 
hyenas were found dead last 
week on their different days 
in the Orthodox Christian and 
Moslem cemetries in the city 
of Asmara. As some of the 
rumour goes, those hyenas found 
dead are not real hyenas but 
men who became hyenas in order 
to dig out corpses from the 
grave and eat them. As some 
of the rumour-mongers further 
say, one or two of the hyenas 
found dead there had golden 
earings on their ears and gold­
en teeth in their mouths (on 
their gums) ""
The contributor of the article went to the Orthodox 
Christian cemetry to check for himself and saw two dead 
hyenas there. On asking some people there if there were 
any more dead hyenas which he might not have seen, he
received the following answer:
«  ® i\ % hW rF> • f l W i  I f  h r
fh  cOkfitfSSfP w ic  ; a d  hi v\
tic tifo'fi Vi<2H nh
<<yi w h t f r h  1m v  p w t  i m f h -  
VM/fytW/B <Y! W 3  H V ; h i?  t i k  
cn - f in e r > W f l h V b  %
i f W  rtf’: v)W/ihi
fkh -n v -k  'h p n c  ■ • - 'h ifch . • • •'??'? 
f t h . > ‘Kf/l/j- w?I- '.V1
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"'But now they took them away to 
the hospital in a truck; how­
ever, there was another with a 
golden tooth1 they said. And 
on my part, I asked them again,
'Is there anyone amongst you 
who has really seen it being 
put in a truck so that I may 
go to the hospital and see for 
myself?* * They told us so...
We don't know.... we don't 
know* so saying they went 
away."
The article concludes with an attack on such sense 
less rumour-mongering and with an even stronger one on 
such beliefs.
‘flrt-lr'*, MiWlt I  IH H V H  .‘ J t lh -
ill i © -  WMb'O't Y M K H  ■
C l - f ]  pdhlrq-  
U Vjil : 1/Wh *ifc i l l /C i,Z  P h H
" U L T K L ■. W  h h k  fUY- jWVftVTO 
W  l Y / i m  firhc ■■■y
-fl'h. t tuD ' i  Yu?.-. ( iL 'f i t i  cn]<h(0-y
• fir : Uh '■ n frY 0)
H  ^  w k h  %% ' t r n h t f
"Honourable readers I it is not 
good to talk of that which you 
have not seen and have only 
heard of from removed sources 
as though it were actual and 
real. What is even worse is to 
pass on rumours and to suspect 
that man, created in the image 
of God, appointed master over 
creation, and above and super­
ior to all other creatures, be­
comes a hyena, walks on all 
four limbs, grows a tail and 
digs out human and animal corpse
or fatally injured cattle and 
eats them."
We may now proceed to look at the play on the 
same theme. The author is Abba Domaniko, most probab­
ly a Catholic priest.
In this play entitled (The hyena
and the fox) impersonations of the two animals conduct 
a long dialogue. In the opening part, the hyena tells 
the fox that he is going to town to visit his cousins.
The fox is astonished and asks:
y c n t v  m - O h  <hfi]w
V :: 77/u wtiI't-ftfr 'h.ki'rt, I  u  ‘folfaL WPh
f l f  K W h -  h H  f t h  'fiH-fl'fr ^
"Fox: Do you mean those found imprisoned in what they
call ’the zoo1?
Hyena: Of course not them! Rather it is those who in 
the daytime stay human like their fellow human 
beings and become hyenas in the nighttime."
To the disbelief of the fox, the hyena remains 
adamant that it is true. His answer is a ’no*, though, 
when the fox pressess on him whether he had witnessed 
any such metamorphosis. However, he continues to assert 
that it is true as everybody is agreed on its authenticity 
So the fox suggests and persuades that the hyena himself 
turn into a man. He finally agrees and they discuss the 
procedure.
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{< (BtyCg :
V-flK
COtyQ?'.*
m V  
catycs:
W  'K ..:
H im  T,ep 'fjH'fiH, 'Hft'hK
M t  i u v \ c  i,c p >  m e  w h p  $-)c  
W ' t h  H ia-i H ih - . -
uh t ffimCYl lU^AY] ift/n
q-facO'-h ■.*--• 
iji f/j-oH Mhh-blct\h.+ ufaa-s mvtr  w n
% ‘m Hl'lv'h- 1L 'fl&MVn
h i m * w w h K  y h i  fra- v m n  w U m ”
"Fox: How do they become hyenas?
Hyena: They use a branch to cover themselves and they
then become hyenas within the same day.
Fox: Can it be the branch of any tree you find?
Hyena: I don’t know; it may be so.
Fox: Let me get three four branches from there and
cover you with them.
Hyena: ’Cover you?’ Let’s just see you touch me and then
you will see what I will do to you."
The first installment of the play {May 3, 1951)
ends at this point. We pick the continuation on up in
Issue No. 453 (May 10, 1951). The hyena, in the end, 
agrees to metamorphose. The fox covers him with two 
branches, but in vain. In the end, the hyena changes 
the substance and line of discussion.
l< V'fl'h. *9r<rL il-h- h-ft fW- W? M h Y h 'p ’f lt
(V/l qtyr 'hWh'n-'h^ HiH-f n't) HuD-cl v w b ' n - f  KVfflC.
■/I'HVf V i V i h f  fy ' f l ' i 'h "  f a f f .  T , h $ p h  H f -  W  
T O f f 5'.! 'ahy, m e  nsih?< y w »  w h Q " .<
iD ^ n  Hih %f/?Vr>' -film Hrtfrbl MhlVt Wi- Hih\
) i  V1-. >")
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"Hyena: In the first instance, what I said was that men
become hyenas; I did not say hyenas become men. 
Besides, this is not so much what I have seen 
with my own eyes as what I have heard told. In 
any case, the capacity of such people is singular; 
other things apart, they can even eat others from 
a distance.
Fox: Ridiculous! Not even worth eating! If I cannot
swallow it down my throat, what nourishment is it?
The hyena insists that it is a true phenomenon.
But the fox is disbeleiving. The former then proceeds
to relate a 'true' story.
«  HA.; - V M L  W H -  U M h  »/>•■■• 7 , ^
ft+hrt- V)4* - fof/P ‘fctfPV? 'fi'Wy. Q- tCQ-\
' W / l h t P  t Q I k r ' i m ^  M r .  ■
CDfyc? r. 'hfl.lv- u
■ • 'KW Ph If lb ■ £ U 1  <b | ^  hPV lM<Dt 
'U 'flb W / l l l f f .  ^*i V J  •V.fD' U -
ff f ?  ^ / )  W W  ihmr.
'H-fl'fv > ' f l h . - ’hthh *%<? \h~ V.'{lh h h - ' t l r  >'
tOtyCf ' . '  WffVih i:
-ffilfv fi Y1M 'hiD'-'Vi/O'flhii ^
"Hyena: Last summer, a man was suffering from stomach
cramp and all the while shouting oooh! oooh!.
......  His family came and began to goad him
to talk and confess. Slapping him towards the
ear, they asked him as to who 'seised1 (or
he
’possessed1) him and/said 'so-and-so', 'the son 
of so-and-so'.
Fox: Just made it all up!
Hyena:’ What making it all up! Just wait and listen to 
the whole story. When they went to the man he 
indicted" and asked him, the man admitted saying 
'^es^it is me!.'
Fox: Did he admit to it as soon as they asked him?
Hyena: No I He had initially tried to deny the allegation.
Fox: How did they then bring him to admit it?
Hyena: When they beat and beat him with a stick, he said,
1 yes I yes!1n.
The fox then asks the hyena if he would there and 
then admit to having eaten a goat if he were beaten. The 
hyena said he would admit as he would not stand the double 
injury of hunger and beating. Thus the fox demonstrated 
the invalidity of admission of guilt under duress and 
brought the whole belief into riducule.
7. POETRY.
(a) Elegiac Poetry.
E .W.N. contains many elegiac poems. The custom 
of reciting such poems in praise of the deceased in semi­
musical melody is a well-established one among Tigrinya- 
speakers as it is also among Amharic-speakers. In many
communities, there are even professional mourners who,
the
armed with a bare outline of/deceased's past, compose 
elegiac poetry apparently improvising on the spot. Such 
poetry is not recited at all funerals, the status of the 
deceased in the community often being the determining 
factor. As a sampling of elegiac poetry let us refer to 
two poems.
The first is <<k )iit H  WCfyf fU/V d)h& h W ')  W
$\ cfDfatfth ^ (Mourning poem recited at the burial of
Ato Zar’ay, son of the lion of the tribe of Judah) in 
Issue No. 168 (Nov. 8, 1945). Zar’ay is a historic and
g
heroic personality whose death would not only predictably 
elicit the recital of a lengthy elegiac poem at a symbolic 
burial in his country, but later on also inspired more 
than one work of drama in Amharic as well. The poetry 
is also a commentary on the mood and history of the times.
A typical elegiac poem often centres around the deeds of 
the deceased at the same time that it establishes a selec­
tive link with the more illustrious ancestors and mentions
8. See footnote in Chapter Four, p. |5'4-|S”5'’,
the birthplace and environs of the deceased. Thus the 
death is viewed not merely as a cessation of an individual 
life but also as a link with the past and an inspiration 
for the future. Let us take a few lines from the fun­
eral dirge on Zar’ay.
W  ' M f M  t f W M  !
lU LC hJ M h V O fo  l l & e c :
% r m U k , ~  - f M l M  M G C -
V /ii' m , vi.fi ■.
'hi1 m n i k \  { f t  ft &  n u f C r .  
c o &  r i w a i r h  ( h c m t  * i c f C i  
v?/i7i i/V < t h h c ■.■■■■ "
"How much this young man dares!
He is not shy before their officials 
or before their king!
He does not fear il Duce; 
he dares their people
When they insult his country with many lips.
He dances with a sword
in the centre(middle) of Rome
He dances in circles as he smites men.
The son of Tasfandiras, 
untameable elephant,
While others are cowed down, 
he triumphs."
The second poem is prefaced by an article 
\ i ^ ^ (Great sorrow) (Issue No. 168).. In praise of 
Dajazmac Kassa Sgbhat, an Agame feudal chieftain, it is
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composed by a social peer, Daja2mac Abraha Tassama, the 
son of a prominent feudal chief in Akala Guzay, Eritrea. 
In this poem, the reference is not so much to a parti­
cular battle or a particular deed associated with the 
deceased as to the general sense of loss and grief that 
would be felt in many parts of the country on the passing 
away of such a prominent leader of the community. Let 
us consider a few lines.
M  ° iM IA  W  ?  w y  thpiQ - /w
V l Ph-t "Im<b W  ih p o  ■Y1/-K :
fy/? p l y
\-{\ f m  +hp>Q - d u q . . . . .
( l - t  M V  ‘Krth- f a t f l  f f l / f t S  . . . .
1 Vi Win ( f l i ' t i l t im  ' h . l t i t f D & M  :
y  Hie m y  "
"Has your death been heard as news 
in 'Adi Grat, in K^lta Awla'^lo 
Has your death been heard as news 
in the entire 'Agama?'
Has your death been heard as news 
in Tagray, Tamben, Gara'alta and Haramat 
Has you death been heard as news 
in 3ndsrta, S^re, Sambla and Adiyabo?
While your family was saying 
'He will come to us today or tomorrow'
While your brave retinue (servants) were saying 
'When is he coming for out sake'
While your officials were saying
'He is going to give us gifts, and appointments'
You stayed behing in Harar,
becoming nothing"
The enumeration of places where his death will be
felt is meant to convey the breadth and extent of the area 
where his social standing and presence used to be 
recognised. The reference to his retinue, officials and 
kinsmen also establishes that he was a man who could 
dispense gifts and appointments to whomsoever he pleased, 
that he was, in short, a man of great power and consequence. 
This poem is additionally interesting in that it contains 
an occasional feature in Tigrinya elegiac poetry - 
the poetic licence of including a few semi-formulaic 
Amharic lines. See for example the last three lines below.
*  tffUlrHC (TO -n/flZ rhH'T:
WHlrHC e 'hcD'hbh*
£0<H/ir7/C -Mi? kiH?:---
V .W  qVj. thF>h
Y i V M  twfi 4-9 ;
W f r f H  -T-bt!
'<iut a m ^ i h  w w - -
M ? ^ t \  " M U C  g 'V Y S  :
W u/ h-h<£ h ah H?-rta’n ^
"Ladies of Agaraa!
weep and grieve excessively 
Ladies of K^lta Awla(3lo! 
weep and grieve excessively 
Ladies of Haramat! 
weep and grieve excessively 
As Kasse, the (rain-bearing) 
cloud of Hamla’ has died 
As the sun has set (disappeared) 
and the beacon light has dimmed.
It would be better for you now 
to go to the nunnery 
As your brother Kassa is 
not retrievable henceforth.
May God give you the strength
(to bear the grief), Dajazmac S bagadisl
The great man, Kassa,
has been separated from you."
b. Panegyric Poetry.
Two samples of Tigrinya panegyric poetry may 
be cited here. Both are in praise of the British 
Administration of the period. In the first one, <<'YM
; <^<hCQr «1flLh- h h l f r T7!b-»(For one who has rendered 
you great aid, either reciprocate in deed (in kind), or 
proclaim his good turn by word of mouth) (No. 165), the 
poet writes in praise of King George VI as he also draws 
attention to the extent of the British Empire and the 
influence of British power at the time— 1945.
« H/j?f T.9-CU ‘WftS'f nh.'h-!...
Viq. T-n ■ ■.
‘UhW’ ■
''hhfay-h oc 
^ H t h h t h  > *14? rh hhm'h-; 
fihF’ ’1, ^ ‘d c ^  iAwt<r •flY/ni'’'
"If Emperor George rises 
Before his enemy eats dust 
He does not return home. 
Africa lives by him 
Asia lives by him 
Even Europe lives by him; 
Deep his thought, 
long his objective,
We have found peace
and education through him."
In obvious reference to the role of British troops 
in the liberation of Ethiopia and Eritrea from Italian 
occupation, the poet writes;
<hp <M- 'nfkii- 
VM t W l ' h - M  ln c ‘T‘.
-flTiW
( h e w  P h  H i e  ' M . f f l W  w ”
"Emperor George, our shield, our refuge,
Is it not proper for us 
to praise you much!
He shed his children's blood for our sake 
He came from afar to our country;
Was it on account of our money 
or our strength
That we have found liberty and country."
The second poem has the simple and telling title
^ftp^^ (praise) (No 168) . This is prefaced by a short ar
tide relating the expropriation of 300 hectares of good
farm land by the Italians in 1934 in order to build an air
their
base to help launch/ invasion of Ethiopia. This ex­
propriation lasted up till 1941. The Americans took over 
the land in 1942 and.fenced it with wire. In 1944, the 
Americans left and the British Governor of Eritrea re­
turned the land to the farming community of the area.
W h M  'fltiL 'h '1/0%'% : ... 
( h k  M v  -ClhhM  
(pfltV (Qfih-h- L(V}f-
"Oh! English government,
You who came forth via Keren 
Because of you,
good times have come for the farmer 
Woe to him! Woe to him! Woe to him! 
to the non-diligent in your time."
The poet suggests in strong terms that the money 
circulating among the community during the presence of 
the Italians and Americans brought no meaningful benefits
^  w q -  H fu - r  ■
ft0**1 i i U L h ^ -
''hp <txf{ I  ■kO’/o  Yic 'fHVflCP:
W t f ?  q i r i l 1 
CO-\h<; W O
tffiloK 477 7?f4\: »
"We picked lots of Italian francs 
We gathered lots of American shillings 
And yet we did not do 
any significant thing with them 
Empty we were left, 
empty-handed;
After the passage of days and nights 
to our houses we return 
To our land, 
to our mother,"
He exhorts everyone to work hard so as to gather 
plenty, and praises farming and condemns wage earning.
« (lh
'h'foLh vV^7^ :
f lW hb %Mk ’V f  tihh-. 
V lW  < W f  ' f t f J i f i )  av f f f i ’
W ' K f  ? & k  V h f t S  fa h ”
"Women of my village(district) 
rejoice and ululate 
Let us men farm and you women 
remove the tufts of grass 
So that we may e a t grain, 
the honeyed white 'taf'
So that we may harvest wheat 
and gather millet;
Why should we work as wage labourers 
henceforthjwhen we have our black porous so
(c) Exhortatory Poetry.
Edward Ullendorff gives a sample of exhortatory 
poetry taken from E W N in the Journal of Ethiopian 
Studies (Vol. 5, No. 2). The following two poems from 
later issues merely add to the variety. The first one 
is a condemnation of negative character traits and ten- 
dencies as it is also a generalized call for building 
a solid foundation for the society's future. The title 
of the poem is ** fc V 3 (Advice and Admonition)
(No. 183) .
«  ' f l W L ' f b p
W l'if ‘U ' P
\ { \ { > < h < h ( n h  ; • •  •
H W t o o y ]  ^  fflcoiict:
' i i p n a c ? , ^  • "
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ad ah L i t  
U M C b r  l^<h ltl$hfh ihflh-.
<w, m - h i b  
U  t t h  m %  'hh-d m m t  ■•■■■ 
ffDWlJ weirh tLtWfiir 'flhu • *
"Let me give you advice 
so that you may be wise;
In this world, do not be 
in a race for position.
Why do we not become instead 
thinkers and investigators(inquirers)
That destruction shall descend upon 
backbiters,
That destruction shall descend upon 
those who circulate rumours about things 
that are not.
Why do they not farm instead 
so as to accumulate wealth .
Why do they not engage in trade instead 
so as to accumulate wealth .
They incline men away 
from the right path .
They conspire at night to destroy buildings
The above admonition is followed by a construe- 
call to work for society's future.
«  M i k n  i u * ]  m i h  f r i b t ' -  
U W  \M ch Cht t
W i ?  Wt/rfP ‘fcfflch .
f t K  fM- (TDKlit / u ? , ^ '  
W h a m ? ,  p u - 1 , 1  a , f i H  ■• ■■ ■ 
W h a m ? ,  ?f ( h i  < f ] h U  • 
W V i l ' p  H m h  W V f ' p  ' h f H t  ■ 
H t - l h p p p  fc'f, y w t f l t p - i  M b
"Cornel Let us clear the right road in unity 
So that an indestructible legacy 
may await our children .
Let us be the initiators and beginners 
for their sake .
Let our children complete and 
close the task ,
Do we not have great men of learning
Dcrwernot havermen who care for truth 
Men who do not love themselves 
but their people .
Why do we not then listen to them 
and become one (united)
The second poem by Gorfu Abraha from Adwa, T^gray 
(.No. 227) condemns drinking, dancing and smoking. Let 
us look at the part that condemns dancing as that sounds 
strange nowadays.a . v ) . i
«  'ff H - a h f  ' W - f  "us  n<i):
W  hWL'hh avh.li
V/? V C t fb  M M  M i l 1)
'hiT? \ - { l  y i )
\h<h W  u  K M c  0 1 ) . . . ”
"What is she which they call 'dance' 
Committing adultery standing like animals 
She destroys the flesh 
and has commenced to destroy the soul*
She sends the soul to hell 
and has it burn.
To please the flesh,
you commit yourself to a problem *
The latter-day judgement is only repentance.
The poet equates dancing with sin. The novelty of 
the form of dance and the closeness with which man and 
woman dance obviously shocked the poet who must have had 
a strong puritanical streak.
(d) Political Poetry.
In issue No. 224, Kidana Tamalso has a 37-line 
poem entitled <<LtUC^ <h C i  ^  (Ardour for liberation).
It is a unionist poem as the following quote well attests
«  YlMMO1! ftp  M  h<hH %cU- 
v m  ve(r
ih t l r -
"fll?i*h l0Vhl'r 'ii"tifft <klr
"May I narrate the story of my country 
Er itrea
She has gore blind 
although she has eyes »
She has become invisible 
although she has life .
How many years has it been
that she has been awaiting liberation
When will she see herself
united with her mother.
It continues with an eulogy of liberty.
* V) m e  m  m  y h p - h
t { y  { m i ?  i f  b c f l  i f  T i t  ■
f>Crlh M h k  U T - k  ■ 
h f l f o  i f  t h S M -  O V f l l - U t *  
h d ' f r  M  p f r l  b L £ t  ! [  M
"Liberty is sweeter than milk, 
than honey .
.Learn the history of the present 
and of the past *
Lead (Guide) your people, 
those of you who are capable 
and with knowledge ,
Preach liberty -
the light of the living^-
Preach liberty -
the peace of the dead!"
Qasi Yatbar.akiVs 27-line poem in No. 230 has a 
similar theme. The 42-line poem by Gabra Yohannss Tasfa 
Maryam in No. 233 utilizes three personifications: the 
U n ion is t Party, Rabita, and The People to convey its 
strongly unionist message. After the first two contend­
ing parties air their views, the People are made to give 
an 'impartial1 appraisal which also, conveniently for 
the poet who was a well-known Unionist, happens to be an 
unwavering call for the union of Eritrea and Ethiopia.
8. The Castigation of Certain Customs.
There is a wide range of articles in E.W N which 
have an underlying common feature - the castigation of 
certain customs which the contributor considers useless 
and obsolete or sometimes even detrimintal.
(a) Spirit Possession.
In (Woman and the Devil) (Issue
No. 428, November 16, 1950), Nakuda Dalol first gives the 
reason for the custom, then describes its manifestation 
and finally recommends one method of putting a stop to
it. He argues that the custom of Zar, Karba, Q^&la is
women's way of finding an outlet for the fun and frivo­
lity they missed on account of early marriage.
« ■■■■■ W 1
“M l  iv ia 'f }  & L C lq
Sty W ^ t x  iVUSH'1!
T f  'HCL aih$° Ubp
rh \ 4 h k '  ' fv tD -e ^ W -S 'h  i f a i z F *  v d W I
£ty/l 'Will i'
P i K  fflfh V ? K  ftip ^  M - ? - ■ ■ ■ %(D  
e v w ^  T i f  \< n c
Q - m w i Ifi V76-* \ \ L  M e o j r  
- Ylhf • • • (hfiC 4l<klhl "hH "ht
llttW ^ iO J r  ' f l L f y W  hh H t f y ' K h  t t /W
xt\P > tH i'ix h V/?P ’P ' i ' H  kv 1 a t o - h h v , ' "
hhlttr CCO'Hkit Hit nm\fh baf-
'ftcLhcn!P> C^ il fW'P’tr'ti:; . ■ * 
fffl- $h; He rf?Hi ■' ftCf? iftlOOi, ; 
tytyh- h < b ! tonf c o - ^ Q - h  <ty : ‘P0!
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*■ 'A h b - f t f  uh W - 0 h  M  U / W M U '
fiflH vfit-ttr h-tfh? f-tfr/TDh •••• ^
"Although one can not dare write 
that women are oppressed by their 
husbands among us Ethiopians, 
nevertheless the bridle on their 
lives is not as loose as that of 
those in other parts of the world, 
as, for example, among Europeans.
We marry off our children 
or our sisters, ie. our girls, 
early before they have had their 
feel of fun and play. Thus, they 
get married before having satia­
ted such fun. As they cannot en­
gage in their unquieted sense of 
fun thenceforth, they spend their 
time trying to figure out how to 
get it. So one day they start out 
with a headache in order to re­
cover their unsatiated sense of 
fun. Then when she says' Q^ala, 
zar possesses me; Karba as well.
Pitch a 'g^ flidala1 for me. Beat 
the drum. Have the bard play the 
cara (one-stringed lute) ; lULul—  
ate for me,' the weak and foolish 
husband who attends to the whims 
of his wife fulfils her requests."
Such occasions of alleged possession provide for 
the wives supremacy over their husbands.
*  uh ll  'rtF’ H- -Wt-V 'HV'/llrh-
VI c % k  h h H f r m  :
W'lch.t' fLh"1 M Y p r
H  Vl{P> t f l f  'U lp 'h .'k  £ 0 \ M ’h 
fcih Ylt3tiCV)'/l \ •/[ h h h .  tl'd 'h  
W V h ' h
"They do such things because they 
know that the day on which they
claim to be sick is one where 
they also gain dominance over 
their husbands, which status 
they will not find on the 
morrow. On such a day they 
gain victory over their hus­
bands and fulfil and satiate 
their love for fun for which 
they had thirsted like for 
water."
He describes a very common manifestation during
such scenes of "possession" --- the ability of the
"possessed" to speak in a language that she, under normal 
circumstances, is not known to speak.
^ Vifrfc A f K  .
V/] V -f lh h -  i c a ^ l n t ^  ■. 7 %
W c  ' h t - b b R ' h - ' - *
"On the day that the worst women 
claim that they are seized by a 
geni, even the deaf one who does 
not know the Tigrinya language 
not only speaks it but does not 
at all find it difficult to add 
decorum to it and to recite 
poetry and war songs."
He mentions an instance of a Danakil woman speak­
ing in Tigrinya as well as the common feature of Tigrinya 
speaking 'zar' women speaking Amharic.
<<: uh $ b n'hc < ill? ai)h'tiL3x> J y f ^ r  
Y 5 10. G lJ ip  aV^h-L cw h^fo  i f r /} 
iX V r]^J $ ifa Qih' f t fa CO t i  Y h : i • • ■ )}•/?■£
• ' W  ' f i v H  <h\Yiti
Y rK ? r W t h h l g  ^ U k  L 'f /th  
C O ' \ w - - ' H C  ' V ' h U i ^  $ u\ \ rh S l i r l w  
>1L \4  av^ 'h -. • ■ -y^ ti'hi: ^ (37?
(TOT? m f  ‘Y fc V  AJi WfrCC frmi■.•-■■ ■
O f f ' l l ! } ! .  - f f l lh - i  Ah  
Y i i r P M  Y { ,  HtfcQ H A  " h f > ( \ c  W f Y H W f l A i ]
' W . H H L ' f l W  m - f ih  h-fi'k? »££:;.. ■
u/iH-f'Tt-dh Ai C i '1, ••, 'f j iV '7, ■
W f  'hf^ ikL^ ? At ■(l5hi]h'.-fl'ri<pAc^'IIA'] %hf:\ "
"Now then on Maskaram 17, 1943 
(Eth.C.), ie. Masqal day, I 
passed the day among the Danakil.
Inside the ’^ ^adala'l saw two 
Danakil women dancing and jump­
ing in the Tigrinya fashion.
They told me they were zar- ■< 
possessed. In the middle of 
it all, one started singing 
'Mammaya Mammaya, Mammay 
Sadala'. When I asked where 
she learnt the Tigrinya language, 
her husband told me that it is 
the 'gannen1 (geni or devil) 
that is enabling her to speak 
and that when not so possessed 
by him, she would not hear if 
you spoke to her in Tigrinya.
The affair is not solely 
this. Also among the Tigrinya- 
speakers, there are those who 
claim that their 'gannen' (geni) 
is Amharan and therefore speak 
Amhar ic."
One interesting feature of 'zar' possession is that 
it occurs on festive occasions. Masqal day mentioned in 
the above passage is typical, and appears to be the one 
most favoured by 'zar1 cultists. After having explained 
the reason for the custom and described one of its signifi 
cant manifestations - expanded linguistic ability - the
ill
contributor of the article suggests to the husbands of 
such women one effective method of countering the custom 
the use of the stick.
<1 t f - M  U t f d h h h  %
(\C 'W t k h l  V i f o f f  WO Leo I t ) i dip,
VIC  7 i < H  P r t f V J  f rft-f,
W£® (ICftL V//?T vaiicc ( h h v n  V ' ’
"Now then, if you are truly a 
man and your wife has this and 
similar failings,there is one 
remedy for her. And this is, 
the will and the stick (whip) 
which is as bitter as the pepper 
of abaso."
(b) The custom of mourning.
In a courteously titled article *
(Honoured fellow paternal clansmen! Brothers and 
friendsl) Da Mahari ’A. in Issue No. 161 (September 27, 
1945) critically examines the custom of mourning. As he 
contributed his article right after the loss of his 
daughter, the message is unusually potent and poignant, 
not to say earnest in the extreme. He prefaces his arti­
cle thus:
« -/IfMa ( T V h t i M  m  7,77V  
W t h  i n  W  hrtf 'frCtftC'Cfi d - V h i .
/H H ' t d L y?fU£ uh<hh'fi
\ fL M l 13 jrp(PL \ t  *,•/! 7,7!
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V M  i I 'H + a 'L  (Hktit- <M7?
'h't ^ h f \  ' 'h 'h + 'M
7 h %  T l h . L r VjYI 7 ?
-^dT]h~ t ' S ^ ’ C f L \ -
Vufr717  ^ V k V  h-S l
S ' H ' H + A f  *if^ ■.-, ^
"As I have for long felt strongly 
disturbed in my heart on the 
issue of mourning and burial 
and thought of writing on the 
topic, it is incumbent on me 
to express my thoughts now that 
sorrow has entered my household.
If I were to express it on any 
other occasion, some people 
might have poked fun at me by 
saying 'As you would not feel 
the pain, why don't you put your 
hands into a basketful of snakes!"
What the article specifically condemns as unnece­
ssary is the custom of ^^^^(second burial).
This is a custom which enables all kinsmen and friends 
who, for reasons of distance, inconvenience, or lack of 
being informed, missed the actual burial to attend a sym­
bolic second burial. The custom was devised to avoid 
continuous and intermittent arrivals of such kinsmen and 
friends to express condolences and open the old wound, 
however unwittingly. He recognizes the validity of the 
custom in former times but argues against its continua­
tion in changed times and circumstances. His most im­
portant argument is that the day or days spent travelling 
to and fro to attend a second burial could be critical
for a peasant farmer and affect the quality and quantity 
of what he expects to harvest.
^ flH- h«(PL Ti'frtVl “M-frt 7i-h-
W f  I f i k r  ■■■ H W  > 1 ?
fbH'th W
H f t * 2 (>f W  M h 'n L p  - m  W %
<\ -K h h W i i t ^ r  W h 4 ' h m  V H L
% h  V 0 7 7  h f t f
( T O V f! M  ■ Slimh--- \ii£rC t
M  M'f> f i w  m n  W H  - 
U n w *  n p ' M  ■ f - W M  H L ) , js ° h .  
b h h f  ? r < n  w ?  t u t ,  “r t f  - f i m  - n c t b  
V i p >  U H ^ - ^ h t  w  i L n f f a n  m  
7 i t  /whfHrt w ?  < w  ¥ n h % W < i
% w h  ■ n h ih f in 'h “/rtrtH-n u ^ n c
% t  'nhitk.
"In the times we live in, what 
is the need for all this?
Our manner of life and our ways 
have changed much now from 
former times. My heart has not 
permitted me to call for a 
mourning or a burial as my 
daughter has died in Maskaram, 
the season for sowing {planting) 
peas. The season of Maskaram 
is one for blind intensive 
ploughing and it would be a 
great misery for my many poor 
kinsmen if they are driven out 
for the third time on account 
of attending a second burial 
I call for, after having had 
their crops eaten by locusts
twice already. What would be of use to me would be 
if kinsmen and friends deeply 
felt sorrow for me in their 
hearts and blessed me by saying;
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'May you not come across a 
second sorrow.’ All else is 
of no use."
He suggests an alternative to a second burial-a 
simple letter of condolence.
«  u m  9csni m c m  n at h  c a y \ -  
m frfM - ‘rXhuh V'?v- ‘WL'r,
W - '  ■AeTDh'IxMk P f c h )
%'h-b ' hh' f r fc
"Let him who can make it come 
to the bur.ial, but it does not 
appear correct to me to bear 
grudge on the one who lives 
far away and could not make 
it. It would be better if we 
got used to express condol­
ences through the written 
message."
Following the article, a 33-line poem reiterating 
the same message follows.
(c) Child Marriage.
Issue No. 179 (January 31, 1946) carries an ar­
ticle entitled (fO C 0! (About child marriage)
The contributor, Qasi Ar'aya Mika'el, evidently a priest, 
argues that nature herself has determined the minimum 
age for reproduction. Consequently, he proposes the 
minimum age of marriage for boys to be eighteen and 
for girls to be twelve, although he states his own 
preference of twenty for boys and fifteen for girls.
It is noteworthy that he should think that marriag­
es at ages below his suggested
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limits do occur. If they did, they must have been very 
rare indeed. What is contradictory is that although he 
mentions nature's own age limits for reproduction, he 
suggests that they might occur at below those limits all 
the same.
*  'fldV1:7 1  k ty c D -W
(Poco-hfl m h  ?<?• 
h$<svbp> -7 'r y?f VWi %+? 
hn- M o -  4 h
r t l g p  %V r cOh^ ■ W c
<h¥$t i<Wv\$be'bf(» viv, hW+
W f f 3 \ h. Y ic 'rflh  W A 'h c i
V i , '<y oT>$°‘dc'\ cmirM'h m  k M n  
^  L h f i  b i fW -  VlV, ■. 
\icQ h \ rU i £L COf-h 
t M h .  M  w  m v k  'wmfx ■ %
"If we regard it from the view­
point of the scientists and 
doctors, when those boys and 
girls who are married before 
they reach their marriageable 
ages produce children, their 
offspring are tiny in appear­
ance and retarded in mind.
Even nature herself is found 
to be a teacher and a guide 
in this matter. And as nature 
herself has specifically cal­
culated and determined the 
limits, whosoever, by stepping 
outside this path, wants to 
produce children before the 
limits so set by natural law 
would find out that he brings 
harm to himself."
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The writer of the article does not stop at a cen 
sure of child marriage. He condemns further the custom 
of parental arrangement of marriages on behalf of their 
children.
(< W h : Wfi h fc iV  M - h O  IL«]
nc m n  ' a w  i M  i ) h m
Wt'h- h<k f c t n l ' W W t l t M e i L m ' V i h s t  
Ihh'dr\ w u t f t i  M , )  ‘‘n '+ L k f f W
fflfb'f? : \hk ‘IttM <f)f> W P C p  P P M  tr 
:: H - M t u  R f
COZ R  :f C-Hot Vu?. + m / fp> %il bft-
a i  m w i  h f w h ' t i  AifcT,
Il'llh-JP R R  
‘lTC ■ ( N k k ’ h t R O W  R R  M ?
R  H f L h ( \ \ f  hhzlsk't- (Oh?'?” i  
f+ tD i Yu? ff-K P t )u%- ■Mvt.lr?'0 
H  ‘m R R  ‘H W I W . W .  »
"Such marriage contracted before 
the appropriate wedding age has 
many and bad consequences. One 
is the management of the whole 
affair as though you yourself 
were getting married without 
knowing or even wanting to know 
the ideas and wishes of the 
youth who are to be married.
Let alone declaring1! like her!/
*1 like him!’ in front of their 
parents, priests and community 
elders, as the youth themselves 
do not know the significance and 
gravity of that sacred thing 
called marriage, the respective 
parents, in place of the youth, 
vow to each other *1 like her!1,
11 like him!1."
(d) Traditional vs. modern marriage.
There are very many articles in E W N as well as 
at least one book ? I ft-flfu an<3 many passages in the var­
ious novels which condemn not only parental arrangement of 
marriages but also the extravagance of traditional weddings.
crvcw — w y i c - r  m nc nc
{Engagement and marriage- the custom in our country which 
continues even up to this day) (No. 436) censures pre­
arranged marriage and praises and recommends modern marriage 
where the bride and bridesgroom make the decision for 
themselves. The article is by a teacher, Tasfa Maryam 
Hayla. This is quite predictable as exposure to Western 
education often turns teachers to proselytizing modernizers.
The setting, described in prose, is a 'mead-house* 
where two close friends, both quite tipsy, decide to marry 
the daughter of the one to the son of the other. The 
marriage, however, is not well-provided for and is doomed 
to fail.
* < n ? W V  (TQCai(£r\ Ik n u - n
I'hU-fl h«ic*ic
\ - ( \ cniVrl ^
"The bride and bridesgroom having 
no funds to establish themselves on 
The smallness of available funds 
causes disharmony between them.
Soon, they request divorce and obtain it. The 
writer of the article contrasts this with a more novel 
situation.
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<<: V  ' h i i f ' i M p ' - h n  u i r p  
H W f 1 I W - W  O h k f1’ •'■
w c p c ?  H f M c w  yj,^
t o -  m m  W /1 p b  L h tn -  a t ^  f - f i A i r  V t t
R 9Vt % lr , f b ‘.'.
' \ h fn'h W f ‘W M  ' i f f c  & H -  • ■ •
i W p >  f A W  m a - . ^ W i  U o
f-HUr +K-%eF> ■■■
V  lw j p  ‘K'T+Iz. 'Vft-W’ i'iW  7ift
i k i
V f i n  M  fA>h -Mii?” p w e  ?>■.'. ^
"Some of them are favoured by God.
They see their fiance themselves •
They study her character to determine 
if she is suitable -
Then when they know her character and habits, 
they write her asking to be engaged to her;
And if she likes the proposal 
she agrees saying 'all right!
Happily they get engaged and then taking a,vow,
they get married-
Thence forever they live in love.
This pleases everyone more than the former type
And God is happy
that they live in peace."
Another article * * M 7! d I]C a( '2i ^ (About engage­
ment and marriage) (No. 440) by Tasfasayon Yohannas mentions 
earlier contributions on this topic to justify his own. 
Written in verse, the theme here is censure of extravagant 
spending on weddings.
* V M  tfttW W f  H  - I l h W  
’i W A '0 Y t t ' t i  ■ ■ •
fiM&t VKWVf- <|-W-/-+ 
fflc-Vto-i, ‘iPfrt ^
"What is the method (sense) 
in the manner of our marriage 
Except impoverishment for the rich 
and ruin for the poor 
Let us stop the big disease of 
’festive joy for a night*
Let the fat cattle alone;
let the sacks of grain be stored *
Do not let gold flow
for the sake of honour for a night."
(e) Drinks and Drinking.
Many Tigrinya novels have for their theme the 
censure of prostitution and dissolute life. Some arti­
cles in B W N dealt with that concern much earlier. In 
No. 436 an article by Mancpst Ab ’Andamaryam has the 
title w J W  f\Vfl f f W  M  i; «1 M l ' w  li'W/l >4
(Drink is the messenger of ruin: though you send it to 
the belly, it ascends to the head). The contributor elo 
guently enumerates the negative effects of drinks and 
dr inking.
*  Vfc VWL h'(\ H 'Vtf-f fc/l-J.i, VillL
iWl SKffl-'P'i V M 1  1VWl h-fl
K m  - w w  m n m  n w  m  i iw b K  
'hflti h^lrl «K kt a h  ^ k h -  “A<TC % 1 • • ■
W  -fl/fA K h W  O W  P b h n  • M i W  
iV/l Vil rnh-t VMh ‘TR£?V
m u  mht w  hh-a>c 
‘h ' h h & »  • w p e ' f r f-jn-fih % i  W d c t  . 
Vi'Art/h [U v 'tb  M M . t w h -  
t h h t ^  rnn-b'h w
t*. -'.-.‘A ■ro-W.Ti
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"The evil habit of drinking leads 
to ruin and makes the quiet talk­
ative, the healthy man sickly and 
stooping, the cautious and com­
posed man scattered and adulter­
ous, and by making the (dangerous) 
cliff appear like (harmless) plain, 
it leads to much hatred, fighting 
and division. On account of the 
excess of drinks, the voice of a 
regular drunk coarsens and his sto­
mach contracts. The poison of the 
drink passes into his blood vessels 
his mind loses balance; his brain 
which used to be able to receive 
education dries up. He becomes and 
remains dull, negligent and 
forgetful."
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9. Book Reviews.
A word of caution about the use of the term'book 
review1 is necessary. Although the meaning of the term 
here is not stretched beyond its essentials, there is no 
such developed literary genre and tradition in Tigrinya.
The paucity of the books published in the language sets 
a natural constraint to that. However, in the few 'book 
reviews' found in E W N , we see the rudiments of what 
could have developed and may still yet develop. The fo­
cus of this section is thus on some of the few book re­
views available of Tigrinya works, literary as well as 
non-literary.
Issue No. 215 (October 10, 1946) has one such re­
view of a literary work. The reviewer, Asser Gabra 
madhan, gives his review the title Lfl£Cf
~ h i  C ^ (The worthy thing that time can produce), a 
witty extension of the book's title H> (The
conservation of Time) - evidently suggesting that among 
the invaluable things that time can produce, a book is 
one. The author of the work, Abba Ya'aqob Gabrayasus had 
much earlier (No. 169 November 22, 1945) contributed an 
article on .the same theme and with a similar, if some­
what longer title. « tDC‘k
(<Tlie¥aiu£ of Time: Time is gold; Time is Life).
The reviewer praises the contents of the work in the 
following words at the same time that he includes a few 
exemplary quotes from it:
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<< W't 'q-fl (DIPi flV
W ; f Y  ‘7/u'ft- M  fap\t I4lh I  < W /r  m  f  h tl
w  t n i t - p  Vr:: t ih H  m  vf/i m e f a v  f a t  
W IH , MM YlM M (f.fr<ft Vi^ Ht hi, f e z  
• • ■> :\ KZj fan’ll <HhI< "Weh
C D Y l f  i Y/1 ■• \ * \ t i  M .  V?V m h  \ h < h  C t t U t f  : h y h
Ufa1! XK ZPt(h^v V|l?:: xMp> ktOPlt \k
a c t  'Ufy't \4 x fa i  n \ z  x%-£i 
• f l t i M  YycO-hh-f fabaLh '71f j t> M 'H f'y A  
«K “it a c t  ytph XH'bg0 M W  LHH’1, ?A 
h irP *:■. WV>- Kip1 hn tuohfrr. ZH01 
XU'h Z'ihP 4 M  ht-h-Oh <ZHfrq p u n t^
m* z i 't t ‘1 'h^MhZ'h Vii-M**'i 
Am Hkiio-T, m %  m-cw-? Am
fWlffl-T ‘M c ^  m M  h p  H C & F ' NUftA ‘fl'T 
<hhrh k U  'iintth(l ?tfi rthlt,'.''>i
"Of the advice found there which 
tastes sweeter than honey, some 
of it says, ’Time has been app­
ortioned to every man. And for 
this reason, every man is going 
to appear before the Lord to 
give account of how he utilized 
his portion of time....' Then 
further on, it says,'For every 
man, be he a learned or an idle 
man, has been given equal time.
- But whereas the learned utilize 
their golden time for the bene­
fit of themselves and their 
friends, the idle spend their 
golden time on frivolous under­
takings. ' Moreover, I felt ha­
ppy skimming through similar 
parts of the book which show 
that it is through and by time 
and the age span of men that acts 
which are useful or useless and 
that actions which serve and
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elevate or ruin and humilate a 
people are done."
The review contained in Issue No. 170 (November 29, 
1945) is not of a literary work; it is of a text-book of 
arithmetic. While so doing, it praises the work of the 
Education Department of the British Administration for 
encouraging the publication of text-books in Tigrinya and, 
in passing, contrasts this with the failure of religious 
missions to produce text-books for subjects like science, 
geography, arithmetic, etc.
a
«  T V ® -  'W flk 't i  > P W  
W k y t t i - W  Vr/Ls'f-'flch^ i
t f l h t W  ' • t M S + W f P V C W  U r tn i . / fV M h if l / l ih fc t
cofn W  hdirZ y ]M-
l l p v c t - M - W t t  > Yip
^  n m f o  h e w  k . w h \
IlYflihs a v 'h k i£ i :  ' f i t f i m  ><.»
"Although the Evangelical Catholic 
Church or Missions strove to pre­
pare some books and materials for 
use in their schools before the ad- 
- vent of British troops, they were, 
nevertheless, not able to leave 
books such as readers, or of science, 
geography, arithmetic and the like 
which were good enough for schools."
It then goes on to say a few kind words about the 
author who had apparently prepared other text-books as well:
: 'I'f W - b l j P u c t  'W h T
U K "  - m i  W  M & J *
' M M ' h - ^ h W k K l  ( W  I  7£ W i l i m ^ C  <h
$ I  'A?> HcO-ft'h- 7V?/jjF ( l ^ ^ V C i  f v c ' f i b u -  
% U  <\bb^ W-t merF*
W i ' i l ^ J P  <‘{15T' fllvtn- f c f j : 7i£/ft> -titffc . 7,
hrn tm^ jp m&ip-k fatrhir HJhh% , w  :
'■tH uhU  s v h ^  'Hrt-7/(^ i -H^
(111 m *I f t  M  n c p i ' . ' "
"It is told by the Director of 
Schools that Mamhar Y. Twalda- 
madhan, Inspector of Schools, 
has produced a one-hundred page 
arithmetic book, having earlier 
finished a reader and a geogra­
phy book As the author him­
self indicates in his preface, 
may those who henceforth want 
to write books for the benefit 
of the people use this as basis 
for writing more and bigger 
books."
10. Articles on the Tigrinya language.
In issue No. 157, Masfan U)qabay in an article 
entitled ^ (°n mixing languages)
argues against the then common tendency in the cites 
of Eritrea to mix foreign and native words rather too 
freely. He states that the knowledge of languages 
other than one’s own is a very commendable thing.
i< '■(]$»)£ f/jjZ, tVm,f ■VOIyS’ Z  <ty\k
K L h V  <hh ■. Z l h i  £  ] £  H .L h Z  ' f l h k
W H  '•I'lhM- itLbZ' hhhi-
VV'f5 W-  H i e  cDfh
ft'Hft. rvi
M - f l  ‘rtf0 V ' ^ y c D ' ' ]  <%-£ 
y i e  Vu?- »
"As one wise man said, ’He who 
knows one language is one man; 
he who knows two languages is 
two; and he who knows three 
languages is three men in one.’ 
Thus it is evident that the 
knowledge of the language of 
another country or another 
people is useful and honourable 
(admirable)."
What the author strongly censures is thus not the 
knowledge of other languages as the unnecessary hybridi­
zation of Tigrinya with other languages. To illustrate 
his point, he reproduces an anecdotal story about an old 
man asking a young man for direction. The youth replies
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<<r fl4 * “fdA b d h ' f h p
W J r  'Vit'f , J W / l % k f r f h
M t  < t ' C f > 4 > S &  ' k f c p > \
'W 't ,  J ) (h .« W F > W f  fllh-.
fichC (*ift t b  - C i ' '>
' W i O i  uW h  M  I S ^ U b i  inej. u'o-tis tfre
"Go along this 'road1. When you 
arrive at that 'corner1, you 
will see a red 'door1. You 
leave that to your 'right' and 
take a turn. You will then find 
a 'red entrance'. That is Father 
so-and-so's house."
There is one ironical fact about the whole article, 
though. He commits the same mistake he is railing against. 
His very first sentence contains the Italian loan 
(culture) for which there is,at least now, an appropriate 
Tigrinya equivalent L • His first sentence reads:
W M - j P p  H b  ‘H U H . M H h  b<khb <bft % ? >
'Hfy'i H / m  ^  11 ^
"We may not have properly under­
stood that having your own lan­
guage, your own culture is one 
of those fortunes given to men 
which is considered great."
The articlesin issue no. 306 entitled 
(Our language) by Asfsha Kahsay and in issue no. 309
entitled ^  *9 • Hll+4f7 ^  (Our language:
About speaking by mixing foreign words) by Kidana Gabra 
Tansa’a have the same theme. The first article reproduces 
sample Italian and Arabic word interjections in the mid- 
die of Tigrinya dialogue.
Waldanki1er1s article It4-/7
lieu of her mother, she misses her aunt:
About our language) (No. 460) gives Italian expressions 
commonly and widely used by Tigrinya-speakers in the 
cites. At the same time, he gives perfectly appropriate 
Tigrinya equivalents for them and emphasizes that there 
is no need at all for the currency of the Italian 
expressions.
There are many other articles regarding various 
aspects of the Tigrinya language and its development.
In March and April of 1946, a running controversy between 
Fassaha Sayon Hayla and Bayru lUqbit regarding the im­
portance, evolution, genealogy, etc. of the Tigrinya 
language appears to rage on. The controversy opens with 
F^ssaha Sayon's article <<: UdDfty, ^
(No.184) (The future circumstances of the Tigrinya 
language) in which he writes:
a  M W  M W  Hitft I'iWife
h . w  t m  w  fib h i t  m  w k s  m w
MW - n f o C  W67/ t i j ' f ’ i 
W  Vftfcs f/W <ohM c Vibh m h ^  m l  
f r W  VfV M  al/i-ff U m
2i2£££21S22iKSSi£Si56i
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"Of Ethiopia’s languages, the 
Tigrinya language comes first 
in terms of history and genea­
logy and third in terms of the 
number of its speakers. What 
I mean by the phrase 'first 
in terms of history and genea­
logy' is that she (Tigrinya) 
is the eldest daughter of 
Gefez and therefore comes first 
for the purposes of illustra­
tion and explanation in any 
investigation of Ethiopia's his­
tory and genealogy."
In ^  ' I 'nd'bl ^  (Eldest daughter of Ge'ez)
(No. 186) BayrufUqbit challenges and ridicules the above 
contention. The debate between the two continues in Nos. 
187 and 18 9. A follow-up of the debate would be too in­
volved to include in this brief survey of the literature 
of Eritrean Weekly News.
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C H A P T E R  F O U R
HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL LITERATURE
A number of the novels discussed in this chapter 
are set during recent historical periods, primarily in 
Eritrea and to a lesser extent, in Ethiopia. These in- 
elude j* (A Story) by Gabr'dL Iyasus Haylu (Dr. Abba),(Aswam.;NM),
^(Asmara, 1953) and b U y f Q  tfL 'hPfffltr (Haylom of 
,“s Asmara) by Ya-sha|Yosef (Asmara, 1966/67) .
. ViY f h & f . iJ l . 'M  L  (Alas! My children!
For Want of Drawing Attention to!) and 'fy/TH1 14 V^?^0 ?
. (To Who Can I Tell?) both by Ababa Tasfa Giyorgis 
(Asmara, 1967 and 1973/74 respectively) and ^ ^ fa
(Let Us Not Be Divided) by Masg&na Takasta (Asmara,
1966/67) have fictitious countries as their setting.
They do so, perhaps, to circumvent censorship regula­
tions, or to disguise and to render obscure or opaque 
their comments on the contemporary political and so­
cial scene in Eritrea and Ethiopia.
Although all six novels are categorized as his­
torical and political literature to distinguish them 
from the rest of Tigrinya fiction, a further distinction 
can be made between them. Specifically, the first three 
can be seen as historical novels while the last three 
are political ones. The former pay relatively greater
attention to historical conditions, while the latter 
give greater weight to political commentary.
Based on their use of historical material and 
of the time setting, three kinds of historical novels 
are often distinguished: (a) fictionalized history
where actual historical persons and actions are the 
basis of the novel; (b) historical romance or period 
novels in which the past is used merely as an exciting 
and exotic background for adventures; and (c) the his­
torical novel proper, where there is an authentic his­
torical background but where the chief characters and
1actions are fictional.
On the basis of the above classiffication, the
be
first three Tigrinya works to/dealt with are historical 
novels. It is difficult to identify an historical ro­
mance or a fictionalized history category in Tigrinya
literature. The situation is different in Amharic 
2
literature.
1. I, E. Watts "Novel", Encyclopaedia Britannica,
U. S. A., 1970, p. 674.
2. Apart from Gabra Iyasus Haylu' s 116-line
C?h C'fifr-'*(Emperor Tewodros1 Suicide) incor­
porated at the end of f there is no fic­
tionalized drama or fictionalized history in Tigrinya. 
Amharic has quite a number of fictionalized histories 
and dramas as well as historical romances. Abbe 
Gubanna’s V5(fr h (Sole Child to His Mother) is a 
long (602 pages) fictionalized history of Emperor 
Tev/odros, while Garima Tafara's %/] zbtflfa (Abba 
Tat'aq Kassa) and ■ %hY1 (TD-hm (The
Bell of Trial: From Massawa to Matama) are fictional­
ized dramas of Emperors Tewodros and Yohannes respec­
tively. An instance of an historical romance in 
Amharic is M&kon^n 3 ndalkaccaw1 s HffO7?
(Era of Blood).
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A* Historical Novels
i -  Ae, M i ? .
Of all the works that fall under the above 
heading, eft ft f/^ jr is easily the most impressive. 
Liddell, a,.well- known authority on novels, distin­
guishes between those which call for serious literary 
criticism and those which are beneath such criticism.
deserves serious criticism and must in addi­
tion be ranked among the finest pieces of Tigrinya 
literature.
As the first work of fiction in the language,
4
so far as I can establish, it is assured pride of 
place in the development of Tigrinya literature. In 
addition, its high literary quality is only equalled 
again, in my opinion, in /ftJf&.Vf- r f M ' t  
(My Mark! Wine with my Bread!) by Yashaq Gabra Iyasus 
(Abba) published twenty-three years later in 1973. 
However, unlike the latter and much longer novel 
(305 pages) which draws much from religious lore, the 
theme of cfyfa is completely secular. It is,
3. Robert Liddell, A Tratise on the Novel, London,
1958, p. 20.
4. Sangal Warqsnah’s rh& (An Ethiopian) ,'Rome,
1916 (See p. and p. 3.3 of Ch. 1 above) has
been described ae~a novelette by L. Ricci. It can
be argued that like most Tigrinya works of fiction, 
foffi is also of the ’miniature novel1 genre.
However, the precise classification of such works 
is not the purpose of this study.
furthermore, one account, albeit in novel from, of one 
African's reaction to the colonization not only of his 
own country, but also to that of another African country, 
Libya, in which conscript soldiers from Eritrea were 
used to pacify Arab and Berber resistance to Italian 
colonial penetration.
The novel, which was written in 1927, was pub­
lished only some twenty-two years later when^f- 
key'll dime” (Ethiopian-Eritr ean Unionist Party)
lent the author the necessary funds for its publication. 
On a voyage for education abroad, at the age of eight­
een, Gabra Iyasus Haylu observed with sadness the absurd 
predicament of his compatriots on their way to Libya.
Gabra Iyasus Haylu was one of nearly forty 
students who attended the Pontificio Collegio Etiopico 
in the Vatican and who came to Rome in six groups 
prior to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. He arrived 
there on September 23, 1924. He studied for his
5. In the introduction (not paginated), the author 
writes of the circumstances inspiring his work:
m  W  M h W P  M\r M W  Ixl ^
"This book, being published under the title 'A Story', 
recounts the impressions which were aroused in me 
by the sight of my brothers who were conscript . 
soldiers. This was early on when I was eighteen 
years old travelling for study to Italy."
doctrate of philosophy and theology in the above college 
in the Vatican where he was also ordained a priest.
In 1932, he returned to Eritrea and was later employed
g
in the Ministry of Information.
The author wrote his work in 1927 while still a 
student and some three years after his arrival in Rome. 
It can be suggested here that, in the interim period 
between his arrival and the actual process of writing, 
he read much literature and developed a keen sense and 
judgement of what fiction-writing ought to be.
The plot of H'h £  is simple, but the manner 
in which it is told shows impressive narrative ability. 
h robust young man, on coming of age, voluntarily
7joins the Italian colonial army and leaves for Libya.
6 . Richard Pankhurst, "The Foundations of Education, 
printing, Newspapers, Book production. Libraries 
and Literacy in Ethiopia," EO, vol.6 , No. 3, 1962, 
p. 276.
7. The historical factor leading to the phenomenon 
of voluntary enlistment and widespread conscrip­
tion into the colonial army is succinctly summa­
rized by Francois Houtart, "The Social Revolution 
in Eritrea", Behind the War in Eritrea, ed. Basil 
Davidson, Lionel Cliffe and Bereket Habte Selassie, 
Nottingham, 1980, p. 86-87: "Italian colonialists 
regarded Eritrea, with its temperate climate, as 
ideal for their settlement schemes. In the high­
lands where settled agriculture was practised, vast 
areas of the most fertile land were expropriated
on various pretexts. These lands were simply hand­
ed over to Italian settlers for them to set up .commer­
cial farms. The area of land for pasture and cul­
tivation was drastically reduced. Peasants in the 
already densely populated plateau found it diffi­
cult to ensure their subsistence way of life.
Farming lots that were already parcelised became 
more and more fragmented.........With the deteriora­
tion of his subsistence production, the Eritrean
(Continued on next page)
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There' he* heroically survives many battles and tribu­
lations and returns home after three years to find his 
father alive but to learn that his mother had died.
In spite of the fact that Tgkwabo, the hero, 
is an only surviving son of his parents, the love of adv­
enture and the mistaken expectation of fortune to be 
gained prevail over the filial duty to be near his parents, 
marry in his locality, continue the family line and 
eventually support his parents in old age. However, 
does not dwell long on characterization; in 
fact, it does not have to. We do not know much about 
Tak^abo other than that he is a universal type— the 
adventure-inspired 'soldier of fortune'. There is 
no need to know more. "The principle of characterization 
in literature has always been defined as that of comb­
ining the ’type1 with the 'individual' —  showing 
the type in the individual or the individual in the
8 ftype". ::Intentionally or otherwise, Gabra Iyasus 
Haylu has managed to show the universal type in Tt>kwabo, 
the individual.
The simplicity of the plot and the scant charac­
terization of the hero are not, therefore, what make
7. '(Continued from last page) peasant had either to 
migrate to the towns or to be recruited by the - 
colonial army to serve as cannon fodder in the 
Italian wars of conquest —  60,000 Eritreans fought 
in Libiya alone."
8 . Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature, 
London, 1955, p. 23.
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the work stand out so prominently. The particular merit
Of ' t H  is rather in the meticulous manner in
which background and setting are skillfully used to
generate the right mood of receptivity for the message
of the novel: propaganda against colonialism. Effective
presentation of background and setting convey to the
.reader the absurdity and incongruity of the presence of
the Eritrean conscript in the immense and merciless o
deserts of Libya-as the following passage amply
demonstrates:
<< p u  r n  M M
V t® - 'h M /h  'hp><hU h P b , t  % b  VtftC 
(flf •Mh'tf’ W  W ' h ^ T ' h / l  H f t  
\ \  W l  W tifym  V W  <h<fpgn /IfV- U-'hW"
^"IWv- r n ^  ' r ip  /I M  -ftfrh- m  ‘11 -W?f 
w *  ' t a u f t p i  
P h i  W  f k b  \ n  f r j o j L  0-C H - i l iy r f i7 
"M 'ift- UPf  H-/1 h-col'fjT |4 f fipH' avfch° 
h l ' h  ' W M f i  W  1 i ( f 0 h h T h r n < b  fT5/) 
h a  'hhc H'Ah-i? U h p r  debt abb- P h  
e r a u t  Ui) i H W
'■fl U h h ' o  * A  M  *i<k A W  U h 4 h  Vfy 
%,'^'^ln %yhh  ?- i_ r]-{l-t hrfo-ti\ 1 ht]
m y -  cokcoh H-dhh-T HI- \Jftnfh
'bfihh- hp>hp> p f k b  Y.A-V'fej? ^  ( h , % l ~ u )
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"The sight of the desert is 
decidedly a disturbing one.
Not a single tree moves under the 
wind; not a single thriving 
blade of grass, not a trace of 
water are to be seen. All you 
see ahead of you is only sand, 
fields of sand, valleys of sand, 
and piles of sand. In its vast­
ness it is like the sea, but it 
is the very opposite of the sea 
in all respects. In the sea, you 
see fish and you hear the sound 
of waves; but in the desert, you 
do not hear the sound of a single 
bird or see flocks of birds fly­
ing past. The desert looks as if 
it suffers from the weight of an 
immense frying pan. The sky is 
always uncovered; there is no 
trace of clouds. The sunshine 
is always severe; there is no 
wind blowing. Your patience is 
stretched; you ask yourself 
whether you are in the land of 
the dead or in the land of the 
living. Ohl What a contrast 
with the fertile land of Ethiopia 
where greenery is seen, where 
winds always refresh, where 
streams cascade."
Literature has been regarded as having a cathar­
tic function since the the^ time of Aristotle.
Although initially applied to describe the function of 
enacted literature (vg. drama), this view gradually came 
to dominate the function of literature in general.
But literature does not. always relieve us of emotions; 
sometimes it triggers them. While some literature is 
cathartic, therefore, there is also the incitarct type 
of literature. rfifi, is clearly of the latter
9. Theory of Literature, p. 27.
type? it is propagandists.
"It would be easier if there were always a 
clear-cut line between,say, art and propaganda. But 
there is not. Most of the great nineteenth-century 
novels were written as propaganda —  not perhaps pri­
marily so, but certainly incidentally so. It is easy 
enough to see that Uncle Tom's Cabin is a piece of
propaganda..... but what about the propaganda elements
in Dickens?"^
fh$i is unquestionably written with intent
to rouse the patriotic sentiment of Eritreans, to in­
stil in them a deep sense of determination to fight 
for their freedom. The last three sentences of the 
novel make this evident;
« W  <VIK lUC M V i W l a v d V k l h  uha)-'h
!■,%ff Yi-ft-
M ' f r h - YM YvliM ?
Y*>Uif y j -  t r h f i c t f  y j r  f l $ k  W T K J h  
Z'h m  P H IL 'T
rU L C i h ir H f r l h - Z f i - t i q - H h - Z
^  U f t u k -  Y ll& ' lr 'YilfrW *
^  ^  \ ( h b k \  H a v 2!
' t P b M n S  l i ) .
10. Daiches, David, A Study of Literature, Ithaca, 
1948, p. 57.
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"To think of the condition of our 
existence is to render oneself 
sleepless; it persists in lowering 
one's morale. In spite of our be­
ing reduced to this fate, in spite 
of our being oppressed thus, we 
do not seem to know, after wander­
ing around aimlessly, anything 
better than to end up as conscripts 
and labourers. The Italians do as 
they please with us, because there 
is nothing they fear from us. ’A 
people without a leader, a people 
without a leader! The'Abyssinian 
people without a leader, what else 
can they expect?’ Our marale is 
dead. May a time come which will 
resurrect it."
The fact that it was published in 1949, some 
three years before the end of British Administration, 
with funds advanced by the Unionist Party could have 
won over some adherents to that party. About this, 
however, we can only speculate, and can not now ascer­
tain the extent of its circulation or t'h’e"impact on 
its readers. A novel like is, therefore,
three things in one: a piece of propaganda, a good work 
of art and a commentary on the historical phenomenon 
of colonial armies. A novel can indeed serve all three 
functions;
11 Modern novelists often try to
put across their meaning through 
both the relation of events they 
describe to the events of real life 
today and through the pattern as a 
whole. They thus produce a species 
of art which claims some of the 
qualities of history and which is 
therefore open to both historical
and aesthetic appraisal.........
Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath
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could be assessed either on a 
historical standard (which is the 
relation of what he writes to the 
actual problem of migratory 
workers?) or on a literary one 
(how illuminating a picture of the 
human situation does he present?). 
As a matter of fact, The Grapes of 
Wrath could be conceived as having 
three functions *—  rhetorical,
'■ • : historical and literary
(or aesthetic).M 11
H'1 opens with the lines:
* V i  W  tfii c f i  
Hrt-h. O f t k h - t  »(>■()■
"My father and my mother I 
Give me your blessings!
Had it seemed to me that it would 
ean going to Tripoli?"
Here the son is kneeling before his parents and pleading 
for forgiveness and blessings just before he departs 
for Tripoli. An element of remorse regarding his dec­
ision to enlist is contained in these very first lines. 
Almost immediately, there is a flashback to the circum­
stances of his birth. As the last of six children, the 
rest of whom all died in their infancy, the mother named 
him Takwabo Madhane Alam (Alms of the Saviour of the 
World, or Spared by the Saviour of the World) but he 
came to be called Tskwabo for short.
He grows up to be a strong and healthy child. The 
climate of the times in which he grew up is best
11. A Study of Literature, p. 62.
illustrated by popular song couplets. To the adolescent's
« 2  k
Ar/L? HWf. <tWI
"Had better be a girl(woman)! 
Had better be a woman!
He who does not go to Libya 
had better be a woman."
in response to which the younger children would sing
"Tripoli! Oh Tripoli!
Till I grow up, wait for me!"
When he became a young man, Tak^abo disappeared 
from home one day and voluntarily enlisted in the colo­
nial army. Paced with the fait accompli, the parents 
see him off from Asmara on his way to Massawa and thence 
to Libya. Women, seeing off their relations, sing songs 
of sorrow;
"The train comes covered with soot 
Your very sister, head bowed, weeps 
(And) The robust young man goes 
hunting in search of bread (wealth)"
From this point on until nearly halfway through,
the novel reads like a travelogue with brief impre­
ssionistic sketches of Port Sudan, the Suez Canal, 
Alexandria, of sea voyage in general and of Libya's 
desert scene. It then switches to arguments which
back.:
« k-
Yl'Mte, ink ( I k  *  ( f .  0
H q / K  <fHY- ^Yu 
2 K 7 . ^  M S  
- H M  Y\ k  T W  ”
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focus on the Libyan resistance fighters' just cause and 
the unjustifiable committment of the Eritrean soldiers 
on the side of the Italian colonialist. It has the 
Arab describing the Eritreans as < (ff *1 f h  * (p . 29)
(Slaves from Massawa) and, even worse, giving a pro­
verbial turn (only the Tigrinya equivalent is written) 
to the blood enmity formed as a result:
« Tftchb ' n w h t i
<*m^ T H U M  *  ( f - M y
"If forget you must 
The blood of the Habasha do not forget."
Contrasting descriptions of the Arab, the 
Abyssinian and the Italian way of fighting follow (pp. 
35-40). After giving a graphic account of a battle and 
the heroism of the Eritrean contingent, a most ironic 
but effective sentence follows: ^ Yli]
“flH-M +^1 ? Yi<) X  'h{rl h S ' 1i ^  "Thus it: became
total victory for the Abyssinians — • No! I am wrong; 
it became total victory, rather, for the Italians."
The use of irony, such as the above, is well mastered 
by Gabra Iyasus Haylu.
The author is also remarkable in his capacity to 
weave neatly into the fabric of his narrative socio­
logical and anthropological observations which, in the 
hands of a less able raconteur, would come out dull and 
dry. The following lengthy quotation, for example,
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effectively describes the Bedouin and his way of life;
* K ' f ' P  W P  h' fi t i  • t t p f y i -
( f l i m  t t iV f - p h  f l L P *  HW f 'f tP ty 'h  ' f i t P  H lr l r t  U b p V P t f \
K 'h 'S  W W W h f f r p  "hcd-y^Ol^ P f ° i  f<ft>hk'i1gl 2}
\ M 1  M - h - ' w f t c - f l t y i  W a  \ahlr H  W p  KV) d f t  uu? h O r -
W h  i p i p i  K i ^ k m  w w  m o p  ' lA i ' t v q - f i 'h - a P ^  
hdrt- M f t l v p  H h f ic  m/M  < F W !b - ;v ' M +  fa'll K  h f r P f  I lk?  
f i W  m  M  \ \ W $  p f a l  K - f l h f f l l r - ’V I
V M  1U w  " i f  W M  V  Oh M i r  W PW lepTW faP 
W  Wfv K  P W j P r
M 'f l  W k\< bp  U  "h M 'k h  (Ok M C  \ m  ’h W P  K P Z -  
M F P  Mnih- 4 > S K  K P l ^  'U  ihrC ^ h r 'd  H '  l f , f °  \% hp>
Wflh> ‘Yij.r p m p p  w?f K z i P i p  y  p h f b  ^ah- % l  
V ih ^  WPU'h Vfl hfa'f Uh? h-fl avf&y- 'li'ft?ifaZ
W  "Ml ft ? 7  CD^hr K K P  4 ^ ’] W \ i l  M W -1 \ ( l
h-Wi •*• ' P i a - ^ p  ■’i f l r l -  hi! "1 C P I  • f & p p  H a j ' V
flh ••. MVf- m ^ p  " h W  c K p  ViM 'frcfre ' K i e p  
^>h w f t ' f  W I  bptmtf  \ 4  n i p  w i t r  ■•• ‘h fahLft  
eH m  'nh% f l f a p  "flrfh Vufar 7l//1fOr P C 1* i f  Vl^ h 9"/]
u / 4 - j ;  m r m r  w w r t u -  ( % w i  vh>- H  "U r-7 4 - )
fflf ‘ikY itJf hfi> ?4t X  Zlip ¥n 9h ■" itll.f'p 4 4  ‘t f/pphwl
' f tW -fc  f t m c t f l U t t t  W - -
M b M - M W h  k fb %  p i c  Wh ■ iiU 'th \ h f f P l  
4 V  ' h i f r p  p h  W  ' ■ f l l M  ^  V ( H  U ^ P  ^  
- A v k ^  • • '  4 '? ^  + ¥ f l h t  I  t y )  c ^ i X  u/ , / P f  y i^  7 i t  
uh v M  ' / y h - y / i L b .  w  ; ^  ( ^ . z i - s a )
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"These people of the desert, known 
as Bedouins, live in a land which 
is dry and does not get rain in 
summer or winter and cannot, 
therefore, support much agriculture.
It would seem to me that they would 
have died of starvation if they 
did not have livestock. However,
God does not deprive people in all 
respects. In their country, the 
tree that grows under conditions 
of scanty water is the palm date 
and it makes their staple food. 
Moreover, they make an alcoholic 
drink from it by piercing it.
As for the land which has a spring 
(ie. oasis), it is impressive.
They say that you would wonder 
Whether you were in paradise or 
on earth. For the greater part of 
the time, they live near this kind 
of place. Their merchants also 
sojourn there en route. The Arabs’ 
descent is of the line of Ishmael, 
son of Agar, Abraham’s maid.
Their complexion is fair; however, 
the heat has slightly tanned their 
faces. They are handsome; they are 
on the tall side. Their women dress 
like the women in our lowlands and 
because they are always covered they 
are fairer in complexion than their 
men . Their elders are respected, 
dignified and with flowing beard - 
The men are covered from head to heel;
they wear 'turbans on their heads 
It would be a cause for marvel to 
see an Arab or a Bedouin empty- 
handed. If they chnnot find a'tgun 
(and that is the weapon they cherish 
most), they carry a spear, a sword 
or a dagger. Truly, their character 
is not praised; they are unreliable, 
treacherous, begrudging and, where 
conditions allow, merciless.
They have many good qualities 
to balance for this, though; they 
uphold their religion and they will 
not miss their daily prayers for 
any reason whatsoever. They are 
hospitable to strangers. In addition, 
the most impressive quality about them 
is that they are freedom-loving."
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Gabra Iyasus Haylu also knows how to provide 
comic relief. The above detailed description of the 
Bedouin and his way of life is followed by some very 
amusing anecdotes (pp. 32-35) although at the expense 
of the Bedouin. Only the shortest (not neccessarily 
the funniest) of the anecdotes is here reproduced:
«  •••VWflf/t M R '*
a y \  t i l * #  f W 7, H i m  w  
JiQi M W  H l W h  'U - f-V iL  9
^% r- hHlii f  h(l{4  HlHfihPr 4’ l f l f
H f i  m  u - d  i ^ n - n  in -  u r n  4 h
/ U P W  f d W h  H C f h p f l l p H l H l r l r
(11* t W I  idVkhV  ' W l f t f t y / ?  \ t \ P l P h
H  w-hwf w  o m m  f q V T  m i n m
dpij > HfOHVrh f \alL
{ /(Lly-h W l h  < D d  h  W  H i n  f t ' l i  W C  
h \  w v i  h f l t w  *hh$ n m l  
av<hfh ‘I M  W h < l l  >  n i v l  V j P V v  
< H i i - m & v  ^  ' n M m  v m h  toe* up
Hh M  HUi W f v  h t f l h  W t ^ / P
W  Hi<k a u h .  t y / l h -  n f ,$ ' h t ' > (\h>1 
V l f t V ]  W W p  W f i U I  m  W f  " h M P
f t t f i l f f  uh h m  rm
(\C p i r H  V t+ cQ W  Sh'K.' M  ' f l U r t i i l ?
' • m h H ' t f t h H  m m  > n v x  - n R  4 
^  m w f i r ' h  H i f i m  ( ^ ^ 4-3-0
"The reason is that they are lazy.
Here are a few stories which illus- • 
trate this fact. The stories and 
materials I have reproduced are from 
an Italian book (of information), . 12 
As his wife's date of delivery was 
approaching, the husband went to a 
carpenter, gave him money and asked 
him to make a crib for the baby.
The carpenter received the money 
and promised to make the crib.
When the man went to the carpenter 
to fetch the crib, there was not 
any made yet. He returned for a 
second time, and for a third time 
and the carpenter would only reply 
'I have not made the crib yet'. Years 
passed by. The baby for whom the 
crib was intended had been born, had 
grown up and was married when at 
twenty years of age, he said to his 
father, 'Father! My wife's date of 
delivery is approaching. I need.a 
crib for the baby.' The father rep­
lied,' Just before you were born, I 
had asked the carpenter, the Son of 
so and so, to make me a crib for you.
He would surely have made it by now; 
so go and bring it from him.' The 
son went to the carpenter who rep­
lied (rather impatiently) , ' Why 
do you nag me so? I do not like work 
which has to be finished in haste.
And now, if you do not want me to 
make the crib at all, here! take 
your money!' The carpenter had not 
completed a work order given him 
twenty-one years before."
Does the above passage indicate that Gabra Iyasus
u
Haylu endorses the bigoted stereotype of the Bedo.in? OrA
is his pointed information that he took the stories
12. To account for his relative mastery of the narrative 
technique, it was suggested (p. 134-above) that Gabra 
Iyasus Haylu might have read much literature. The 
above sentence establishes, first hand, that he did 
read at least some light and amusing Italian litera­
ture, however prejeudiced that might have been.
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from an Italian book intended to ridicule the purvey­
ors of such anecdotes? From the tenor of the novel 
in general, it would appear that the second interpre­
tation would be surely the more valid. Or perhaps the 
author never considered the subtle implications of re­
counting such stories, and intended no more than pro­
viding a comic relief. Nevertheless, the puzzle 
remains.
To return to the plot^after three years in 
Libya, Takwabo returns to Asmara. There he notices 
that the Eritrean guards at the railway station treat 
foreigners including Indian Banyans and Yemeni Arabs 
( Tf/lfo- ) ^  with deference, while they treat
their own compatriots with contempt. He records that 
such observations led to the popular couplet:
“  M l  if- V W  " W f  
' ia$  H W  H H f  VI’W
"LordI Oh Lord! Have mercy on me 
The soldier has come to despise his own race 
(or those of his flesh and bone)"
In concluding a discussion of the novel, it is 
appropriate to quote a short poem which best summariz­
es its theme and propagandistic intent:
13. The implicit surprise at the deferential treatment 
given to Indians and Arabs is because, unlike the 
Italian colonialists, they could not exert any 
form of coercion.
*  -M'H Vlft 71c V f i l  VI7nt 
¥  dkh'h -ftiM f f t n *  
Mh<hh<; *h$°(lC &b.Wh rn> "(t-io)
"The young man has left in order 
to gain blood-money 
The father survives on a measure 
of grain purchased from the market­
place (How humiliating for a 
peasant farmer I )
Truly^ , except our tongues, 
our morale is dead."
It is sad that a story-teller of such ability 
and relevance wrote only this work. Tigrinya literature 
would have been richer had he written more. As it is, 
only one or two of his successors measure up to the 
standard he established,
2. c m
Taklay Zawaldi in COHkf ‘TlHfr utilizes histori­
cal material as background more concretely than does 
Gabra Iyasus Haylu in . The first work fur­
ther encompasses a wider time span which stretches 
through four generations and covers three distinct his­
torical periods: pre-colonial., colonial, and post­
colonial Eritrea.
The theme of the plot is essentially straight­
forward: resistance to the Italian invader and colonizer. 
Whereas in Tak^abo was avolunteer recruit, in
' C 0 y r the sons of Ayta Masgun, Razana and Haylu 
are forcibly conscripted into the colonial army. The 
country they set out to help pacify is , at first, 
Somalia. Haylu, however, survives these campaigns only 
to be again forcibly conscripted and this time sent 
to Libya.
Gabra Iyasus Haylu in bemoans the lack
of a sense of outrage against colonialism on the part 
of his compatriots; in' contrast, Taklay Zawaldi portrays 
the Eritrean as ceaselessly resisting both at the onset
14. The period of British Administration is treated 
in this work as post-colonial. As the title 
indicates, this was viewed as the prelude to 
independence.
15of the colonial period and throughout its duration.
15. Trevaskis' account in Eritrea: A Colony in Transition 
1941-1952, London, 1960, p. 29 lends support to 
Ghbra Iyasus'theme rather than to Taklay's: "In 
Eritrea the Italian citizen was a principal; the
Eritrean an auxiliary.....  He remained subject
to discriminatory legislation And yet there
was no Eritrean discontent. It was averted by a
calculated policy of 'bread and circuses'....
Throughout the Italian regime the Eritrean remain­
ed content, docile and obedient to his rulers."
This observation would be correct if one 
meant that the Eritrean people as a whole did not 
show any spontaneous or organized opposition.
However, it cannot account for the many instances 
of rebellion and resistance by Eritreans individual­
ly or in groups. Bahta Hagos’ rebellion, in spite 
of initial collaboration, was significant. It 
followed in the wake of Italian legislation appro­
priating land and making it state domain.
Richard Pankhurst in "Italian Settlement 
Policy in Eritrea and its Repercussions, 1889- 
189 6 " Boston University Papers in African History 
ed. J. Butler, Vol. 1, Boston, 1964 (p. 147) 
writes, "The various acts of expropriation had a 
profound influence on the Eritrean people. As a 
report of the Italian Societa per il Progresso 
delle Scienze noted, they 'provoked the discontent 
of the native population,' and induced an atmos­
phere of rebellion which led in due course to
war between the Italians and Ethiopians The
most significant manifestation of this discontent 
was the rebellion of Dejazmach Bahta Hagos, the 
chief of the Akele Guzai, on December 15, 1894."
It must also be noted here that there would have 
been many Eritrean soldiers in Ras Alula 's army 
whose record in resisting colonial incursions is 
perhaps the most impressive in Ethiopian history, 
though the main body of Alula's army would most 
likely have been from his native province, Tigray.
More recently, the contribution of Eritreans 
to the overall Ethiopian resistance (1936-1941) is 
outstanding. Salome Gabre Egziabher in "The 
Ethiopian Patriots 1936-1941" EO Vol. 12, No. 2,
1969, writes, "....Kenazmatch Andome Tesfasion 
(1892-1939) deserted the Italian ranks with 500 
soldiers and all their war equipment." (p. 79) 
and again: "In the Akaleguzai province of Eritrea 
there was a man by the name of Dejazmatch Zewdu 
Hagos who also helped Aqa Seleba, who later became
a Kenazmatch, to escape......  The Italians did
not do anything to Dejazmatch Zewde because they 
were afraid of a general revolt in Akele Guzay...(p. 80)
 ^ Ou, vwsxr!
v,’dA'' 1
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The story begins in May, 1851 and ends in the 
middle of the British Administration Period. Close to 
an entire century is comptessed into this slim volume 
Ninety-one pages). Not only is the reader's sense of 
time strained as a result, but none of the historical 
periods is treated with any depth at all.
Waldazgi talks to his son Masgun about God, king 
and country, especially about how Ethiopia had been for­
tunate in that its brave kings were constantly able to 
ward off foreign invaders. When news of the Italian 
invasion of Assab and Massawa is heard, years have pass­
ed and Masgun has become the father of five. The people 
of 'Addi Salam' {Land of Peace or Village of Peace) are 
mobilized. Waldazgi is dissuaded from joining because 
of old age. Although the battle is lost, Masgun fights 
bravely and even rises to a position of leadership.
Too old to meet the invader in person, Ayta 
Waldazgi can only give words of encouragement and bless­
ing to his son and the other men going to face the enemy 
in battle. Despite defeat in battle, Masgun does not 
give up but instead becomes a guerilla fighter. Only 
after four years is he persuaded by the community elders
Continued
The escape of Aqa/Seleba and his 29 men was a dramatic 
one. Aqa Seleba and his men, who had already plann­
ed their escape, escaped with 13,500 guns, 6,000 
rounds of ammunition, 5 cannons with all the ne­
cessary spare parts, 30 Alpine guns and some 12.
long guns 11 (p. 8l).
For more instances of Eritrean resistance 
see footnotes on p. and p. (S'i' below.
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to give himself up and settle down to a normal life.
Accomodation with the hated invader cannot, 
however, last long for a person such as Masgun. The 
torch of freedom burns too fiercely within his heart. 
When, one day, an Italian Commissioner addresses the 
people of 'Addi Salam and orders them to contribute 
two men from each family for the Somali and Libyan 
campaigns, that fire possesses him to the point of 
destruction. Masgun castigates the colonizer and shar 
ly chides them for wanting to be left alone to till 
the rocky patches of land unfairly alloted to them by 
the colonial authorities. Commissioner Grasso draws 
out his pistol and shoots Masgun dead on the spot.
Muse's manner of resistance is very different
the
from that of his father who met/enemy in a head-on 
collision. The son is more deliberate in his methods, 
for he is self-educated to a considerable degree and 
a relatively sophisticated colonial government employe 
working in the city, u -
W\ith four of his friends, Muse crosses the River 
Marab into Ethiopia. When we next hear of him, he is 
organizing exiles in the Sudan and, along with others, 
preparing the groundwork for Haile Selassie's re-entry 
into Ethiopia with the aid of the British.
Eritrean resistance to the Italian colonialist 
is not limited, however, to this one family. In a 
village gathering, Ayta Aqlom and Abay Nayru speak out 
against the injustices of the Italian colonizer and
speak optimistically about the hope of liberation.
Upon being reported to a commanding officer by a native 
soldier called Kabdu Amlaku (His belly is his God), 
they are imprisoned. The ninety-year old Ayta ‘Aqlom 
dies after only one night in jail. The whole commun­
ity mourns his death and the author uses the oportun- 
ity to present a beautiful sample of traditional eu­
logistic mourning poetry.
(< (p<?m ! a) ?!
9 4 tyft W fa tP  t h u m p  f i k b -
y  ' /IpHh- iLi , -
u i i m ^  l h i ) %
1 (t 'ICIYL ' f lu ’l l , -
) f L VHv “? H ;  M Z l r p  yih.4-
Hc'MA viMlv YMh’itr-
H H h h  ' W ?  O l V l )  ^ l h W p >  -
ko-p> t w >  w ' r  +iifiV W L h -
YW+CA-
yim vi v, nm cty
k m  ( n a & t u )  V i . 1
< h1P  W  V,£_
V,Yl Ti* £°blrt*. » (p. 6 1 - 68) .
16. See of Ch.l which refers to F^a'itlovitch 1 s 
collection of this type of poetry.
"Woe! Woe! Woe! ( 17
Is it true that Ayta (Aqlom' s life 
has passed away 
Covered in the earth, 
the fact this easily resigned to?
His three sons for.......
(the honour of the foreigner) were 
mowed down by bullets in Benadir 
and Tripoli
With patience he endured all this 
suffer ing
Without incoherently rambling, 
without losing his composure 
He left for posterity an unforgett­
able example (history)
His solid deeds are too many
to be enumerated here
May the imprint of his footsteps
set for the sake of the survivors
Let us beware, though, not to say
too much on varied subjects
For the ears of ........
Bargadali have many wings 
We may as well end the eulogy here 
(with the wish)
May God welcome you in his 
rest-house in Paradise.1'
This short eulogy in verse captures the mood 
of resistance and the seething anger within better 
than pages of descriptive prose would have done.
Where Tigrinya novelists utilize traditional modes 
of expression, and most of them do not, they lend 
to their works a greater aura of authenticity and 
credibility. Thus by weaving this short eulogy into ffU 
main fabric, T&klay Zawaldi succeeds in greatly en­
riching his narrative. It would be appropriate to 
mention here that he is treading on familiar ground 
as his other work (Ancestral Lore) ,
Asmara, 1945 is precisely on traditional lore.
17. "Aqlom" means patience. It is unusual for a name and 
has generally been employed in this work to emphasis 
the quality,-and four lines down to provide a pun.
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This technique of utilizing a traditional mode 
of expression to describe an incident, to mirror tra­
ditional mores as faithfully as possible, or simply to 
present folkloric subject-matter directly is not pecu­
liar to TakjLay Zawaldi. A few other novelists do so as 
well, but- the best utlization of this technique 
(specifically the presentation of folkloric subject- 
matter) is made by Yashaq Gabra Iyasus (Abba) in
H -  r n \  .9vh .
To return to the theme, resistance to the Italian
1 8colonialist is not confined to home ground. Dawit, 
Masgun's third conscripted son, who as a brave soldier 
reached the highest rank possible for a colonial soldier, 
was demoted and jailed in Libya. The cause for his in­
carceration was his demand for an explanation for the 
better treatment of Libyan Arabs and the discrimination
18. There is, incidentally, a very dramatic histori­
cal instance of Eritrean resistance abroad.
"Patriot resistance to the Italians was evident
even in Italy itself where in 1937 an imperial cere­
mony was held to commemorate the first anniversary 
of the occupation of Addis Ababa. An Eritrean 
youth aged twenty-one named Zerai Deress was sent 
to Rome to present some captured Ethiopian trophies, 
including a sword, to certain high officials at a 
function attended by both Mussolini and the King 
of Italy. Zerai did not know that he would have 
to present these ih a|public place where he could be­
come an object of ridicule. In the middle of the 
parade his eyes lighted on the captured gold Lion 
of Judah which the Italians had removed from its 
stand near the Addis Ababa railway station. 
Identifying himself with Ethiopia's shame he knelt 
to pray. Two policemen tried to move him, but he 
turned furiously upon them, drew the ceremonial sword 
and kiljLed3 five fasaist officials before be in his
(Continued on next page)
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19perpetrated against men of his own colour. Later, 
his resisitance assumes a more substantial form than this 
merely plaintive demand. After his transfer from the 
Libyan to the Somali front, Dawit takes the first oppor­
tunity and defects to the Ethiopian side where he joins
and
the patriots, at first inside Ethiopia,/later those in
v 2 0Kenya.
18. Continued turn was brought down
by gunfire. Seriously wounded he was taken to hos­
pital and some years later he died in an Italian 
island prison."
Richard Greenfield, Ethiopia; A New Political 
History, London, 1965, p. 242.
19.. For the substance of this demand included for the 
purpose of general discussion of the sub-theme of 
racism underlying the three historical novels dis­
cussed in this chapter , see below.,
20. There are here again (See p.M-ZStfand p.isiH&'above)
historical instancesof Eritrean soldiers deserting 
the colonial army and joining Ethiopian patriot 
forces. "Many Eritreans were recruited into the 
Italian army, but some of them did not stay there
for long.......For example in Southern Ethiopia
out of the 4,000 strong Eritrean army stationed in 
Somalia, 12 men deserted under Gerazmatch Gebrai 
and 1,500 deserted under the leadership of 
Fitawrari Tegai Uegussie. These men deserted with 
all their equipment including 40 heavy and light 
machine guns. These Eritreans were followed by 
about 5,000 Italian troops with armoured cars and 
15 bombers. The Eritrean troops fought and captur­
ed some of the Italian troops and their ammunition. 
According to one account, 1,500 Eritrean soldiers 
joined Ras Desta at Dollow. Seifu Abawollo, who 
claims to have been with Ras Desta until his capture, 
says that 600 Eritreanscame to join Ras Desta at 
Adolla on February 20, 1936. On February 13, 
according to Ato Gebre Wolde, 350 Eritreans joined 
Ras Desta, while around 500 who deserted lost their 
way and went to Kenya. They are said to have been 
taken to Kenya by some Englishmen who promised to 
bring them to Ras Desta, Acording to the oral re­
collection of the Eritreans themselves around 600 to 
1,000 of their number were with Ras Desta."
Salome Gabre Egziabher "The Ethiopian Patriots...." 
p. 79.
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In a scene towards the end, Haylu walks with 
his nephew Kabrorn, the eldest son of his brother Rgstu. 
The sight of unionist partisans proudly waving the 
Ethiopian flag provides the occasion for an interest- 
ing, perceptive and vaguely prophetic dialogue bet­
ween nephew and uncle:
<< >1? 'M  W t f j f  HHir H fc a  hU T^ ! ) W  ' W i m l>  % ? ? »
i( V l  Hh’^ 7 l l i t ih  hhtfy t i H t iK h  V iilti T ttW
t n f f t  v w  %?<•■ w  wwmm M h■i d  M i m t u *  t i h  
V W  •fl'HVM w  "h'hLh"! % pnc  
W i CW YllrtltfW-VlK he? H f< W  yt T 
V  J H  V H L iW  <}h t i l  y  %bbfP-Hh
fhvvO'fi vt^  wy hh>-  H
M h t  'WVrtcV!- YlVj VI?® K. Wlh cniLft'h, Vu?:t
TK'ft A  V-i./h'V \ P ( I C  n p i i  ipni v t in -d q f
tm #bi w t  mqc w /i H f i iM  m m
U W  T f f l  h W l  m iH j i  t i l  Hi] m i l  Ph  f t *  h-fl 6 s W  - f t  
v w .r vwu l ’0.1 u m h u i k j  vflU'tcO'U ‘AinftSiii virfDrt--
UdDM a m  <J»YH H h K  ?v' W / i
«  YiK- W W W  -AK-fti l e m  VW  U ? ’•Alft/if- 7/M£f Wi* 
nr(rf Vt- ;■ fiM'flU t i n  iika)'q 'tikhM'cb'h mum ‘til atik 
W m t w  ' h t  tio -ir n u ,  hic i < f H  
« W  u  W H . H 'd lv  m y  J p ft i w  W w  VrtlL % W h  
f  hflM  HV tM d tih lT<a «n Vi?0 hK W o W  aft iM'to-'V 
W h 'iw i h H  hh i t i h - k  t i t k h t i  Me '’i m h ' t i  m m  m w ’i 
uh\i H f l i ' W ’d n  y f  \ b-tlVih W i H l  H r tB /K t li  U V  / I f W W  
SVHtiakh V&w M flf  i i w  WtD-Mift) H
V)*,h h v p ’h vih •nc‘i'1 w i
r>W\ F“tKk V),t° W  W I K # Hfflh ‘fU t c r W i :  
« M h  <Dft ! 'm  Wr M i l ’l l ? {ID^ y?
m w w  ? 'ftjWftC Wit, |Prt HMf- '‘ft'P'lr't- *¥|M, yUv "W 
W ?  liH- "MiM-h ''tVmm y i . k L t i n t i w  «n fre 
"W ■I'ri- k  Vui " 'Vif/tii tfiiu: :■. ( - i o ) .
"Elder brother! Where had it been—  
this flag that they are waving 
around?" he asked his uncle.
"This flag that you see is the flag 
of our fathers and grandfathers 
and it is an ancient one. Your 
father and myself know of it only 
from what our fathers, in whose 
time the flag was still flying 
told us; we have never seen it 
before. If we were to die follow­
ing the very day we saw it on, we 
would not count it as death...." 
he {the uncle) spoke thus to him. 
"Elder brother! The words you spoke 
have sank into my mind and have 
penetrated into my flesh and bones 
and they have clarified to me what 
freedom is. And the explanation I 
wanted was exactly this sort.
However, with all due res­
pect to you, what ought to be done 
in order that we shall not suffer 
again from the type of invasion 
which we already experienced?
And what path must we chart in 
order to achieve a decent standard 
of life (even of the same level as 
that of our former masters) and 
extricate ourselves from the suffer­
ing and deprivation we were under 
and still are in?" he {the nephew)
asked him.....
" I am amazed at your words. All 
we were expectantly waiting for
was just independence.....  Thus,
therefore, do you not think that 
the most important requirement is 
to draw one's sword and keep vigil 
against invasion?" he (the uncle) 
said to him.
"It is so and this view might
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conform to the way of our fore­
fathers, But nowadays, because the 
world has changed, so does man 
keep on changing. However, as I 
think that we shall not develop or 
achieve fulfilment unless we change 
the defective aspects in our ways, 
characters, and ethos, we must real­
ize that independence is only a 
first step and that the more diffi­
cult and longer one is that which 
involves the building up of our 
country and state and the deve­
lopment of our (human resources) 
people.” Kabrom thus spoke.
"Listen, my nephew! Where did you 
get all these ideas from? When 
did you conceive them? In that 
case, then, it means that, in the 
times we live in, there is this 
type of concern. If it be so, we 
leave the matter entirely to you; 
as for us, our time is already up." 
So saying, he (the uncle)blessed 
him.
It often happens that an author expresses his 
own views through the characters he creates. Where 
different viewpoints vie for dominance, the unconclud­
ed debate that ensues in the mind of the narrator, is 
mirrored in the opposed stands that two characters in 
a dialogue are made to adopt. In this work, Taklay 
Zawaldi conveys his deep sense of concern about the fu 
ture through the forward-looking youth, Kabrom.
Through Haylu, the uncle, he expresses relief and con­
tentment at seeing:the close of the colonial past.
The flow of the narrative of is
smooth, but the pace is too fast as such a vast time 
span is compressed into so few pages. The characters 
are little more than mere mouthpieces for the author's
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views, and with the exception of Masgun there is no 
discernible attempt to develop them.
On the whole, demonstrates a rea-
sonable degree of faithfullness not only to historical 
fact but also to the plausibility of the narrated 
events. There is rarely an incident or detail that 
appears far-fetched. In the main, the events of the 
narrative proffer a likeness to life as it might have 
been. It could, however, be argued otherwise with res­
pect to the death in jail of the ninety-year old Ayta 
{Aqlom following his impassioned address to the comm­
unity of 'Addi Salam1. Although the death, which 
follows a night in jail, is a realistic possibility 
for a man that age, the incident itself seems to have 
been contrived merely for the sake of highlighting 
the mood of resistance against the colonial presence.
It heightens effect, but it intrudes into the plot 
rather abruptly and obtrusively.
This novel was published in 1953, one year after 
the federation of Eritrea and Ethiopia. The exact date 
of printing, Maskaram 1, is the very date of the first- 
anniversary of the federation. Although the author does 
not point this out in his preface or elsewhere, it 
would have been most evident to his readers at the time 
that it was a work dedicated to commemorate the day- of 
union between Ethiopia and Eritrea. To the author, 
who must have been a middle-aged man then, this day
and its symbolism would have been close to sacred.
The entire work is pervaded by a deep love of in­
dependence and freedom on the one hand, and a deep grief 
and sense of outrage at the colonial past on the other.
To the author and his contemporaries, the wounds of the 
colonial past would still have been too fresh to forget. 
There is no question that the writer had great patriotic 
feelings, in the broader sense of the earlier patriotism 
that then cut across the terms "Eritrea" and "Ethiopia", 
which today tend to signify two different peoples and 
countries. The value most saliently, strongly and repe­
titively expressed in the novel is the preciousness of 
freedom and independence, the indispensability of the 
patriotic sentiment and the need to perse^vere even 
where all prospects of freedom appear bleak. The meaning­
lessness of life without freedom and the resultant tra­
gedy of being the plaything of a foreign master is effec­
tively portrayed. It is a work intended to be a reminder 
'Hit
of^painful and ugly past in the tradition of the "lest we 
forget" novel.
3 . M b * 0 a)<k ' h p e m i r
Yashag Yosef's fttbhatf0 rf)d % focusses on 
the intense activities of the various political fac­
tions and groups which operated in Eritrea during the
21British Administration. As a result, his writing 
reads more like a sample of poor political journalism 
than a novel.
, Cl.
The protagonist, Rylom, is a member of the pol­
itical group fighting for union with Ethiopia which
22reveals the author's particular partisanship. The 
work attempts to convey emphatically the justice of
21. For a detailed account see: Lloyd Ellingson
"The Emergence of Political Parties in Eritrea
1941-1950" Journal of African History, Vol. 18,
No. 2, 1971, pp. 261-281.
22. It was a significant group, Trevaskis (p. 60)
writes of it: "In the event a society known as
the Mahaber Fekri Hager or Love of Country 
Association, and dedicated to uniting Eritrea with
Ethiopia, came into being during 1942 ........The
tone of its propaganda was attractive; its reason­
ing convincing. Ethiopia was a country where the 
Abyssinian was master; where he was not battened 
on by Europeans; where Arabs, Jiberti and Moslem 
tribesmen were under his control; and where the 
Abyssinian of even modest education could expect 
to rise to position and power. Propaganda of 
this type had a telling effect. During 1942 the 
agrieved Asmara intelligentsia was rapidly, if 
unobtrusively, converted to the Ethiopian cause; 
by the end of the year the Asmara Advisory Council 
had acquired a pronounced pro-Ethiopian outlook."
that cause by contrasting a very negative picture of
the other political groups as against the Unionis Party.
It is predictably dedicated to members of the Unionist
Party —  incidentally also to the memory of the author's
deceased brother.
At the outset, the protagonist tells us his name,
birthplace and circumstances of upbringing. No sooner
has this been said, however, than we are given a
glimpse of his early unionist activities. This sets
the tone for the remainder of the novel. He informs
us that he often appeared before the United Nations
23Commission on Eritrea, and that he moved about as 
a member of ( f f& f lC (TDVYi h 1 LK'H ch^CD^f (The River 
of Life Youth Association) parading the slogans:
<f W Y  Y'&YYT Ywf- f f c s  cOf ^ (My Country!
My Country!; Freedom! Freedom!, Ethiopia or Death!).
Immediately following this piece of autobiogra­
phical data, compressed inside two pages, is an epi­
sode which falls within the nature of the narrative 
mold. Employing to good effect a traditional scene 
of a grandson sitting at the feet of his grandfather,
some very important events from history are recounted;
, ,, ,
the periods of famine locally referred to as Zaman Sorok,
23. For accounts of the role played by the U.N., see: 
Barid Abuetan "Eritrea: United Nations Problem 
’ and Solution" Middle Eastern Affairs, New York, 
Vol. 2.No.1>1951 35-35,and Duncan C. Cumming "The 
Disposal of Eritrea" Middle East Journal, 
Washington, Vol. 7, No. 1, 1953, p. 18-32.
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Zaman Akahida and Zaman Kubaya; and the coming of the
25Italian colonialists.
A short chapter (pp. 5-8) is devoted to an 
account of the ordeal the grandfather went through when, 
as a young father of four, he was bringing back to his 
village in the highlands grain purchaseci from Massawa. 
This accords well with historical facts. R. Pankhurst
in "Italian Settlement Policy......." loc.cit. (p. 124)
writes, "The population of most parts of the country was 
decimated, while thousands of famine victims abandoned 
their homes and farms and made their way to the coast 
in the hope of obtaining imported grain." (underlining 
mine).
The Italian occupation of Eritrea followed in 
the wake of the Great Famine (1889-1892), to which the 
above quotation and probably also the above account of 
the grandfather’s ordeal allude. The grandfather goes
# • *
24. Zaman Sorok. (Era of Typhus) appears to have been a
period of epidemic which affected both cattle and 
humans. Zaman Al^hida (Era of Betrayal) was so 
called, because even relations and friends could 
not help each other out, as the starvation was so 
severe. Zaman Kubaya (Era of the Cup) must be 
derived from the small measure used for the purchase 
of grain. It is not clear whether all three names 
refer to the Great Famine (1889-1892) or to that and 
other periods.
25. For a brief account of the Italian penetration of
Eritrea see Longrigg, Stephen H., A Short History
of Eritrea, Oxford, 1945, p. 114-120.
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on to recount his encounter with w Hfkfof(VP>'Wtftfc PfLI M" (p.?). 
(new human creatures whom I could not recognize).
' { I P R T d  ' U a D h - ' h f 0 ^ i) T i U  H P 1 
cd-h -v'tfii? w - p  V1 m  ,2 KiVf <h
4 W ik i? •,•.* (p.if) .
"As I later came to know, those 
white soldiers who came from 
Massawa and were heading towards 
Saganayti were among the first of 
the Italian colonialists."
A poem referring to the uprooting effect of 
colonialism follows. It portrays the negative im­
pact on the morale of the populace due to the impri- 
sonment of some of the more prominent figures of the 
Eritrean highlands following their resistance, in 
one form or other, to Italian colonialism.
(< < yhZ) Ph %+t0
-Ylvw>- m h -
WUD^f K'/l d|),f- f- Vll l'r+f '(l4hlh f> lj !}-
f  V,V]/i 'V-HH - M v U i h  ■■ ■ 
liV k 'k i 'h
(hhh/d L & i } '
185
(< < ‘W-L JlMi c b f l M  VIU'?
"(I h I1 -h fch  <1 m b ll JJ UL ,-'f u t'-T' 
Vif+ “ICaT)- W  ^ikO'h W -lr1, 
+ (? ,C D ^  me V
H + 1 W  VI ' " t A ' k C f r f l  l ° j C  
H  > nKt !•• ( p ’ l i - n )  ■
" ’Since the Italian came
And Colonels and Generals became Kings 
The people of Hamasen have all been 
uprooted
The people of Saraye § 3lama, of Tak/ala 
have all been uprooted ~~
The people of Qola and Akala Guzay 
have all been uprooted
Once he (the colonialist like a snake) bites
however hard one searches,
the cure for it cannot be found
He has destroyed us; may his own roots
be destroyed, 1 it was said.
"'This poem of bitter death-bed struggle 
was composed after your uncle 
Kantiba WSldat, Balata T'adla,
Bahri Nagassi Marac and Ayta 
G^rmu were thrown in jail in 
Assab and Nakura and left to 
rot there.' He (the grandfather) 
said to me." 26
26. The list of prominent figures who paid dearly
for resisting Italian incursions indeed suggests 
a certain level of Eritrean resistance to Italian 
colonialism contrary to Trevaskis' view quoted on 
p. above.
With the exception of the above-mentioned ins­
tances of incursions into the past which are recount­
ed in a reasonably narrative fashion, the rest of the 
work is contemporary political reportage. So literal­
ly is this pattern followed that parts of a unionist 
poem, and a political article of the times, both of 
which appeared in Eritrean Weekly News, are reproduced
The poem from the issue of Thursday, Tgri 16, 1947 A.M
27was contributed by Gabra Yohanas Tasfa Maryam.
The political article from Thursday, Tahsas 5, 1946 A. 
is quite short and reads:
i( 'fr k C l l r
■HMl M .  ti9;h V1K M U f  W//;i 7 ?„!,<:
VWAdK W f c *  A i W V H  1/7c f  '/tWMIr
b i l l Viit'ts'o -Unc h-fl
fltrl- VU'VK M  <hft ft/4  ^  -Ufa Vm hi k
HW ?'+ %  'wn* w  'iji- "hpnc U Y  I;, ‘a w 7,:
n u m  aii m i d i f t  H  ‘h ^ T f n
'Yi'P’/lYiC i7Ka'L?^’ C O $°h 'h.'tH'S 'O.Vi'ilC 
H-*” f t h n  M W  Ylf» Il l r f YftM1 W thVft.-: 
'"[dDl 7
27. The contributor is perhaps the same Gabra Yohanas 
who was given the title of Dajazmac later. If 
so, he later became one of the four Eritrean 
members ofcthe'Ethlr^ian-Eritrean Federal Council.
In 1975, he was assasinated and it was widely 
believed that the Eritrean Libration Front did 
so as punishment for his strong unionist past.
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(i Hjf® %i.htfb v? iM  
h ‘£(TQ ' h ' h . W f c f
'hC iU r ( & 2 'H ^  ( f . \  s ) .
"Oh People of Eritrea!
The English will depart.
Truly, today, the fate of our 
country is in our hands. Thus, 
therefore, so as to ensure our 
future prosperity and to admin­
ister our country in union with 
our motherland Ethiopia, let us 
not be foolish today; Moslem and 
Christian alike, let us unite 
and love one another. Although 
we follow two different religions, 
let us not forget that we are the 
same people. Religion is only a 
matter of faith or worship and 
not a matter of race. Our origin, 
our root is the same; let us not 
be foolish.
Let us therefore make 
known and show that our aim is 
to be united with our motherland, 
Ethiopia, and that that is our 
sole desire-and goal.
To whom?
To those who need to know.
Long live Ethiopia!
Er itreans."
Yashaq Yosef's political reportage through
Haylom continues with an account of a demonstration
held in Tara’smni which ends in violence between the
followers of the two principal opposing factions,
2 8the Unionist Party and the Moslem League. A 
popular,couplet of the time which alludes to the
28. "Each major party (the Unionists and the Moslem 
League) claimed the support of an overwhelming 
majority of the population." L*. Ellingson, loc. cit.,
(Continued on next page)
violence went.
< I /1 £lr
L i I  W ? , U  ” ( f , . i o ) ,
"Up on the hill,
Up on the hill of Tara ;3mni 
Allah, Allah,
God spared me’.1
This sounds like a couplet designed to present 
a derogatory image of the Moslems as weaklings merci­
fully spared by Allah from the wrath of the brave
Christians. It betrays the general prejudice of the
29Christian populace.
A description of another political rally,
this time at Meda Abuna Petros, follows. It is no* . '
coincidence that it was held on the annual November
Note 28 continued from page:
p. 62-63, Regardless of the truth of the claims 
of either party, they were nevertheless the two
i. main factions. In contrast with the Unionist 
Party, the Moslem League advocated independence.
29. Trevaskis (p. 30) writes, "The influence of the 
Coptic Church over the lives and behaviour of 
the Eritrean Tigrinyans cannot be overstated.
This to some extent accounts for the severe intoler- 
ranee of the Christian for the Moslim minority.
With few exceptions the Jiberti or ’elect1, as the 
Moslems are known, are denied any rights in land, 
are treated as social outcasts, and live as traders 
and craftsmen. Not surprisingly the great majority 
have today sought refuge in the less intolerant so­
ciety of the towns."
religious festival of *h (^tff) i:
(the Asmaran St. Mary of Zion) , for the collaboration
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church with the Unionists
. 30 was no secret.
The assembly is disturbed by the command of a 
British officer to his troops to keep the Unionist 
partisans in line. To do so, the troops hit the peo­
ple with the batons they were carrying. Perhaps such 
action as this described in the novel as well as emer­
gency legislation enacted later on reinforced the
unionists' allegations and suspicions of the British
31Administration's hostility to their cause.
30. "By 1942 every priest had become a propagandist 
in the Ethiopian cause, every village church had 
become a centre of Ethiopian nationalism, and 
popular religious feast days such as 'Maskal1 
(the Feast of the Cross) had become occasions for 
open displays of Ethiopian patriotism. The cathed 
ral, monasteries and village churches would be 
festooned with Ethiopian flags and the sermons 
and prayers would be delivered in unequivocal poli 
tical language. (The Abuna's Epiphany address in 
1942 was characteristic.)" Trevaskis (p. 60).
31 "The Ethiopian Government, through the Unionist 
Party, continued to criticize the B.M.A., accus­
ing it of thwarting the efforts of those who es­
poused the irredentist cause and of abridging com­
mon freedoms of assembly ar^ d( .speech. The B.M.A. 
could hardly be accused of^c6rmnon freedom? con­
sidering the circumstances,' it allowed maximum 
self-expression within the limits of order."
L. Ellingson, loc.cit., p. 266.
The Unionists go to the office of their pre­
sident to complain about this action. He addresses 
them aloquently and closes with an anecdote about an 
old, blind Roman senator who tells the Senate that he 
wished he were also deaf rather than suffer the sugg­
estion by a fellow Senator that Rome submit to her 
enemies. The protagonist dubs this president of the 
Unionist Party the AsmaranCicero i ih (? )  ,
Political tempers, however, were not always so 
subdued.^ Haylom recounts that beginning on the after­
noon of Lcvkatit 14, and going on until L’dkatit 16,
1950 (A.D.), there was much shooting and bomb-throwing
in the city of Asmara which left hundreds dead on both
32the Christian and Moslem sides. He mentions in 
particular the killing of Abraha Yared, a native of 
Asmara and a cobbler, by a half-caste British soldier. 
The reader, however, is not enlightened as to the
32. A close historical parallel to this fictitious 
rendering is found in Trevaskis (p. 6 8 ). "On 
28 August (1946) a few Sudanese troops celebra­
ting the Moslem holiday at the close of the 
Ramadan fast became involved in argument with 
some Christian Abyssinians in the Asmara market­
place. A Christian Abyssinian mob soon collec­
ted and attacked the Sudanese. One was stoned to 
death; the others escaped to carry the nev/s to 
their comrades in the barracks. Immediately, 
about seventy of them careered murderously through 
Asmara's native quarter armed with weapons ran­
sacked from the armoury. During the two hours or 
so before they were finally brought under control 
they killed forty-six Christian Abyssinians and 
wounded more than sixty others. Nine Italians 
were also wounded."
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reason behind the prominence given to this victim.
It can only be assumed, under the circumstances, that 
Abraha Yared's standing, formal or informal, in the 
unionist movement must have been unusually high.
This unexplained interjection only serves to 
confirm the author's lack of mastery of the narrative 
technique. The character of Abraha Yared has not been 
built up —  his name has not even been mentioned until 
this point. No sooner does he come on to the scene 
than he disappears. His exit is as instantaneous as 
his entry. In fact the two events are simultaneous.
If Abraha Yared was politically important and signifi­
cant, the author should have shown in what that im­
portance and significance lay. If the manner in which 
he was killed was particularly shocking, again the 
author ought to have described how. If, on the other 
hand, his innocence sent ripples of shock through the 
community, then that ought to have been conveyed as 
well. As it stands, the prominent mention of Abraha 
Yared's death is unaccounted for and only adds proof 
to the narrator's lack of skill.
Soon after this account, the political theme 
of the novel is abruptly shelved. Haylom’s unconsum­
mated love for a certain Akabarat along with brief 
samples of the love letters he wrote to her follow. 
This digression from the main theme is pointless. It 
is neither warranted by the flow of the political
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narrative so far, nor can it be said to provide re­
lief from the grave tenor of the main theme.
The last chapter closes this technically and 
aesthetically defective novel with a note of ambiguity 
A decade or so after the politics of the early forties 
Haylom is working as a teacher when he is suddenly 
brought to the police station on the basis of false 
charges made by an informer. In court, Haylom gives 
his name as "Eritrea" and his nationality as Ethiopian
Vl'-d )\ t°aD lr (0?L
hli 'MM Yrffl'V" < h«7>f- 
ViC^ ir Vu*)- >'Yi<rrt^ w- v L ' u c f i ^  m L h l f o
' f m t r e  M t f c s  i - h v m  V M / m h
'M 'V 't-W V  JfU ri'ty - +
-n*hvhh V-fl C Vi h’M~ : \ (fC.ro y  /, ^  
<p^b dfiPr'i ^  w
M  'hVfoVfv’ l  in c \  Vi 
hh 'V t ro iy -L  ' v M -  ’h ^ t r o i r  Hv l ^  
V l^  T -(W  T-^VrV, tfcvv, 
l i t  P ’ty ' t f -  ' / I 'hd l r 'gH-hf-  'fltfjh T,tt 
-flthll'V lAftVfiv- /"p.
"As my home is Eritrea and as a 
native of Asmara who grew up
there.......  I live in happiness
taking joy, pride and satisfac­
tion in the double situation of 
being an Ethiopian national at
the same time that I do not 
forget the slogan I raised 
saying ’My name is Eritrea.’
As my teacher had properly 
taught me the love of parents, 
of country, of one's people, 
and of the need to be of ser­
vice to one's country, 1 ex­
pressed many times to him with 
pride that as a native of 
Asmara, I belong to the country 
Ethiopia, and that I am an 
Eritrean youth."
This clumsily formulated passage indicates a 
crisis of identity that Haylom seems to be facing.
He claims to be both Eritrean and Ethiopian. He could 
comfortably have been that were it not for the detect­
able unease in that dual identity. He appears to be 
subject to a tug of war between Eritrean nationalism
on the one end, and "Greater Ethiopian" identity on
33the opposite end.
The view that politics in Eritrea since the mid­
forties has reflected this generalized crisis of iden­
tity and widespread tension can arguably be presented. 
Whereas in the early forties and fifties, a significant
33. In Greater Ethiopia: The Evolution of a Multiethnic 
Society, Chicago, 1974, p. 40, D.N. Levine speaks 
of the historical experience of "Greater Ethiopia"
as a unified whole. He writes," After they
had separated into different tribes with distinct 
cultures, the peoples of Greater Ethiopia did .not 
live as discrete isolated units. For the last two 
millenia, at least, they have been in more or less 
constant interaction through trade, warfare, reli­
gious activities, migration, intermarriage and ex­
change of special services."
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segment (half or close to half of the Eritrean popula­
tion was for union with Ethiopia, disenchantment with 
Ethiopian (more specifically, Shoan) hegemony at the 
close of the fifties seems to have sent many members
of this initially pro-Ethiopian block towards an
34Eritrean nationalist cause. Although there is no­
thing to indicate that Haylom1s political career follow­
ed the same course, he is not the same staunch unionist 
at the end of the novel that he was at the beginning.
To recapitulate then, this work utilizes the 
novel form very inadequately —  merely for the purpose
34. Dajazmac Tadla Bayru, once head of the Unionist 
Party and the first elected Chief Executive of 
Eritrea, joined the leadership of the Eritrean 
Liberation Front in the late sixties.
Trevaskis (p. 130-131) wrote of such like­
lihood with impressive perceptiveness:"Undue 
Ethiopian interference in Eritrean affairs might 
also provoke a dangerous, if not immediate, re­
action on the part of the Eritrean Abyssinians. 
Because the Unionist Party accepted Ethiopian 
instructions when it depended on Ethiopian support, 
it should not be supposed that the Unionists of 
yesterday will dance as happily to Ethiopian tunes 
tomorrow. ..... It is for Ethiopia to make her 
choice. The temptation to subject Eritrea firmly 
under her own control will always be great.
Should she try to do so, she will risk Eritrean 
discontent and eventual revolt, which, with for­
eign sympathy and support, might well disrupt both 
Eritrea and Ethiopia herself.... It is to her own 
interest as well as to Eritrea's that she should 
ensure that the Fedration survives in the form 
its authors intended. The future of the Federation 
and indeed of the whole group of young countries 
in North East Africa is likely to be affected by 
the course that Ethiopia takes. She has acquired 
a great responsibility."
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of political propaganda. Even this aim gets con­
fused near the end. The narrative effect, if not 
intent, does not come out at all. The story pro­
ceeds in jerks. Told in the first person, it reads 
more like a court witness' account of disjointed poli­
tical events rather than an interesting work of fiction.
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4 * Racism as a sub-theme in the three novels
As historical novels, / 43T1 XJ? CfVV-V-
and (DQ,. all utilize historical back­
ground and material for the development of both plot 
and character. This they manage to do with various 
degrees of success and effectiveness. Their main themes 
and messages are love of country and freedom. In the 
process, they all deal with a secondary sub-theme which 
very much strengthens their main themes. The sub-theme 
is that of racial discrimination.
Drawing a s h ^ jo contrast between the attitude 
of the Italian towards the native and of the latter's 
sense of servility, Gabra Iyasus Haylu in rfyfc l-f^  
writes:
s- <rw 'A-rt/.M 
VU'C^V) al H  M  H l C ' q  ’t i f Y ]  
dVL'y I 'q f. k v f i X  ' f l ' + i L f l h ' ’' '■
Viif W 'f -k C i i ' ]  f \ ‘h
Q*t<h- -flh
frtfD ‘k Z - f l  H q - c ^ r t
J iY ]I W  'oh'ft ‘P W  ~7A
i'j ■ v 4 L tn c 'q  X f A n c  -
Wl W P  UHADhlvp* (fr-6o).
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"Truly, our morale is dead. It 
is not as though you were ser­
ving, your own state and thus 
gaining recognition and honour, 
or as though you were consider­
ed a human being and thus able 
to express your heart's thoughts 35 
with total confidence. What is 
it like then? It is a life of 
fear and constant sycophancy.
It is a life where you are re­
garded as an infinitesimal trifle 
in the eyes of those white people.
It is a life where you are not 
shown sympathy even when you are ad­
vanced in years; it is a situa­
tion where they consider you a 
different creature who is not 
descended from Adam as they are."
In CDTlrfrj' / Taklay Zawaldi has one of the
characters, Dawit, directly complain to his Italian 
superior about racial discrimination. He expresses 
his outrage against the better treatment given to the 
defeated Arabs as compared to the discriminatory treat­
ment shown to the loyal Eritrean troops:
^ <Kfiu . Hh° m e  vi
H k b - P  V i t - f l  H i t f  Y h m  ' h . m  o n
35. The idiom of1 the heart thinking1 is common in 
both Tigrinya and Amharic. A popular Amharic 
song couplet goes:
« TfV ^  fcfc’C W
■ A-iH ‘nc v. ^
"Push on 1 Keep on climbing up the slope 
The object of the heart *s thought is not 
bbtained on the very same day."
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(< fT-Pdft- ft 'if
Vi+ 9it] h W iY - p *  
Wf.ft-'T U  VWhiHP KMl hh"f/aH 
2 1 * :  W P  M v ' f l ' P  M M .  m f c h h ?
‘t t x P ' i ' f r p  V K  * R ^ r -
•\ih W  < V / 0 M  p t t i W  S W lt tM
W P  I I I r a .  W
U P *  p ^ a W H  ^ ' i t - p
' n p H P  w  W p  m * f c  W W  
W w n i \  m h h - r . ^  ( p .
"That which has been done would 
not be liked by God or by man.
We Eritreans have been your 
subjects before the Arabs to 
whom you have now granted equality.
If, thus, for this reason you had 
any intention of granting equality, 
if should have been to us first.
Therefore, we beg you to convey 
our sense of anger to your superior," 
he (Dawit) said to him.
The latter (the Italian), 
however, replied, "These about whom 
you are speaking today are whites, 
whereas you are blacks. For this 
reason, you cannot be treated on a 
par with those whites."
It is an unlikely dialogue. It is hard to imagine 
the Italian officer replying in those crude terms to his 
immediate subordinate. In spite of the colour barrier, 
one would expect an explanation more subtly woven. The 
author, however, has chosen to present the problem quite 
literally in black and white. Perhaps he did so feeling 
that any alternative euphemistic circumlocution would
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fail to convey his point.
In <T)L LhAuVfD(r- r the allusion to racial
discrimination is more specific and concrete than in 
the other two novels. It is more starkly exposed with 
segregation in buses and.cinemas mentioned specifically.
^  p h  U \ T  Y d i K - h  Yir\hcc  
i l\F i
'/Pii-1% h i k  -/i t i k
- f t W 'h  cm U K  K V i%  LH 1 K
K m  K / 0 K  
k-m-h W *  hi, w m  W  W  H1K  M 
C I C) ■
"We have been forbidden to ride 
on the same bus as the white man.
We have been physically stopped 
from going into the same cinema.
(And all this) In our own country,
in our own home
In our own land,
in our own estate
This is not because we are weak,
but because ignorance weighs on us
It is because the fascists have refused
to leave our country."
Haylom goes on to cite two incidents:
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l< I'lhH. M  ffV^foh F > h
f h W  M  $ < k t%  kh a^  etsH Vrt 
> K  w a i v l  iirt % h H v  
fid- I $ k  Cfll 'H-fllifa ■V'ldL 'h 
I ' h W f r  u/iTD "ht cOi'T'^ 
1+?c?r M4-I5r Vd
U hfl. "M-aVhh m f lC  H f
f(/l(r r1^- W i H O s ■.■ qiV'hi; M.kiS
frtf? />> M m ^  fl
■•■. *  0 -  I 6 > .
"In order to try it out, one day 
I boarded a bus with my aunt in 
front of Cinema Roma on Queen 
Elizabeth II Avenue, then known 
as Viale Roma. The half-caste 
ticket-collector ushered me to- 
wards the back of the bus into 
a corner which looked like a 
kennel and had no seats. We 
paid the fares and went to our 
destination, standing all the 
while."
The second incident which involved being barred 
from entering a cinema acrose as a result of his not 
wearing shoes. It is, nevertheless, considered by 
Haylom to be another instance of racial discrimination. 
On the face of it, it appears more an instance of class 
discrimination, but in the colonial situation the two 
oftentimes overlapped.
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(< M i  a)Crk £vU  M
T t y  T a n k  k k h  vu-i viftf " w  
( c h m )  c o i ^ t f . < f iw?,h<i 
‘TlfD ft/rf- ftt. W/p 4’
M  4 1  H f - f l l b  h h v fy ' t  W f l - h  
M - N ' K h  { / f l M l M l - r ^  ( f » l t - n ) -
"A month after this......we went
to a cinema called Impero and 
there when my brother wanted to 
buy a ticket, he was told'we 
can sell you a ticket, but we 
cannot sell one to the boy who 
is with you for it is forbidden 
to sell to anyone without shoes 
on 1 and thus was I prevented 
from getting in."
Haylom further recounts that these were not
just isolated incidents but part of a wider phenomenon
of segregation and the colour bar.
*  \<hW  VhHhh V\t\L il'tay ai'lrtt
U ' t d L h - . y  a T M i h  v/m w c a c  
■fitMfl M U  M  f t  OVUC
w m f r h - i u  Vt>n VxYi 1C 
Tt? Ylff, UA©’1 (TDht- U i
/fth 'ilh W  WhVf-VWi-1 WChh
Vi'fV m w *  ' m m  H - f r
K T  W L  1ibh- COL H1C HQ-h 
7.4 V f r \ y  h i  * i h
4ft (p. |7).
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"It was not only the cinema which 
was forbidden to natives. There 
was a time when I was shut in­
side a police station for having 
been found walking in the centre 
of the city. The refusal to serve 
me drinks and the eviction at Bar 
Impero is not to be forgotten 
either. That all types of public 
places were forbidden to natives 
is a fact well-known by all com­
patriots. This pushed every per­
son to love his country and to 
participate in such a movement."
These phenomena are related as testimony; they 
are not woven into the fabric of the narrative. As 
pieces of political history, though, they stand the 
test :o£ - truth well. For Trevaskis (p. 30) writes
"The first major problem was posed 
by the Racial Law and a body of 
subsidiary legislation designed 
to enforce racial segregation, 
confer social and economic pri­
vileges on Italian citizens, and 
generally uphold the principle 
of ’white superiority'. There 
was every justification for the 
immediate annulment of this whole 
body of offensive law. But at a 
time when the temper of the Italian 
population was a matter of anxious 
concern to the Administration, 
there was much to be said for leav­
ing matters as they were. In the 
event, the Administration adopted 
a prudent and cautious course. At 
first no formal action was taken but 
British Administrative and police 
officers were tacitly instructed 
that none of the discriminatory laws 
should be enforced. Subsequently 
as each became a dead letter it was 
formally repealed."
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The treatment of this sub-theme would have been 
enriched if comparisons were made with other African 
works which deal with the same subject-matter. The 
phenomenon of the colour bar existed widely in colonial 
Africa, and continues to this day in South Africa. It 
is more than likely, therefore, that a number of works 
would deal with i t — a failure to do so would in itself 
be significant and telling. For the present, however, I 
can make no more than indicate a possibly fruitful line 
of inquiry •
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B. POLITICAL NOVELS
Since the mid-forties when political parties were 
allowed legal existence during the British Administration, 
Eritrea has been the one region in Ethiopia where politics 
has played a relatively more prominent role in the every­
day life of the society than in other parts of the
country. It is striking that, under such circumstances, 
so very few political novels have been written. I have 
been able to trace only three novels which may appropria­
tely be discussed under this heading. They are V ft
efof' ! h  J ft f (Alasi My Children! For
Want of Drawing Attention To!) and VfflV 9 (To Whom
Am I to Tell It?) both by Ababa Tasfa Giyorgis (Asmara, 
1967 and 1973/74 respectively) and ^ L h  h (Let Us 
Not Be Divided) by Mgsgana Takasta (Asmara, 1966/67).
The last work is not discussed here.
In contrast, Amharic has a larger and more im­
pressive set of political novels. Abbe Gubanna ’ s V^ifflhfctf0 
(I Shall Not Be Born) and —  |VfL. /^1/
(Milk's 1 am The Sword of Flame) come to mind. Haddis
Y
Alamay^ahu's ^hYl (fD$-f}r. (Love Until the Grave), gen­
erally considered the best work of Amharic fiction, is 
also primarily a political novel, although its range of 
criss-crossing themes and sub-themes does not make this 
obvious at first glance.
The role censorship has played in discouraging
the writing of political novels can not, of course, be 
overstated. While restrictive censorship discourages 
the development of literature in general, its impact 
would necessarily be greatest on political novels in 
particular. It is for this reason perhaps that the 
political novels that do exist are not particularly 
impressive.
Ababa Tasfa Giyorgis can be considered one of the 
major writers of \ Tigrinya fiction. Only a few 
others can claim two or more works to their names. 
Moreover, regardless of the quality of her novels, she 
would be assured a place in Tigrinya literature for the 
simple reason that she is the first and, so far as I 
can establish, the only woman novelist up till this day. 
Since especially her second novel ' W W f ? ! deals
almost exclusively with matters pertaining to politics, 
it stands out as the chief sample of political fiction- 
writing in the language to date, whatever its aesthetic 
merits or demerits.
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1 - ..-ffft.. h.V (W - 1 h'fi'h V7 V-1 ft 1
This work precedes Ababa Tasfa Giyorgis’ second 
political novel by six years and is inferior to it.
It lacks a clear political vision in so far as no par­
ticular philosophy underlies the work. Its inclusion 
in this chapter is, however, justified on the grounds 
that it lists an inventory of social ills primarily 
ascribable to maladministration, and, in the end, trans­
forms the head of state into a reformer who purges the 
bureaucracy and appoints officials of ability and 
integr ity.
The novel revolves around the vicissitudes of 
the life of one family. The ills of society and their 
eventual remedies are primarily reflected by what happ­
ens to various members of this family. This is a con­
venient technique and makes for an economy of characters 
However, it is not as impressive in the plausibility of 
the events it depicts. While some of the episodes are 
realistic, others are too far-fetched.
The wretched living conditions of the people of 
a fictitious country called Garambit (topsy-turvy) are 
described sometimes in credible terms, and at some other 
times in outlandish fashion. The latter is done by hav­
ing' iclose to impossible things happen to individual citi 
sens of Garambit - a girl is given a sleeping pill, take
. . - 1abroad to Fimqa and made a slave there; a fifteen- 
year old boy, a door-to-door egg-vendor, is given a 
candy-covered sleeping pill by a Finigawi shop-keeper, 
brought to Finiqa, castrated and made to do women’s 
work. Such incidents bring back to mind the former 
days of Arab and Ottoman slave-raiding for Oriental 
courts. They appear implausible for the sixties of 
the twentieth century, which appears to be the time 
setting for the novel.
Central to the work is the success story of the 
family, of Ato Ydka'alo (Mr. Capable). Initially a pea­
sant family, they move to the city, after a period of 
drought, followed by locust plagues, forced them out of
Gatar Sanay (The Good Countryside). Once resettled in
.. . . . .  2 Katama Maskaram (The City of September) , they are able
1. sounds very close to the Ge'ez
(Phoenicia) ie. present-day Lebanon. It is true 
that there is a sizable Arab merchant community 
in Ethiopia (including Eritrea), but the majority 
is Yemeni and not Lebanese. Perhaps the semblance 
between * v and is coincidental and not
intended to suggest Arab commercial dominance in 
Eritrea or Ethiopia.
2. The beginning of Maskaram is the beginning of the 
New Year. It is also the month of the Masqal 
flower marking the end of the rainy season and 
heralding the season of flowers ( cocM' &*T> )
It has the quality of spring and of rejuvenation 
to it. The naming of the city thus is, there­
fore, probably intended to symbolize a new begin­
ning for the family.
earn a decent income and give their children proper 
schooling. Ato Yaka 'alo starts out as a road-digger 
for $1.00 a day, but very soon acquires a mason's 
skills and begins to earn $5.00 a day. The wife, 
Wayzaro T'ag^stu {Mrs. Patience) sells foodstuffs to 
help supplement their income. They do well and move 
into a four-room house after only a short while.
The story of the family is one long success 
atributable to a combination of self-exertion and up­
right conduct. It is a story of "virtue is its own 
reward" as is ' exemplified better as the narrative 
unfolds and we come to learn of what social heights 
two of the children manage to scale. The didactic 
message is clear: clean, hard work by parents and dili­
gent studiousness by children ensure peace and harmony 
domestically and success and recognition socially.
For the children, however, success comes cir- 
cuitiously. Were theyynot a story of the absurd,
Gabra Mika’el's initial misfortunes would have crush­
ed a less persevering man. A son-in-law to Ato 
Yoka'alo, he is married to Zawdi who, unlike her sis­
ter Rahel, complied with her parents' wishes to inter­
rupt her regular schooling in order to start a family. 
However, both husband and wife continue evening courses. 
He attends language classes and obtains certificates 
in Arabic, Italian, English and French, 2awdi gets 
qualifications in typing and English,
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The studious Gabra Mika1 el decides to leave his
earlier clerical post and applies for an advertised
3job m  Kubanaya Bara'ay. His application is rejected 
on close to absurd grounds. Not only is he told that 
he lacks ten yea r s' experience, but also that he is not 
fluent in Hebrew and Greek. The author's imaginative 
licence is inexplicable here. Although the setting is 
in a fictitious country and not strictly in Eritrea or 
in any other part of Ethiopia, the names of the chrac- 
ters and places make the locale clearly somewhere in 
that region. If so, Arabic,I talian, and English would 
be not only useful, but also almost essential for con­
ducting business transactions. The addition of French 
is not surprising either. But the inclusion of Hebrew 
and Greek as prerequisites for a job is a preposterous 
flight of fancy.
Ths undauntable wife of Gabra Mi.kh'el, Zawdi, 
advises her husband to study Hebrew and German. Here 
again, the substitution of German for Greek is whim­
sical in light of the reasons for the rejection of his 
last application. Following his wife's advice, Gabra 
Mika'el, in any case, studies these two languages for 
two years, at the end of which he posseses relative
f* il
3. Is a metathesis of ^'{lb , although Yi and
tx are distinct? If so,’ the name Kubanaya Bara'ay 
would mean Ox Company Ltd. The word "ox" in Tigrinya 
has also the figurative and pejorative meaning of 
"fool". Is the name then chosen to suggest that 
it is a Fools' Company?
mastery of six foreign languages.
The polyglot Gabra Mika’el now applies for yet 
another job, this time in Kubanaya Gadada (It has be­
come worse Co.Ltd.). His application i<s rejected for 
lack of knowledge of Greek. In the meantime, after 
four years of marriage, twins are born to them. We 
are not told how Gabra Mika'el managed to support his 
family during those four years. The time lapse so 
noticably unaccounted for in terms of employment is 
followed at the end by Gabra Mika'el's departure for 
Finiqa.
It must be recalled that a prosperous Finiqawi 
community thrives in Garambit. Gabra Mika'el perhaps 
thought that he might even the score by going to their 
land and acquiring wealth there. If that were his 
hope, he is severely disappointed. As a native of 
Garambit, he finds out that he can not even obtain a 
work permit. He gives up after four months of trying 
and decides to go back to his country. Just before he 
does so, however, a drunken Finiqawi beats him up in 
the middle of the street. Curiously he, the victim, is 
taken to the police station and jailed there for two 
months. In topsy-turvy land and neighbouring Finiqa 
this should not come as a surprise to us.
Resentment of the Finiqawi community in Garambit 
is evident. When upon his return, he recounts his 
misfortunes in Finiqa to his wife, Zawdi relates to him 
the Finiqawayan's mischief here at home. She cites
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the case of a twelfth-grader who creates employment 
for himself by opening up a shop only to be sent bank­
rupt immediately by FiniqawByan shopkeepers who league 
together to undersell him.
The novelist, however, does not transform the 
Finiqawi community into an all-purpose scapegoat. In 
fact, society's major shortcomings are squarely ascrib­
ed to its own deficient internal mechanisms. This 
is accomplished by presenting two lucid accounts of 
corruption as they directly and indirectly affect two 
members of the family. One is an account of bribery, 
the other of nepotism.
Ato Yaka'alo's son-in-law via marriage to Rahel, 
Halangay Saltana is a successful businessman until he 
starts squandering his money through excessive 
drinking. The quality of his family life is percept­
ibly sinking when one day a friend comes to his rescue.
I'Nl'dK1! WHAr- •• • < Vvf'f- U b - h W f  
W/lf W P P ” 'Yi'f0 111 W  W  L V h q -  
< °iCVf W  ~%l ‘flM-V. %pOc Viih <fth ^
fllil m W  "hty M M f  M  ^  < ^  ly'?t>rtC
ft ^  M b V /1 m  V,-W i i  ' M H ' h
'hi pV) V t f  K W e f  Ufi'fl W W  M
-AVv d v h h f  'tpdC 7-t>h  M  K
^  Vlf+TCK "W V ' f l t i? M  W  ,fiW-£l^ v>
"He concentrated his thinking on 
how to pull Halangay out of the
abyss of misery....... 'Whether
it succeeds or fails, let us go 
and talk to my friend Saqa 
Ayajsbo (Saqa Unperturbed) and 
see whether you may not get the 
post of a judge like me'. 'My 
friend! How can X get the post 
of a judge! As I am by nature a 
good talker though, I would have 
been only too happy.' 'As long 
as you are a capable talker, who 
would take note of the law and 
justice? Even then, though, you 
must bring $200.00.' 'Oho! my 
friend! What is the $200.00 for. 
Is it a bribe?' 'What bribe?
It is just for the introduction. 
He does not even come near to a 
bribe, let alone receive it. Be 
careful that you do not destroy 
us. Do not even utter the word 
'bribe' from your mouth.'"
The bribe procures the desired result. His 
own wife is shocked that such an irresponsible family 
man is appointed a judge. The event, however, illus­
trates one phenomenal malady of the society-bribery.
A less happy development for the family is 
Nawara's failure to secure employment. After four 
years of agricultural education in Brazil, he returns 
home and applies for a job in an agricultural company. 
As he is more than amply qualified for it, the person­
nel director, Ato Ayg-adu (Mr. Unbothered) promises to 
employ him. In the meantime, however, a fast-talking 
nephew convinces his uncle Ato Aygadu to employ him 
instead. Later the nephew triumphantly soliquizes:
$ hpcrT c o ^  Vtl a v ^ h  ^
( "What is required these days, my friend, is not
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knowledge but kinship ' (connection)."
Ato Aygadu reneges on his promise, and Nawara goes home 
embittered. This account is given only as one revolting 
instance of a much more widespread nepotism.
The novelist’s criticism is not limited to an ex­
position of bribery and corruption in government and 
business circles. At places, it goes beyond such rout­
ine observations and indicts the wealthy for their lack 
of imagination in the area of investment possibilities. 
The following passage is to the point.
 ^W M  KW -WHPF1 W M W Y  M M  t i l
MM flY Y W ’ M W  MWH ttmti? <hfJ<CiS
'hvefP withowi Timi &nn<n M l  V'Ycw* 
f  - y t i f r t  'frAbp> -Aj p ?  a n
t? W  i m  u w j - f m  ( 0 ^ ^
W  vwib- 'fine ly  f t i  w  (h id n - p i \ n - n
vim oM7 m ui> c i,(> 'h i ie p l+ W P  
ffl'h li t. h ipcli V i  Hi ^  ' i c f i  \  if,c% 11 ML i 7d i  ‘bc'iL l, 
Wcoh ftyLH C‘n %  c a h lT i 7.ch«b H - ih
M /iiM  twt uAct?.hn -rtnMiv- tfBim aVa 7rw
O h m  \ m  Mh-1 ;i "W  T i WIY Y/llr ‘W M M ffr t -
!h hw m m  mmh m (k m
' W f  ftttf-t. ••• m m  Vi u i w w m -  w  
M Y  null?. 7 4 W  YMh. 7i«* W € Wt-
ffY Itok. YlMY- TfflXh- ‘HC MifMWrfMflC ~m¥ 
4° mt  7 iit Y'flt w  *9t4 nL.ty-flp
W+WL  7 W  W W  L flW  tfflOfW.
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l< ' W ” 'hCDWh W l ' M i  i H W  M h t ' h  
' { m w m  A-Z'-iVfin ,u’ l>!>, V / M f  ’W Jil'fi  
H K  VlVi rm i i K  I  T-flirT 
' l i t  Wl (Ohlu ' M b  v a n ' h  VWL 'h l h  - m  
M C  C C . H  SH+'flVT6 tf W'T
CPI Ph'flhe <:* (p.ii-si)
"The rich of our country do not 
invest their money on establish­
ing industries, developing schools 
and increasing the number of hos­
pitals and clinics. Instead in 
a manner very akin to the proverb 
’The deaf knows only one tune1 4, 
they spend their money on dust,
stone, cement and sand  On
finishing their buildings and beau­
tifying them, the owners let them 
out at the rate of four or five 
hundred dollars a flat. When they 
see foreigners and the wealthy pay 
without as much as a murmur, and 
they get to relish the flavour of 
the money, they cause the locals 
headaches and the lives of tenants 
much misery by raising the rents 
from $20.00 to$40.00 and from 
$100.00 to $250.00. True! It is 
not improper to ask tenants to pay
4. The proverb alludes to a deaf man who at an early 
age had the power of hearing and knew the 'hit' 
tune of the day, so to speak. However, unaware 
that other tunes have come and gone since, he keeps 
on whistling and humming that same tune for the 
rest of his life. The proverb is often applied 
to unimaginative people with a mono-directional 
approach to life.
higher rents to a proportional 
extent as agriculture is deve­
loping, as employment is rising, 
and as wealth is increasing.
But, in our case, our standard 
of living is the same old one? 
there are more of us without 
jobs than with; if, under these 
circumstances, our rents rise., 
up with every new dawn, what shall 
our children eat (feed on) ?... 
...If only landlords could think 
deeper into the future, they 
would have secured.a greater in­
come and a higher esteem. If, 
for instance,those wealthy people 
of the country who could afford to 
have more than two villas built 
reached an agreement, established 
a firm and started big industries, 
their incomes would be many times 
over those they would derive from 
house rents. They would have pro­
fited for themselves at the same 
time that they would benefit their 
people. All those of us boys, 
girls, men, and women who persist 
in bothering our government and 
our families by clamoring for jobs 
would have thus found employment 
and improved our lives. The pro­
ducts imported from abroad at high 
prices would have been (replaced) 
substituted by national products 
and the development of our country' 
s economy would have been assured."
Such and other major problems of society are 
discussed often in the family circle. Gabre falls 
ill and is admitted into a private clinic which, 
however, he soon leaves for a government-run hospital. 
This gives him occasion to compare and contrast the 
services in both places, and judges the services of 
the government-owned hospital better. That observation 
triggers a lengthy criticism of society at the family
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gathering which ends with Ato Yaka'alo exclaiming 
l< ^  Vi ?i! "(Alas! My Children! For Want
of Drawing Attention to the Problems) upon which the 
family decides to inform the country's head of state, 
Marshall Tansa'e, of society’s grave condition.
Here, the author gives us a glimpse into the 
character of the country’s leader which is in substan­
tial contrast to that of the members of his cabinet.
ft
a l f t h  'H'f.'fl-h W O C t  w W d V -  
ViW Y i f t  uhn'J'Hi W t I'lmfT, (0f{. a, 1/1 ij-1,
W 'tlh ‘Vxn % fF > r .
m A h  st \ - M L cS £ 'h p
u m  f V A i  M ' 1, kn{r >'
Wv- v ie  nbM- 'flkH  M i f  ‘a w  yi?oit- ty/i 
fhft C V L
^  W'Ahg‘P> aYiTI W P  '‘iH ie p  Whyl-h 
ffljUVJPp’ 11 uhllp> (01 h i  hi. ki
'ho, p t y p p  Lk9p> v p i p  Hinhft M y  
Viih W '2! <blYp 'k M lld k p V C i  
w  trohh m w p  y  k$(fi ^  
'iClhlht W jT  WW W {r 7i?-r
"The Marshall's colleagues were 
not sufficiently educated; their 
objective was solely of the type 
which said,'I and for myself' 
and not ’my brother and for my 
countryman’.
Marshal, however, was by 
nature generous, just, truthful 
and one who wished well for his 
countrymen. Without saying'Let 
me control everything;' let me
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do every thing' and believing that 
many heads are better than one, he 
gave authority and entrusted res­
ponsibility to those whom he re­
garded capable. Forgetting that 
they were public servants, .these 
people amassed and acquired indes­
cribable wealth and property for 
themselves, oppressed the people 
in education and suppressed their 
other rights, but managed to put 
across to the Marshall an image of 
loyal public servants."
It is against this background that the respon­
sible initiative of Ato Yaka'alo's family is well rece­
ived by the Head of State. Disguised like an ordinary 
man, he ventures out into the streets of Garambit at 
night. He notices that there are indeed too many drink­
ing bars; that night alone he counts seventy-nine bars 
and brothels as against the report given him earlier 
that there were only fifteen drinking bars in the entire 
city. He even sees his prime minister, General Qarsat 
(General Constipation) and another high official of 
state drinking in one of those bars. He observes the 
wretched condition of the homeless poor. In one scene 
which he found moving, he sees a poor man's wife’ in 
labour pains by the side of the street. Once home, he 
orders a servant to take her to hospital and to give the 
husband $50.00.
He continues his private investigations the next 
day. In order to test the way in which the bureaucracy 
is run, he enters an office with a credible case. The 
official there, however, attends to his request only af­
ter he hands him a bribe of $30.00. This was the last
straw for Marshall Tansa'e. Fully satisfied with the
J! 1' ' * I
results of his investigation, he decides to act. He 
calls in all his ministers, admonishes them for all the 
corruption, and banishes them all to the island, Daset 
Halqa'em where they all die finally.
Marshall Tansa'e reorganizes his government and 
staffs it with entirely new blood. Of those included 
in his new cabinet, Nawara and Gabra Mika'el are two. 
The former is made the minister of agriculture while 
the latter is appointed the minister for community 
development. The rest of the cabinet is also filled 
with highly educated persons.
The rejuvenated and purged regime executes new 
policies and legislation. In the agricultural field, 
grain-donating countries are asked to build dams and 
provide tractors instead. In education, schools are 
built all over the country and in every village.
Free press is instituted and freedom of expression 
upheld. Brothels are closed and ex-prostitutes are 
made to take six-month rehabilitation courses.
Drinking hours are regulated and allowed only from
9.00 to 12.00 A.M. in the morning and from 4.00 to
8.00 P.M. in the evening. dTDh'f'
‘Drink hazardous to health1 is forbidden, although this 
is nowhere defined at all. As a result of all these 
new policies, G^rgmbit prospers. Marshall T^nsa'e is 
fondly referred to as 'Resurrection of the Second 
Christ.' His picture is hung in every home, shop and
office. The author assures us that he deserves all 
this adulation as he, among other things, worked from 
twelve to thirteen hours a day. After having thus 
started his country on a certain course of prosperity, 
he dies following a ten-day illness. The whole coun­
try mourns his death deeply.
Although this political novel deals with social 
ills, its portrayal of them is very bland. It reads 
like a dull, expository inventory and fails to evoke 
a sense of indignation, if that were its aim. It lacks 
realism and contains many preposterous incidents in its 
narrative. It contorts and compels incidents towards 
its implicitly set end of telling a politically rele­
vant story. It is aesthetically poor, and didactical­
ly weak.
In its political vista, it cannot surpass the 
idea of a dictatorship. All it does is to provide a 
benevolent dictator with the high military title of 
Marshall. Worse, it sanctions personality cult as is 
evident in the likening of the reforming head of state 
to a second Christ. It does not, even in passing, men­
tion democracy, political parties, parliament, etc.
This is especially surprising as Eritrea had, during the 
British Administration, a number of political parties, 
and as it elected its first two Chief Executives dur­
ing the first few years of its federation with Ethiopia, 
and, further, as its parliament lasted until 1962, the 
year of its dissolution. It thus neither reflects nor
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is true to the limited democratic experience of the 
Eritrean polity. Lacking any vision or any worthy hint 
towards an effective structuring of political, economic 
and social institutions, it is a failure as a novel 
aspiring to political relevance or potency, ifthat were 
its purpose. It is equally dificient on purely aesthe­
tic grounds as it has neither a well-knit plot that pro­
ceeds sensibly nor any well-developed characters with 
any convincing presence and existence.
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This is Ababa Tasfa Giyorgis’s second novel.
Also with a definite political hue, it is stronger 
and more graphic in its portrayal of the abominable 
conditions society is caught in, and, therefore, more 
successful in its purpose. As in her first novel, its 
setting is an imaginary country called Herman - a 
purely fictitious word with no meaning to it like 
Garambit (topsy-turvy) had.
There are significant narrative and technical 
similarities between this work and her first. In both 
instances, the family moves from the countryside to 
the town following a natural catastrophe. Furthermore, 
the state of society is persistently commented upon 
by the family and its failings are exposed through un­
pleasant episodes that happen to the family as a whole 
or to particular members of it.
Like the first, this work also lacks political 
vision - but it is, on balance, a better one because it 
is less naive in the treatment of its theme. What makes 
it superior to the first novel is not so much a more 
sophisticated political sense, as the fact that this 
latter work does not, in the end, recommend the simplistic 
measure of a bureaucratic purge by a benevolent ruler 
as the,ultimate remedy. It starts and ends as a critique 
of society-—  in this sense, it leaves manifold possibilities
open for improving the political, economic and social 
setup of society. It does not suggest, as the first 
work did, that 'philosopher-marshalls1 are all that need 
to be conjured up in order to guarantee a good state and 
a good society. The propensity of many countries in 
the Third World to be taken over by ’military redemp­
tion councils1 is akin to that which is sanctioned by 
the first novel - this second work does not even enter­
tain it. 'T-Mff?.. is thus more impressive in its
restraint from proposing an all-too-facile solution —  
it is content to merely diagnose the maladies of the 
body politic.
The narrative starts with the joining in wedlock 
of the children of two noted families in two neighbour­
ing villages separated by a river. I would suggest that 
this marriage is only meant to be symbolic of the union 
in federation of Eritrea with Ethiopia. Under this assum­
ption, the river separating the two villages becomes 
the fictitious analogue of the River Marab separating 
Eritrea and Tigray, while the two prominent intermarrying 
families would be Ethiopia and Eritrea. It may be noted 
here that a somewhat similar familial symbolism was 
used by Eritrean Unionists and Ethiopian authorities in 
the 1941-1952 period in their agitation and propaganda 
campaigns. The picture boldly and broadly painted was 
that of the reunion of a lost daughter (Eritrea) with 
her mother (Ethiopia) with the inevitable suggestion 
of a mother knowing what is best for her child. The
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novelist, here, however prefers to use the symbolism 
of marriage with its inescapable implication of a con­
tractual agreement between two equal pertners. More 
than two decades of union with Ethiopia could have 
ta,rnished the image of the idyllic reunion of daughter 
and mother for Eritreans. Hence the author's preference 
for the legalistic imagery of marriage between two equ­
als, which contract, by its very nature, envisages di­
vorce in case of breach of agreement, is quite 
under standable.
Balay Asbu from the one village is married to
Rahya Gobana of the village across the river. After
f-ifive years of marriage, the first son jsub (Marvel) is
born. Two years later Sasay (Plenty) and then a year
later, the twins N^wara (For the Tale of It) and
Sa'ara (He became victorious) are born.
The village has the beginnings of modern insti­
tutions and the family obviously has a high regard for 
education. For not only is ^ sub sent to school and not 
to herd cattle as was more customary, but on his com­
pletion of Grade Four, he starts teaching his parents 
the alphabet. As many adults show a keen interest in 
acquiring literacy, however, two teachers soon under­
take voluntary adult literacy programme in the evening 
and sub's parents enrol there.
Life in Herman, evidently underdeveloped, is 
under the mercycof the forces of nature.:-. One day,' an 
epidemic cattle' disease tarises and ravages the villages 
and kills off all the cattle. Worse, it is followed by
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an epidemic of typhus which kills off many people,
young and old. ^3 sub’s grand-parents, both maternal and
paternal, die from the epidemic, and Sa cara, one of
the twins, also dies soon after.
The family leaves the village and moves to a 
5town called Naf3-mi. There, the parents start life 
anew while the children continue their education. On 
finishing school, sub goes to Wshita (She Swallowed)« k
city for university education, where his social con- 
cience is deepened by discussions with his fellow stu- 
dents who came from all the fifteen provinces of the 
country. As a result, his correspondence with his par­
ents increasingly tends to detail the nature and extent 
of the problems prevailing in the society as a whole. 
Such use of the form of correspondence gives the work 
an immediacy and presence which it might otherwise have 
lacked, for the greater part of the novel comprises of 
such letters from *3sub to his parents. Utilizing this
e
form to good effect, the whole range of major problems 
faced by the society is covered in a manner generating 
the various moods of urgency, outrage and proximity.
An instance is the problem of land tenure and tenancy
5. This is inconsistently written as and 41 *
The transcription shall be as above except in re­
produced passages, where the specific orthography 
in the passage will be adhered to.
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about which he hears from one of his friends in the 
university. The following excerpt from one of his 
letters to his parents describes the anguish of his 
fr iend.
i( f ’ftC'h- W 4 p  V W -4  SVLY'
V k c h h p ' p  VHi'/,- ftfpl C %  r? l r ^
■ hh mh<b M M  vi/tin- h te
w t  - A m  w p  %■*)£!(.
'HU^D u t  W / I W  flhk
M  a b ,t1,07 t y j a v m -  q - L Y l w  
Vl ki b ~-fl VHp Vt Ib'L V *h fi\h 4: L/p: (ft 
<FPYi Viflf A T M f  Lh1°<f- Yl
M h i m  fef? ’m  irh?c;?
"His family is one of those (share­
croppers) tenants who, farming for 
landlords and taking only a fourth 
of the produce, find themselves 
under severe strain. The landlords, 
regardless of whether their owner­
ship of the land was based on a 
true claim or on iniquity, are seen 
living in opulence, luxury and 
arrogance in Wahita city. When 
Amina ponders over this state of 
affairs, I hear him often sorrow­
ing thus: ’Oh! what misery, my 
father!, Would that I suffered in 
your (stead) place, my mother!"
Another excerpt, so similar (faithful) in its 
details to the 1973 Wollo,/ famine also evokes outrage 
against an administration incapable of either thwart­
ing such a mass famine, or dealing with it effectively
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once it breaks out. On seeing so many dead from 
hunger on the roadside, Amina and his friends suffer 
very great shock.
<( VMH H\P IuM  'HHOhfrSh av6!fo-k
W P S . . .  yifc \< ; fffip
^K? *7i4 m e  %
j!:,h VHM;!' W'flhb % k ^ uhhtL >1 
W  tOLb 7 ... ( W M ’-h w n  m i  
'h chinp'h ‘V W ’ih.
W f  M  ‘btitfr’S 7...
uhli ‘YHli 'Hc o l<k\ e itM-
fri'trfl f V191 'CUOJt Q  m ?  'J'VK!!5'V]
t f P W c K  -%€<; M d t i V  ff/i 
<K y  m  W i m  V q 'i '&c p  ‘fnffk v?k
7/^99- MH. VifUUiV] \^ n^ h 
k i \  ■ * W  4 h v  Wfo'f]
n  % r °  w i l  ‘h h ^  fty* 'Y,M£
(TV W it >1-/) ftrb -f H’T,?. tyrtflXV.I 
uhH ^  yn ? ?j& ^iia^ n K m ^  ^  
^  ? r c ^  / i w  »i,ol
yp. lWU{-ilh'f)-p> <ht h
P C T H ^  r^cTD'1! ' W l ^ Y h ^
'kthh-fop!' ^ ( p . u r - U ) ,
"We all, like CTob, cursed the days
on which we were born...... Why
did we not die before seeing this?
  What has befallen this
rich country which (has) would have 
the capacity to feed even its neigh­
bours, let alone its (own) children?
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  What (might) may be the ori­
gin of this hunger, death,,sickness,
poverty and oppression? ......
This calamity did not befall 
only these two villages; it befell 
at least 32 villages. I cannot 
write you here about the obstacles 
we faced when, as students, we held 
a meeting to discuss the situation 
and prepared to present the case to 
the authorities. However, as truth 
can never remain hidden, you shall 
one day see written down the story 
of these miserable- (revolting) 
conditions. Even though you may 
not have blood-kinship with the more 
than one hundred thousand people who 
have perished from famine, typhus 
and smallpox, weep for them all the 
same as they are your fellow country­
men of Herm&n."
The peculiar situation of Eritrea as a region 
where the Eritrean Liberation Fronts have been fight­
ing for independence for a long while looms large in 
the background of the novel. So allusions to it abound, 
where it haunts the characters sin the novel like an 
ever-present ghost. Occasionally, it comes to the very 
fore, with hardly any disguise at all. Consider the 
following passage where Aboy Zar'u (Father Zar’u) con­
venes and addresses the village assembly thus:
«■ ^  t w ?  W
W  'h%ntfh‘C0 CO
M  V 1 f  V S l  H i - n c T ,  I
a c t  I  C 0 C \  ^  ^  am ±
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vt-tr HfiUl Vrt M f r  H  (Of, f
vn an H <hxp>
cbf, ^(W^ T/ K  h)uH’.: f l - K  
frtf H lW sP  1 M k  (Ik l7<$p  1
SH c o k w p  1 rtC4! %% m
(a h .$ p >  % % t "h a  f l ^ p c  '■fti l m  
fit “ft?. 1NV  ? W  Vl-W f i]  lalhfs-h 
y m k  w h t p  ■.!v> fy-w-w).
"Oh! (you) people of this village!
I have gathered you in order to 
talk about my predicament as well 
as yours. Wherever I go, there is 
no one who does not say 'It is 
eight months, six months, a year, 
two years since my son disappeared. 1 
It is now one year since my own 
youngest child and son Aqabe left 
my house for good, and has not been 
heard <4of • since. Where have (all) 
our children gone to? Have the 
hyenas devoured them? Have the 
floods claimed them? Has light­
ning struck them? What is behind 
this vanishing? As they are the 
children of us all, let us 
search for them."
This address generates a heated discussion which 
goes on for three hours. Here, the author appears con­
cerned to show the other side of the coin. One man 
rises up, in the end, and addresses the gathering in 
an entirely different spirit.
 ^ *fi a i A  h < n b - t Viw- ffc o -
ML'hcno'cr
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<( V i +  ' h V - ' h a .
l l h n p  - \ C l t f  f i l l y  %haI;: CQ
M W  U  U f y  Y lt?y W  
i H V  U 'h L t P H  Hi«y h w  
/Mi (fOtnnn "hi VMLr.'if
H V P  May'nf i H t L h M -
Map! wh- ¥om^ iiop 'oh
M iP  il l^rlh ),-/} 1-lflfoO-ly
VIW r t -  W P  W P  H ? p >
W W i P  W C O - t r i  ' h l l d l I!
h h  Wl^ - m t / M  hn  n p p  
M u p ^yct o i i j y  i i i h L h  h d io -
\lLfy-h- Mi Hfyf, W \W\ HHl 
P (IIv >' (p.kS.)-
"Honourable listeners! Father Zar 1 u 
is saying'our children have dis­
appeared; their predicament is hid­
den from us - if they are dead, let 
us find (recover) their bodies;
(and) if they are alive, let us 
know of their condition of existence? 
We do not know if his son has gone to 
some unbecoming place. He was, in 
any case, mischeveous,quarrelsome 
and troublesome. Having made enough 
trouble here, he may have gone on 
to commit more mischief in a commun­
ity which did not know of it before. 
As for the others, they have gone to 
cities where they have found employ­
ment and are not only maintaining 
themselves, but are even caring for 
us, their fathers. On account of 
able and responsible officials, we 
see that education has spread and 
agriculture has developed. Whoever 
rejects; all this and leaves, may 
the wild beasts find him."
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This above view is supported by another speak 
er, whereupon Aboy Zar1u delivers an eloquent and im 
passioned rebuttal - so impassioned that the strain 
kills him that same evening.
^ \C VMit R e i m s ' 1, i. & c ?T 
7 /V/l ctHlhLh- l U y  
W! rtM-Cft'1
L b -M -  -fltvcni V r l i V d  ^  M  
fl(i7 1 I ' t f l H  V i V h & h  Wrnhrf’h ?
-74 7 r W
7,h» ? y , ^  HfP,4; 7i
4 '1V) ^ rM ■£ 4K /] Ir Vi1 ^
Tfr2?',5^ Wfrfc O lb - 9 '3 v  
f-W/i 7f# ^ 6-
4^ (Hr (p'H'i')-
"Is it then claimed that cattle are 
not hungry? That agriculture has 
not deteriorated? That people have 
not abandoned their farms and spent 
their days on litigation in courts? 
That judges have not wearied appli­
cants by endless procrastination? 
That women have not been disclaim­
ed by the very men who sired their 
children? That girls have not un­
covered their heads and opened 
(houses) brothels by the roadside? 
Is it earnestly claimed that it is 
a time of plenty, of truth, of 
justice? You people would then be
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children not deserving of their 
parents - you would hide your -,/ 
wounds, you would dig your own 
graves, you would disown your 
children. Enough! May your assem­
bly turn to (become) an assembly 
of wolves."
Another passage which touches on the wider 
problem of urban migration but which also appears to 
allude to the Eritrean problem in particular is the 
following:
* uiit ff t«ic h n  w  vmtrl 
M i m  -n tn 'K h 'g i-ihii- 
u/i^ Y lW ]
W VOrb- m f o v  V /l C*hIt
I T
aia D $  11^(11 M j M -
' V W  icow.
hK M h f l L V}-.^
"The major problem was the massive 
migration of people from the o 
countryside to the city of Na’ami.
Over and above the sheer physical 
inacapacity to accomodate all the 
\ migrants, there were no new fac­
tories, offices or commercial 
establishments other than those 
established eleven years previously."
In the above rendering of the problem it is 
interesting to note that the period of stagnation is 
roughly equivalent in length of time to the post­
federation period of 1962-1973, This is most probab­
ly not coincidential. The author here is perhaps
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obliquely hinting at the cause of stagnation - union 
with Ethiopia on a provincial basis. This is not to 
suggest that it does or does not tally with actual 
developments. But some such thinking has been a popu­
lar one amongst many politically-inclined Eritreans.
Other problems relevant to the wider Ethiopian 
society, but also applicable to Eritrean conditions, 
are discussed at length. The long-drawn out process 
of litigation, the corruptibility of judges by bribes, 
and the destructive effect of all this is eloquently 
described as in the following passage:
*  aim -to'V/- ¥tvh 
Mir f t V P f t C  V / M
Ufltf ' I x U k L  n i r H  V I V r f / i f
t o f t o "  hkn 
‘w r t f r  co t ,h  QHVtfJu YU
SViV H  Vl'VIt- cOft 
h ( l  P f y Y  H lift'b 71b  V'V'?h.
<km t o  M  ViP  Hf'dlb U f tb ’ f 0 
' l i t VIC Vlfc4r <trCih v .fh < h  \ t  V1/1
Si-flh  V f i f  W t  'h f-1 i f A - h - viv?
Hl/nibm hh m nhh <km fV/?
^  f C V  ‘V ’VVl l - t tA D ’ fo r. VW/I-V’
‘AC+h Vf-'T^  Vwl 4-?ii 
^ A C  ‘fiV Y l W h h 7, A 'l H 1 Vi''
t o  w  M v  ^  ^  Vi- t o  fiimivV i w v  
w t f  W  ’M f t i c f  y  m m  m i  m h  
-MfttfD t o r t  M V
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W  M - M  m  H U H  H U t o ?
H<hbhfi>/P (T'DlVM WlVi 'hSVti\ ::v> (j).|1-/'/)-
"Even though the villages of Manan 
used to conduct their affairs with 
due propriety, there were, never­
theless, disputes, albeit negligi­
ble in number, on the ground limits 
of farms, on the intrusion of mules 
into cultivated land, etc. When 
disputants thus sought arbitration, 
the judge who could with ease con­
ciliate between them, would instead 
explain to the plaintiff the serious­
ness of the harm done to him, while 
he would tell the defendant that the 
plaintiff has no truthful (valid) 
case. Thus he would tender (make) 
the case graver than it need have 
been. In order to win the case, each 
party separately carries bribes to 
the judge, who, as a result, finds it 
difficult to give a verdict. He ,/ 
would say that they should take the 
case to Na'ami as it was too serious 
for him to settle. With the judge 
refusing to dispense justice, the 
intransigent disputants take the 
case to Na'^mi as advised, instead 
of appointing elders to arbitrate 
between them. Those advanced in age 
suffer from the length of the journey, 
the heat of the sun and hunger, while 
the young see the hitherto unseen and 
get used to drinks and Other habits 
which they would not have dreamt
of or ever considered before."
In contrast to this, the process of justice! 
the olden days is pictured as having been fair, sim­
ple and direct.
' f l P L ' k  Vi/* f r m w
HfYl <hb LjrCD- £ ± rh-'] r/iVV
ft*)- > ‘W 0
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^  ‘H '/u
to 1? 'it  V/l f a M  iW ft W
r h W t t  M C I  M f t - %
W P f t C  fai i^h ffP/) W uh f  \ r . h h l l  
Vfi+'l'Yift- Vf'Uf-/OTft.^ faLfl 
M  L f a f a h f ^th- f} ift/lv ' M 3 F 
fti/l'f- VCUfrV,
i‘M v niSb 'i^ a P fiL  m e  fa hh m  
flL " H  " (>/o).
"When a village head is elected, 
elders gather and put laurels on him 
after; determining that he is not 
corruptible through bribery and 
that he is a lover of justice, 
truth and rectitude. And the 
village head would regard the 
responsibility given him before 
men and God with awe, care and 
propriety and not with negligence 
or indifference. Thus,therefore, 
he would reconcile enemies and 
would explain, guide and advise 
people, say, disputing the ground 
limits of farms that the conse­
quence of such arguments would 
only be ruin."
It is not that the author wishes to paint an 
idyllic picture of the past, but in order to empha 
size the unhappy situation of the present, she is, 
time and again, compelled to fall back on the past. 
The general conditions at present are summarized in 
the following passage.
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Wfl<h 'rlhdL. ftp ] OVkhp>
‘Kft'frP WH-V-fc/U. P L t W n V J b  
t i  <hr. w - r h n c  -sint/fl 
4 ^ ‘tSC-b 4 -L h h V ' - *  (?■!$)■
"While a few rich individuals grew 
richer, the poor grew poorer and 
the cost of living rose and dis­
satisfaction increased. People 
could not unite as they were divi­
ded on the basis of tribe, religion, 
and education."
Contrast the above passage with the spirit of 
community and co-operation that used to obtain 
earlier:
^  ‘flhli f  Vjyj alhLft 7HCC lOtrf-
‘hVi(\in,»((Qlet Htm -/IWUh Vi-Zl H  HW\
uh m v i fc v p o c  -rf 
m  m -w  
■'jiiey m*? AU mcdh /roYtfc^  Vkcv 
ifPM 15 ^ir Vi?'® uhth-]
w h \ y \  m  w
hf\ 'MWt- W P  frl-W H/l^n 
h c M  w m  W h s  I'ih^  y i n  hh  
tewes? -fimLh m* ‘my-ri^ i^ 'Mi 
gW L%  ' W i p c o s p  ' - / M A h p  
4’ffM P\VP>(\C v?y] n p y  V4f]
i t h  UVIt-A <■" ( p ,  II).
"There was not a farmer who would 
stay at home for lack of a pair 
of oxen. The land of Hanima was 
divided between the people of 
Hanima on fdiesa' 6 lines and 
was not the property of a few 
lucky individual^-or -of of f icials, 
or of a few wealthy people. As 
they collectively built dams, 
dug irrigation canals, cleared 
roads and collectively discussed 
and deliberated on how their vil­
lage could prosper and then coll­
ectively implemented their delib­
erations, they were all well-off, 
healthy> and well-fed. As they 
did not know of theft, malice, 
injustice and greed, they were 
of calm spirit. If a cattle epi­
demic suddenly came and impover­
ished the people of Hanima, it was 
an unexpected catastrophe, and not 
a consequence of laziness."
It is not only the political, economic or 
strictly social problems that are discussed in this 
work. It is perhaps singular in its indictment of 
the educational system criticizing it at two levels.
Is it relevant, or practical? And does it have a 
correct philosophical basis? The following two passa­
ges roughly correspond to the two-tier criticism res­
pectively, although in the latter passage there is an 
overlap of the functional and philosophical basis of
6 . "Diesa" is village ownership of land where per­
iodically plots are redistributed by lot among the 
residents. It is also known as "Shehena". For 
a more detailed discussion of this specific form 
of land tenure, see S. F. Nadel, "Land Tenure on 
the Eritrean Plateau", Africa, vol. 16, MO. 1, 
1946, pp. 1-22,
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education.
K  ftif' v / i  h u m  ■ w i  - ( M m
iM L P  $ h (h 'fiW 'Tib'® v a v u ir  P m e p
Pr<f? “# W  STMir 7 iW -H th - iH Wflf
W  H W v f r t  f c i t f  M H c y  h lH a h  " h p h c  
I t W u y  uh'-miC(biy VMfrty 'W b w h W  n f i  
T'lTiWW'Flv- H W ln  n "  g>. la.)
v  r/i4? p h  ffifft, /pVz. ^  fi^t, 
thLf t f r f - W! W tf1) flpft ‘rtl2;
U « h  h ^ p m -p frui m i n k ?  (flihL-h  
VlfWA.g’ V! H U ) ( h m  H?
P l t h f f i P ’, L L H  uh tl l -L)vi l r lhC (-If(TOILf
h p  £?!, ‘V i W  U w ^ ) ( f f h f c c l v  
M $ ~  c h a r t -  w p  7 7 ^
SrtlflW1^  ^ 6 '^  K ^ L ^ t b l y  C~fl VW >I 
k - p v c h  p h  w fi- av ic 'f H i h  7 W  h i
hi- c m w w  M  r tW - '. 'V j ’-l'i).
"When opening many schools in the 
cities and the countryside, as 
it is not studied beforehand, 
what children are going to study
' and what they will do on finish­
ing school, the result for school- 
leavers has been one of wandering 
aimlessly. There has not been a 
time where,once educated, you 
manage to get employment, to feed 
your belly or to cover your back 
with clothes."
"With the absence of truth and jus­
tice, and with the departure of 
the farmers to the city for liti­
gation, the children could not
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carry on the farming which their 
fathers neglected. For their 
wishy-washy { } (neither
here nor there) education was not 
based on a study of their culture, 
or towards its improvement; it 
was not based on learning the fear 
of God, or on cultivating the love 
of country and brethren, or on ac­
quiring true knowledge, or on teach­
ing them for jobs commensurate to 
their strenghts and abilities. Thus 
it was that there was none around to 
give the earth even as much as a 
glance, and thus it was that the 
earth became too stingy to give 
for th fruit."
In another letter to his parents, sub recounts
the state of a country called Hagara Qabsat (Land of
.........
Finality) where the ruler ^mbaytay Gadila (Ga'dila is 
neither Amharic nor Tigrinya, although the whole name 
suggests the meaning ^Mrs. I have killed*) confesses to 
her years of misrule on her deathbed. There is not 
much doubt left in the reader's mind that this is an 
obvious reference to Ethiopia. To highlight the some­
times tragic state of affairs, he relates to his parents 
the death by suicide of a Grade 12 student who has a 
79% pass, when university admission was raised to 80% 
because of shortage of space in the university.
Towards the end of the book, we find(3sub's 
mother brooding over her immense personal problems. 
Nawara disappears nobody knows where, although there are 
strong suggestions that he might have joined the 
Liberation Front. (3sub himself leaves for study abroad.
• i ^
There is a hint that Sasay either got pregnant or lost
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her virginity. To add to it all, constant bickering 
develops between her and her husband. In the last 
sentence of the book, C3 sub's mother in despair asks 
H W ? ” "To Whom am I to tell it then?"
This novel was printed in 1966 (Eth.C.) — a 
most tumultuous year in Ethiopian history when the 
old order was being shaken to its roots with nothing 
viable yet taking its place. It was a year of extra­
ordinary flux and fluidity. The novel hardly dis­
guises its loathing for the powers that be. The fact 
that it could get printed at all must be attributed 
to the substantial freedom of speech and press that 
prevailed during the six months of the Endalkatchew 
semi-government. One can not otherwise imagine how 
this book could have passed the censors.
The values and views expressed by the novel 
are those of the angry young men and women of Ethiopia 
(inclusive of Eritrea) - angry at the technological 
backwardness, social injustice, mass misery, hunger 
and disease prevalent in their society. The plot is 
not central to the work; it merely serves as back­
ground for the views to be expressed by the main charac­
ter, ^ 3sub. The events narrated seem to be there simply 
to provide a context and a setting for arguments that 
are forwarded with vigour and lucidity. The snag is 
that this work, like Sagaye Gabra Madhsn's 
UU- CSC , (1974), a politi cal drama in Amharic,
came a little too late in the day to be of any
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significance other than to literary history
ZZ1
C H A P T E R  F I V E
PROSTITUTION AND APPROBATION AGAINST DISSOLUTE LIFE.
The magnitude of prostitution in the urban centres 
of Ethiopia (including Eritrea) and, even more perti­
nently, the outrage it engenders in many people's minds 
must account for the relatively extensive treatment or 
reference it receives in much of'Tigrinya (and Amharic) 
literature. For it is an "institution which is even today 
widely regarded as alien to the traditional Ethiopian way 
of life."1
The vague beginnings of the profession possibly 
date to as far back as the period of the shifting capital 
of medieval Ethiopia. Subsequently, after the founding 
of Gondar in 1636, we find many foreign travellers ref­
erring to its existence at varying length, while the chro­
nicle of Emperor Iyasu I (1682-1706) mentions a 'prostitu­
te's* house in passing. The development of trade along 
the Red Sea coast in the nineteenth century, the founding 
of Addis Ababa in the 1880's, the colonization of Eritrea, 
and later the Italian occupation of Ethiopia (1936-1941) all 
contributed to the growth of prostitution. The Italian
1. R. Pankhurst,<,fThe History of Prostitution in Ethiopia^JES
, p. 159.
2. Ibid.
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presence appears to have particularly accelerated the 
growth of the profession in Eritrea.
"The establishment of the Italian 
Colony of Eritrea, and the coming of 
large numbers of Italian soldiers, 
officials, and colonists, in most 
cases without their wives, led to 
a considerable growth and commer­
cialisation of prostitution which 3
soon reached unprecedented proportions."
Prostitution did not decline with the departure of 
the Italians, however. With increasing urbanization and 
the consequent migration of many young women from the rural 
areas to the towns and cities, its growth continued unabated 
Thus it is that we find a number of Tigrinya and Amharic 
works treating prostitution as a major theme, while many 
others allude to it.
(Warq3ha) (Asmara, 1966) by Musa Aron deals 
exclusively with this theme. fkffi (Prostitute) (Addis 
Ababa, 1956) by 3nanu Agonafar, a pseudonym for the well- 
known author Nagas Gabra Maryam, is an Amharic novel which 
does the same. This Amharic work is included in this 
chapter for the purpose of comparison and contrast in the 
two literatures' treatment of prostitution. dDV?- QQifflfiT?
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(Who is the offender?) (Asmara, 1965, 2nd ed.) by Ar^aya 
Balay is, in its second half, an account of the life of 
its heroine who abruptly turns to prostitution after a 
sad end to her romance.
In both Alam Sagad Tasfu's % < ( . (I have not 
inherited) (Asmara, 1963) and in ArJ aya Balay's ftf 
Cl did not exist) (Asmara 1960) extravagant spending on 
and indulgence in prostitution lead the heroes1 lives to 
near-ruin. (Every night, a wedding night!)
(Asmara, 1967/68) by Abr^ha Gabra Haywat does not, on the 
other hand, deal with prostitution directly. This work 
is rather a censure of the 'dissolute1 style of life in 
general as exemplified in certain types of night-clubs 
where the demarcation between drinking, dancing and pros­
titution is not always that clear-cut. V )01(? ?
(Whom am I to tell it?) (Asmara, 1973/74) contains an in­
cidental reference to such a life style. It is the sub­
ject of a short disapproving observation by the narrator 
who regards it as the cause of domestic unhappiness and 
turmoil.
iDfllO1 (The He-goat of Father (Andu's House­
hold) (Asmara, 1960) by Barha ArJaya contains a lengthy 
episode where a hitherto loyal and responsible family head 
frequents the house of a woman who brews and sells beer. 
This touches upon a relatively traditional and socially 
tolerated, form of prostitution. The novelist's treatment 
of it evokes laughter rather than outrage and appears to
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be a light- hearted rebuke of the behaviour of Father 
*Andu. It does not attempt to be a criticism of the loose 
life of beer-brewing women or the dangers that this poses 
to society.
In Ababa Tasfa Giyorgis' %V ft!
(Alas! My Children! For Want of Drawing Attention to)
(Asmara, 1960) where sweeping political, economic and 
social reforms are instituted at the end and covered in 
a space of four pages, the abolition of prostitution and 
the rehabilitation of prostitutes occupy more than two 
pages (pp. 84-86). This demonstrates the relative gravity 
with which the author, interestingly enough a woman, 
views the problem.
The manner in which the different novels approach 
the theme shows significant similarity as well as con­
siderable variance. and are, as it were,
explorations into the psyche of the prostitute. They 
give us glimpses into the recesses of the prostitute's 
mind. They appear to pose and answer the following questions; 
What image of herself does the prostitute form? Does she 
revel in her new-found role or does she deplore, resent, or 
curse her condition? What sustains her in it? Does she 
derive satisfaction and pride or disappointment and humi­
liation from the range in the status and number of her 
clientelle? Does the experience harden and embitter her 
to the extent that she loses all moral scruples, or is its
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effect on her character minimal? Does it transform the 
structure of her personality for the worse, or does it 
leave it unscathed? Does she regard herself a victim of 
circumstance who could not help but fall on bad times?
Or does she not express any nostalgia for the ’normal’ 
life?
are essentially contrasting types.
The former accepts prostitution heart and soul. She does 
not show any remorse, not even on the occasion of her 
tragic end —  only a profound irritation that she lost 
all her 'power and glory1 with the disfiguring and dis­
abling effects of ;a car accident. On the other hand, 
the heroine of fj never quite comes to terms with her
profession, let alone relishes it. In ?, the
treatment of the theme is akin to that of M b . The
heroines in both works are in what we may lab,el the cate­
gory of the ’reluctant prostitute1'
The other novels do not endeavour to take us into 
the private world of the prostitute —  her anguish, her 
pride, her regrets, her hopes, her acceptance or rejection 
of her role. They leave the personality of the prostitute 
alone. Instead, they touch on how prostitution affects 
the life of the unwary customer at the individual level 
and how it distends the moral fibre at the level of society. 
The picture of prostitution that they paint ranges from 
that of a mild, dangerous snare to that of a quicksand 
which draws its victim, both practitioner and customer, 
deeper and deeper into itself to cause them ruin and
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perdition.
From the works treating prostitution and ’dissolute’ 
life at length or making more brief references to them, 
a typology of prostitution can be made. It is a broad and 
Arbitrary one, but it may be illuminating.
1. Types of Prostitution.
can distinguish between three kinds: (1 ) the traditional
semi-prostitute who brews and sells beer or mead, (2 ) the 
apprentice prostitute who works as maid or waitress in a 
beer-house, mead-house or in a brothel, (3) the full- 
fledged prostitute who is a member of a brothel, runs her 
own house/bar, or is a 'madame' who owns and runs a brothel.
The traditional semi-prOstitute in the person of a 
beer-brewer is variously referred to as 4 and
h*P * (beer-seller and beer-brewer respectively) in
(mead-house) is referred to with the generic ^
(brewer) in (p. 14), although she is ordinarily also
called (mead-brewer) . The latter type is richer and
generally considered more urbane and sophisticated than 
the former. We come across a < in (P«H)
who employs the heroine as maid.
There is a sense in which the beer- brewing or mead-
brewing woman should not be considered a semi-prostitute.
In this attempt at a typology of prostitution, we
(p. 36-38) . The owner of an (p.10)
ZZ1
For as often as not, the relationship she forges with
men is. of an essentially non-monetary and semi-permanent
type. Further,, beer-brewing or mead-brewing is for a 
number of women solely a means of livelihood and not a 
licence for prostitution. A single woman, widowed or 
spinstered, who cannot engage in farming in rural society 
or who regards a maid's job in the towns demeaning may 
resort to this form of livelihood. In the event, beer- 
-hrewing or mead-brewing shows initiative and even allows 
scope, for gaining esteem in the community provided the 
drink, she prepares is of sufficiently high quality.
There is, in fact, very little stigma attached to such an
occupation. Respectable members of the community includ­
ing local officials, the clergy and heads of households 
can drink in such a beer or mead house.
Villages and small towns which are the sites of 
weekly markets and/or local courts of justice, and/or 
local centres of administration as well as bigger towns 
and cities have their public beer and mead houses; other 
villages would not normally have them. It is an institu­
tion which, for its existence, presumes a clientelle com­
ing from various localities for trade, litigation or some 
such reason. By providing drink for the itinerant merchant, 
traveller, plaintiff or defendent, local V. I. P., or 
simply the ordinary thirsty passer-by or local resident, 
the. beer or mead brewer performs an essential service for 
the community which is much appreciated. In fact, the
2ZS
owner's love life, smacking more of coquetry than of 
business, is marginal to the enterprise. In quite a signi­
ficant number of cases, however, it becomes semi­
prostitution .
A rather typical portrait of such a traditional 
semi-prostitute emerges in an episode in 
The picture we get of the beer-brewer whom Abbo.y *Andu 
befriends is that of a gentle, domestically-inclined 
woman whose services, for all practical purposes, could 
hardly be distinguished from those of the housewife.
Not only does she unfailingly prepare delicuous chicken 
dishes for her rather regular customer, but she even pro­
vides fodder for his mule as well.
(< "hi m t  w  vim- fu d % m  u  
U  fi Cl f5 " M c h m -  V O T -  Tlf (r
W h  M  h ') t i i r L  'h'fl H r { I H  f t f t ih h h *
\(\ir >■ 'hh M  M
V?ha. M  Vi<p> TrM/WAV
dir M ' h -  VtJllr 'Hi'lhb rf?hc-
Hrtl> n ) ,
"This woman took good care of him 
by cooking chicken sauce on the 
successive mornings that he came...
... He was coming every third,fourth 
day riding his speedy mule. On 
his descending from the mule, 
she would tie it to the<sabaka> 
tree in front of the house and 
provide it with edible residual
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grains and winnowed hay.11
The beer-brewer is thus portrayed as a considerate, 
none too business-like woman. Even more significantly, she 
is regarded acceptable and respectable enough to mother fAboy 
*Andu's child. For the initial motive behind his befriending 
her was his relations' suggestion to start an affair with a 
woman who might bear him children. That hope never material 
ized. « uftlt Wv YlhtfL ufr t  c&\\9\ VW-fdtt?/?/1
(P.38) (While doing all this, his hope of getting a 
child was not fulfilled.)
We do not have as detailed a portrayal of the mead- 
brewing woman as the above in any of the other works dis­
cussed in this chapter. However, there is a vague depic­
tion all the same. Mead presumes a richer clientelle than 
beer, and whereas a reasonably large village may have a 
beer-house, only the more important villages have mead- 
houses. But every small town has at least one mead-house, 
while the larger towns and cities have several. The image 
that the mead-brewer has of herself is quite high. She 
is not only likely to consider herself an enterprising 
woman, but is generally considered so by society as well.
A telling and not so unusual conceit of such a woman is 
succinctly depicted in the following passage from
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^  htft m n e  w -t w w  V W "  v<<u 'hn<\
h ? C  -fill' ll’f ’W i  <'. ‘T ' W l *  flh 'h'i w
i\cot u'Vih i>" (^u).
"My name is Wayzaro Bayus Ygdangatu.
(Let them be alarmed on seeing you)
It has been a long time since I 
started living in Addis Ababa,
Perhaps you have heard of my fame." 
(underlining mine)
The fame she alludes to can only refer to the
quality of her mead, for that, rather than the beauty of
the brewer, determines the spreading of the reputation of 
a mead-house. This, in turn, chiefly depends on the 
quality and purity of the honey used for brewing. Many 
mead-brewers nowadays utilize a certain proportion of 
sugar as a substitute for honey. This is, of course, 
not appreciated by the average customer, let alone by the 
connoiseur. A likely criticism of such a mead-house runs 
along the lines: <ftj yhy-C /flW M  (p. 15) (My
lady! this sugar-mead scratches the heart). It is an 
Idiom suggesting that it gives rise to an acidic sensation 
in the throat and further down.
As indicated above, what makes or breaks a mead- 
house is the quality (or lack of it) of her product. 
Nevertheless, she may also engage in prostitution. The 
following passages from iW?*" V , hint at this.
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'flfrdth W  Whtlf cWi L7ii MVfrW I 
W i W  tf)« < im  fhhbh&db QW't 
fkfiwtf UH'H <r?h^  ^dDU!M Cp.j^ 3-
"As the eye of the drunkard sur­
veyed in my direction more than 
in the owner's, the fact that 
this did not please Wayzaro 
Bayus began to be manifested 
in the orders that she gave me 
from day to day.".
Again on p. 16:
(< Mhfli? ft'h't cmVYlih Sh cO- 
KWAffin W h P l f t Z
h c o f i ^ H ^  1 < f lL h J l$ r  
cjh it-i-v- n+fh ( f o m  ^  
ffTmo- ‘f c t n n . r . *
"So that the trust between the 
owner and myself would be in­
creasingly strengthened, I be­
gan to flee from, in as far as 
possible, all those men whom 
she wanted for friendship 
(romance)."
It is thus clear that Wayzaro Bayus is not only 
interested in the mead business, but also in some of her 
customers as well. The young heroine of VA/. / there­
fore, wisely decides not to pose a threat to her boss and 
diliberately avoids the attentions of those customers 
whom her employer finds attractive.
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The apprentice prostitute works as maid or waitress 
in a beer-house, mead-house or brothel. At fifteen years 
of age, we find Warqsha working as maid in an 
(mead-house). This involves pouring mead for customers, 
washing glasses, giving out change, etc. All the while, 
nonetheless, a process of acclimatization to prostitu­
tion take place.
Wid m  h a w  unui?
ViiWlt/U- • • ■ >iW'p • • • h h l r i f l l  
t f c M  G - S h W  r M
vth
^C<L X n k t / '1, t k M F >  M b  % 1 W T 
l - H m  V f h  Wi;5- % - t ^ 9 iP f >
. . .  » j^o.llV
"At this time, she observed many 
(types of) people she had never 
seen before and heard many 'words*
she had never heard before.....
The....drunks.were not in the least 
perturbed about touching those 
parts of her which should not be 
touched, attracted as they were by 
her appearance (beauty) and the 
shape of her figure as Wargaha came 
holding glasses and bottles to pour 
them mead.1
She finds this manner of treatment irritating at 
first, but she soon becomes accustomed to it -• even to
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enjoy the admiration lavished on her. One instance of such 
an extravagant attention paid to her was the night when 
three customers brought along with them a minstrel whom 
they instructed to play on the (a one-stringed musical
instrument) to a lyric they composed in praise of her 
beauty.
(DC-'hH CD-I)ft '
ftvU fflh 'ftb'fl ‘ifwwl
H-OVhtn i n  <10
t,bv, '’i h n ' i i  Havhh "■
’fc W  vi-AK. /n1?1!
c o c w  codbn awift ;ft' ^,.13),
"Warqsha Ohl Warqahal native (daughter) of 
Hadss’Hmba I
No conversation may follow after (seeing) 
your beauty.
Your large eyes look like flowers 
Your white teeth look like a shawl of milk
That hair on your head is a flower (wreath)
of kohl
Warqaha Ohl Warqsha! native (daughter) of 
Had ag ’3mba. "
In spite of such profuse praise and 
encouragement, she nevertheless remained the apprentice 
prostitute for quite some time.
« TfM 4HV- <174- foc-M T O b ' y ,  
HV'n " W  ‘forau- "7T m
t(r- (Vft fa KWI^ £V!<h
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O f e l r - ^ S  p h y , t  M
w h ( f l h  m ss ( p . n d .
"But all the same, even though 
Warqaha began the first step of her 
shameful (life-*) story, since she 
did not as yet come across a man 
who would force himself on her, 
she worked in a mead-house for a 
whole year, retaining her virgin­
ity all the while".
After thus spending a year in the mead-house which 
is now alternatively referred to as <l7Wi (p* 14)
Warqaha decides to take a better-paying job. This time, her 
apprenticeship continues at the house of a full-fledged 
prostitute.
<,( fccH / U
M t  Ohctk 'haVj'tilr1' hlrth M l  W  w i
VWV- •f/tf/U’ h r  forOLif- .1" fy.iv).
"After much searching and inquiring 
she found employment in the house of 
one well-known prostitute upon which 
she left the brewer's and started 
work at her new job."
For yet a few more months, she remains the appren­
tice. For her, the leap to full-fledged prostitution
4. The literal meaning of < VTO'Wfc- * is 'adulterous woman'. 
However, as the context clearly establishes that it 
means 'prostitute' here, it has been translated 
accordingly.
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takes place unexpectedly on the second night of a short 
three-day period during which the owner is away. A re­
gular customer comes into the house and she fails to
persuade him to leave. He makes advances. She protests 
in vain —  a protest which months of apprenticeship had 
gradually but surely weakened.
* < W  2<h M  Wh*»-> V M * .  W  
YtVhih lltyhk1 • i 
'At M M  fa k iS M S  IW C 'tb
I  V y  M U  ( i ' l l  V t
?f+ SlHJrtVL '*<P  ' K M k  l / t W
h b  TiH-fl VOiClv V. C n .5 LY) C Ifr 'i 
<T|^ . ( \ £ C 1 W K + m * "
(jVKW -jT <OI-p V iV l  bilC-h & % ' >  
flh T^ Wlpt. ^ 4  ^
«(fic+ if-cft rn/tin k- M H  IM r  
W i n t r t H - l  h ^ b  fot>yp> *1A tosr0 "W 
^/f/ 'hVl’V tm l 1-lch-h
LH 'k  W t - W W  / f lb . 'h '" ( I 'tu 'h -
M  m htn W  ^ .|? ) .
"Saying 'I am a virgin', she tried to 
defend herself. But the drunken man 
who had lost his self-respect and 
conscience took out and showed her 
some wrapped money saying: 'As for
money, I am going to give you. I 
am going to give you five dollars.'
But Warq^ha shook with fear.
*3>Sy!r,i*f93sj3?7.5,y**
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When, repeating the offer, he said,
^ere! take ten dollars! *, she 
was caught with great fright and un­
consciously grabbed the ten dollars.
Staring fixedly at the man, her 
teeth and body began to chatter and 
to shake just as though she had 
malaria; a cold sweat filled her 
entire body. When he as much as 
touched her with his hand, her heart
betrayed her and she fell on the 
bed. "
It was in such traumatic manner that Warqaha 
became a full-fledged prostitute, fully in the profession 
in the literal sense. From this point on, her services 
as a woman are, on the whole, available to the man who is 
able to pay the price —  her body is turned into a 
commodity with a given market price. The prostitute at 
this level is discussed in greater detail in the discussion
of the works (pc'-M , Mil, and ? It
suffices here to state that the full-fledged prostitute 
is essentially different from the semi-prostitute or the 
apprentice prostitute. Before going into that, however, 
let us have a brief look at the apprenticeship of the
heroine of Lh L  and a slightly longer one at a
certain other undefinable status of woman known in Amharic 
as - a}C (thigh-maidenhood) *
M l ,  >S her oine becomes an apprentice prosti­
tute in a mead-house after leaving the man with whom she 
has been co-habiting. However, as her apprenticeship, 
unlike Warqaha's, did not take place while still a virgin, 
the transition to prostitution is not portrayed as something
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traumatic. It is not even recounted at what point 
or exactly how it occurred. We have, nevertheless, 
a very interesting description of what the appren­
tice’s duties are, along with advice on how to be- 
have towards customers.
^  '111 fit P I P  \°\r  V +
fK H f i
r? h f r - ' Mfr m e  fflcoth W  
v i U  H'-- hay W h
t , t \  Vlp1! hay V i 'V ' fH F 3 
h r w c o ^ T d d m ^  m m n ' h !  ti-h-'h
p a  Wrtfn tn m  w w n f n  
i f r having u u i  \ k - n p <  m l l  
tHrtifr1! h m  to/fi ' q a t f i f f r  t  
rfa?mca- P h ± h  ;i HU K  
+ m -  m m - ’'; V M a y f; a m  'hi)PMT  
l i h ' v h r l C L o T r j i h t • H l a y  wi4
I'trtlr Cj5.|3).
"You do not have any (hard) work 
in my house. In the mornings, you 
make coffee. In the daytime and even­
ing, you pour mead. Nevertheless, 
there is one thing you must know. The 
men of Addis Ababa do not much like 
a foolish and stupid person. Laugh! 
Amuse yourself! Do not decline the 
drink invitations that everyone offers 
you. Do not be afraid or shy to 
courageously ask those who do not 
invite you drinks to do so. Apart 
from this, if you know how to manage 
your own money, the young men are 
plentiful. Those who are now seen 
as famous, bejewelled and respected
like Ababac, Askala, Tarfe, Bogalac, 
...... were all once my employees."
Such was the initiation into apprenticeship of
fUF heroine. Other than the semi-prostitute,
apprentice, and full-fledged prostitute, there is, 
finally, an uncertain status of woman which falls 
between that of common-law wife and concubine. Some 
people would choose to consider this type as a mild 
form of prostitution as its sole basis is the econo­
mic supremacy of the male over the female, subject­
ing the latter to total dependency on the former.
The Amharic term which describes a situation of this 
kind is (thigh-maidenhood) and the female
party to this relationship is called (thigh-
maid). Such a woman serves both as maid and bed-mate 
(thigh-mate); she is a cross between wife and maid. 
Although I do not know of an equivalent term in 
Tigrinya, the custom, in my judgement, is not limi­
ted solely to the Amharic-speaking regions of Ethiopia, 
but is rather more widespread, although wherever 
found, it is limited to urban areas.
A somewhat similar situation is described by 
Trevaskis as ’contractual prostitution'. After 
pointing to the Racial Law prohibiting sexual inti­
macy between the races during the Fascist period in 
Eritrea, he writes:
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"These were, however, seldom en­
forced, and the Eritrean concubine 
who was invariably a Christian 
Abyssinian, became an established 
element in many Italian households.
In many cases, the relationship 
between patron and concubine was 
coloured by a genuine effection; 
in others it was no more than 
contractual prostitution. But 
whatever its nature, it came into 
being because the Abyssinian woman 
found the Italian male economical­
ly more attractive.than the Eritrean", 
{p.50) (underlining mine)
It can be argued that neither the situation 
Trevaskis describes nor the custom of 'thigh-maidenhood' 
should fall under the term 'prostitution1 as the fe­
male party is under no duress to oblige any bidder for 
her affection other than her benefactor-cum-master.
It is for this reason that I have not included the 
'contractual prostitute1 in the suggested typology. 
However, both the custom of thigh-maidenhood, and the 
concept of 'contractual prostitute1 are pertinent 
enough to include in a discussion of this kind. Indeed, 
the initial post-marital stage in the life of the heroine 
of appears to be very close to this type of
situation. There is thus justification to consider it
at the least a conducive softener, even if not strict-
!y a t y p e  of prostitution itself.
Following her divorce, the heroine of %% 6
leaves Basse for Addis Ababa where she hopes to live 
with her aunt. A male bus passenger promises to help 
her trace her aunt, but, as it transpires, she ends up 
living with him for two and a half years. Of her
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ambiguous status in this household, she says:
* CD<b$t> nhcrq'k^ gfofidL I
fQc?rI?cW fihcmcou zh+h'n ^  <p- i ; l > (m^
status as wife (was) not sanctioned by church cere­
mony or by common-law agreement; my status as maid(was) 
not assessed in terms of salary). More graphically 
describing her alternating opinions about her status, 
she recounts:
^ *  hah
TU fr
' n h g  \ h t ?  I'lWTic m & \~  y m ' r i W i  
<iU d v m c s  ^ o m n  VihW' W h t P
Cl (if ^roWh-'
( n p > ! i - i l l ' l l hf
"On a day when drinks weigh (heavy) - 
on him, he would say ’Wash my feet!'
I then feel I am a maid. When now 
and then he comes home sober (not 
drunk), over and above saying 'A 
woman must be respected and free1
Washing a man's feet is not, traditionally speak­
ing, proof of contemptuously treating a woman as 
maid. In the countryside, wives often wash their 
husbands' feet. In (already discussed in
the chapter "Historical and Political Literature"), 
we find the following passage on p. 7-8 : « ^
Wrt- flrff ^hm\uh^  %<nL$-
axo-t 4-^hntif. •« *
(On entering home, my wife, blessed like our Lady 
the Virgin Mary that she is, washed my feet with 
warm water and after kissing them...she fed her 
children supper". The heroine of jXjJLML' on fche 
other hand, considers such washing of a man's 
feet a maid-like chore.
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he would praise my womanly domestic
skills and appreciate them........
On this kind of occasion, I feel I 
am a wif e . "
This ambivalent situation could not last in­
definitely however. Painfully aware that it did not 
provide her any long-term security, the heroine of 
1M/j leaves this man and starts work as maid in 
a mead-house. She comments of this turn of events:
itfc-h, ipk iv Vc0 vwv u-95 w (U m S - ' W
flCOC 10 flC iJ(P. 11) (My luck became smooth,
(positive) and a mead-selling woman employed me for 
ten dollars a month over and above providing me with 
food and lodging). This development squarely put 
her in the category of the apprentice prostitute. It 
is for this reason that it was suggested above that 
'contractual prostitution' or 'thigh-maidenhood' may 
be rightly regarded as conducive softners towards pro­
stitution proper.
To recapitulate; there is the traditional semi­
prostitute, the apprentice prostitute,and the full- 
fledged prostitute. The 'thigh-maid' or Trevaskis1 
'contractual prostitute' should not, in my judgement, 
be deemed as engaged in prostitution. Let us now 
trace, the subject of prostitution as theme or object 
of reference in Tigrinya fictional works as well as 
in one Amharic novel. m ' %  ?
will be discussed at some length.
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As fflCky and fy-j-fi ))folj pursue the theme of prostitu­
tion with a singular determination, they are closely 
examined together; the rest are studied separately.
2 * / O C ^  Atu(
These two works deal exclusively with prosti­
tution, but their approach to the subject shows sig­
nificant differences. Whereas Warqaha drifts into the 
profession almost by choice, the. heroine of Ij 6
does so by force of circumstance. There is an 
attempt to portray Warqaha as. a person with a cha­
racter aberration; iVfr?' hVih’S heroine is, on the other 
hand, presented as one with hardly any chance of es­
caping an inexorable fate. The reader can not sym­
pathize with Warqaha, whereas he is induced to com­
miserate with the latter. Warqaha belongs to the class 
of prostitutes who would regard their profession as 
an easy avenue to success and are not in the least per­
turbed by the moral consequences that this may entail 
for themselves or for society. ft)!?" Viflfj'S heroine is 
in that other class (more likely the majority) which 
find themselves reduced to their despised profession 
by external factors beyond their control. In short,
L}s heroine is portrayed as a victim, while 
Warqaha is depicted as a basically amoral person bor­
dering, at times, on depravity.
6 . A glaring defect of A f ^  Viftb is that she has no- 
name. However, as the story is narrated in the 
first person, this namelessness of the heroine 
does not, in any way, detract from the readabi­
lity of the work as such.
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u
The purpose of Musa Aron and dnanu Agonafar, 
authors of and h - j ^ T  %Q/Ij respectively,
in writing their novels is stately didactic. The pre­
face (not paginated) to P D P k contains the follow­
ing passage.
<{ 'VtlP 'KP’ti'hC <CQC^'’ Kh
h<\-cDhfr d U M f %'HC‘llh iilvM-'-t 
I t  %-^ahfirq Hhp Utb7lVi M 
-i’dH.'/Tvv?rt> 'U h n h
vnvrh'h 'ncroq- t,c $
W  k/ A i m  VIk - h h M  W L 'h f c  H l r
eoh<b S im  % c $  w n  u - L 'f  
w f r i h #  w s t“ h ' li % h U
"Now therefore, I present the novel 
which I have called In all
humility, I remind each of you to 
note the sad and shameful story 
contained in it and to think on 
how we can construct a'country which 
has women clothed in virtue1 and, 
further on how we can protect the 
present generation from this 
1 life of shame'."
jnanu Agonafar reveals a similar purpose towards 
the end of the book.
Vrti^tK1, ^ S U f h T  n h A ^ ' m ^  th<H
tfy%nx*, htfD0) ^  (L<P!rT
VifUifO'/fr ‘t'W VflfiI
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"If there are girls who leave 
school, and wives who divorce their 
husbands and ruin the warmth of 
their family life and wish to 
spend their lives as prostitutes, 
it is fit to share my experience 
in order to help them quickly to 
change their minds."
Such concern as the above indicates the alarm 
with which many Ethiopians view prostitution. The 
novelists do not merely stop there, though. In their 
 ^varied ways, they attempt to suggest credible motives 
or factors that lead a woman to take up this profession. 
In J X L C M — .' there is a reference to the possibly mani­
fold reasons behind a woman's decision to take such a 
course. However, this is not found in the main body 
of the work, but again in the unpaginated preface.
<,f vih. L l M f  U K  w *  n W  
r t 'F U  7 m  M W  7 m  M
W  M O l  Kfl-d'h <Tf p v i k  4 W  
Y!^ til if R h M  M m  lllp Vi
tavhh'w "  *
"No reader would miss the fact 
that in the times we live in, 
thousands of our sisters are 
swimming in the sea of prosti­
tution, which must be greatly 
despised. Some get into it be­
cause of deprivation, some others 
because of frivolity; some get 
into it by force of circumstan­
ces, some others by volition."
In _JkL£_MiL' practically every turn in the life 
of the heroine presents her, as it were, with sufficient
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cause for going into prostitution; first a child 
marriage that does not last, then an ambiguous role 
between maid and wife to an insensitive man, and 
finally service as a waitress in a  ^'by * (mead- 
house) . After over twelve years in the profession, 
the heroine tries to fathom the reasons that led her 
into and sustained her in it.
 ^(]L-k fifth tiCdim ifctwcfti a)fc 
%  'h i K t r * h<ncoih Vi>i
W n e  i t -f a h  W in  'vKfttrDni 
thhsn <1^ %  f  
MJXftn r. Yltf'UMK m c W  10 
<h TJH-T m L h l f t f - h h
$ , n i m u o -  W h t h c o -  W'li-n t < k h  
h a f t - ’- o 'frtdw ? \ \ n - \
'navhYiha-r n V i f t  L$
TV'j Y ih lif t
t { (O nl l f -  < h f tV l7 h ? '£ !  I'- f l M P r
u i  r ’ W  z . ( n n L t i  tn>
if>\ % f t h  l p p  ‘fi-’t V
^  ( { >•  ! $- %) ■
"Even now, I can not tell whether 
I got into prostitution by choice 
or by force of circumstance. What
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brought me to the city from the 
countryside may have been childish 
dreams and the hope of self-improvement. 
What pushed me from the role of wife 
and later maid to that of a pros­
titute was a fate, beyond my control, 
of not knowing what to cling to.
When I assess the years I have spent 
as a prostitute, I see that, on the 
one hand, I have been liberated from 
the cruelty of men and from many 
customs and some deeds which oppress 
women, while/ on the other hand, I 
see that I have been debased in flesh 
and spirit as well as in mind." 
(underlining mine)
The above passage attests to the author's impressive 
sensitivity to the problems arising from women's secondary 
position in society. The condition of women, it is un­
equivocally stated, requires their liberation 'from the 
cruelty of men and from many customs and some deeds which 
oppress women. 1 So complete is the author's sympathy with 
that condition, that he would disregard the debasing of 
the 'flesh and spirit1 that prostitution entails for its 
female practioners and emphasize the saving grace of its 
liberating effect. Indeed, this is a very severe indict­
ment against the customary oppression of women. It is to 
the novelist's credit that he did so at a time when women's 
movements were not yet in vogue anywhere.
J «
For Jnanu Agonafar, an instance of the 'many customs
.......which oppress women1 is washing men's feet. In
[^4 -^  Vi <h It t the heroine considers this as evidence of 
being treated as a maid. This contrasts sharply with
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Taklay Zawaldi's attitude in where the
hero- praises the same act as evidence of his wife's be­
ing 'blessed like our Lady, the Virgin Mary' (see p.3^0 
above). It is a measure of the enlightenment of the 
author of (k-fft"' that he considers as oppressive this
custom which, in rural Ethiopia, is a normal and ex­
pected duty of the housewife. .
Warqaha is led to prostitution by the urge to 
escape the poverty of her surroundings and neighbour­
hood as well as her frivolous love for beautiful dresses. 
Although her mother died during childbirth, her father, 
a night-guard, brought her up as best he could. The 
paternal concern for his daughter is best illustrated 
by the touching gesture he made on her finishing pri­
mary school at age ten. jkjhJPLth uh-f h t i h J ^  \
cro^ 'crQc^  IH'h ihtich- IV'hk ^ (p* 5~6)
(He was so happy that he borrowed money and bought her 
a good pair of shoes —  her first pair.)
The item purchased as well as the trouble 
incurred to procure it only go to prove the very poor 
circumstances of the family. It is, therefore, not 
unnatural that after her fourth year in junior and se­
condary school, she starts dreaming of moving out of the 
miserable and dingy house she grew up in as well as of 
wearing beautiful and expensive dresses. For a success­
ful school-girl, the decision to leave her father’s 
house determined never to return to it is .atypical
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behaviour. Girls of that educational level often take 
up a short secretarial course or a nursing training to 
alleviate their Circumstances of material inadequacy. The 
path W&rqaha chose was not, in any sense, even remote­
ly inevitable.
Away from home and totally on her own, she starts 
work as maid in a mead-house thus becoming an appren­
tice prostitute. From this point on, her life is one 
..successful climb upwards in her chosen profession of 
prostitution. On leaving the maid's job, she rents a
room and begins soliciting from the streets. After work-
7
m g  for two years m  a bar, she leaves for Khartoum 
where she stays for three and a half years and saves more 
than sufficient money to come to *3 mbo_ an<3 open
her own bar. Soon selling the bar, she opens a hotel in 
her name. Her business prospers and she buys herself a 
car. With the new status of a businesswoman, she achieves 
a measure of respectability to the point where invitations 
to weddings and similar functions are extended to her. 
Using such openings to decent society, she engages in corr­
upting housewives and school-girls until a car accident
7. Such travel to the Sudan for similar purposes apparently 
existed even a century earlier. "The business 
(prostitution) was apparently so lucrative that slave- 
dealers used its reputation, according to Wylde, as a 
lure to attract women from the Ethiopian highlands, with 
the result that there had been 'quite a business made of 
decoying pure-bred Abyssinian women to Gallabat, where 
they were told that they could make plenty of money by 
immoral purposes', but ‘once being got therg,they were re­
gularly sold to the slave dealers.'"
R. Pankhurst, The History of Prostitution'.'.. .p. 165.
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disables and disfigures her permanently. Her business 
goes bankrupt. She contracts tuberculosis whereupon 
she is confined to a sanatorium for six months. She 
escapes from the sanatorium and drowns herself in a 
lake nearby.
The course of the life of fefyfyff/ZA heroine is 
markedly different. Married off by her parents at the 
age of twelve, she lives with her husband in Dasse for 
.. three years. Divorced, she comes to Addis Ababa in search 
of an aunt, but a male bus passenger takes her to his 
home instead where she lives for two and a half years 
in an undefined relationship. She leaves him, works as 
maid in a mead-house, and soon starts the life of a full- 
fledged prostitute there. After a while, she moves on to 
Wabe Baraha, the principal red-light district of Addis 
Ababa. In love with a customer with whom she forges a 
loyal and steady relationship, she gives birth to his 
son after one year.
She moves into Gadam Safar nearby and sells just 
drinks without sleeping with men. This does not last, 
however, as the father of her son dies in a car accident. 
That development forces her to resort to prostitution 
again. Her baby dies from malnutrition. For a while, she 
seriously considers all the available means of birth 
control,, but rejects the idea altogether. On becoming 
pregnant again, she terminates the pregnancy by using herbal
medicine which nearly proves fatal. Reluctantly, but 
unhappily, she continues in prostitution, while at the 
same time she decides to write her autobiography to warn 
others of the degradation inherent in it.
Comparison and Contrast between and % ^ lj
Warqaha becomes a prostitute in her native city, 
while the country-born heroine of l>
moves from the town of her marriage to the capital city 
of Ethiopia before she starts engaging in prostitution. 
Both start work as maids in mead-houses, but whereas 
Warqaha succeeds meteorically to the pinnacle of her 
trade, heroine comes across one unpleasant in­
cident after another which all bar her from making any 
significant headway in her profession. heroine
is not happy with her situation and never quite gives up 
the possibility of returning to normal social life. In 
this regard, the reason behind her dismissal of voluntary 
sterilization is revealing:
^ '1‘hLb'f- -f/ltfMTI <)h
fcfr’K  i m  w f i  if-
e  M - n M '  d i P ^ Z  Hto m  
LPkay I'ijniH-
h<kt\ H7A?0 hi 
6 1 M \ \  (lk^ rco+'^ r
"If I change from this job, get 
married, and perchance manage to 
lead a life of comfort and wealth,
I realize that the fate of those
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women who are sad because they are
sterile would also befall me."
Even as a full-fledged prostitute, she falls in 
love with one customer and thereafter staunchly declines
the offers of others. The following passage demons­
trates that clearly.
^ 1% v iL * t f iw  ' W i . v f t ' f  M /i*- V?
Htfp W P  X  h?tlr ' h M M  
i X  v jh -v  m %  ? c  
t ' l h ' h W  W h  i ) X  h h ^ T 7 W \ t  
U X  V ifU  W tfV irh  
%h “HvV \(\C 1->:> (?■ ?<0
"In order to help sell the owner's 
drinks, I would spend the evening 
drinking with this and that man.
However, as, at the end of the even­
ing, I always went with my friend 
(lover), the label 'she has a 
husband' was given me, and my old 
friends as well as new customers 
started to be indifferent towards 
me."
Warqaha is the determined prostitute not only out 
to make money, but to transform as much of the world as 
possible in her own image to the point of meticulously 
planning and succeeding to corrupt housewives and school­
girls. A woman of immense ego, she concludes a $100.00 
bet with two of her regular customers to procure them 
two housewives, just to prove her dearly held point that 
all women had loose morals.
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*  '‘hpn'hCYih ' W  W - M  'ibh'h M h  
Hh> "hit W 1' ^
^ i / n O  Hh? oV-ht '%c% T V f  M'f'ih Vfc 
'rii.WL? jW-t Wfnil 9ih% MWC 
imfi W-Ch'? K3>t iVrtfc Vi?» 'KW
VM-cVl -fl^ h-Ti 4f»i W>:i
IfcUV- UddkihT.'fihh b>a1 &V W  
P W  WtihWli tyfl fte'tf'f) */$r&t b ttT  
avVI. Hkih'vh'■'■'* (j>‘Li)
"The purpose which sends Warqaha 
scurrying up and down is this. She 
spread her trap with all her might 
not only to win the one hundred dollars 
from her customers, but also to give 
proof that she was a determined woman 
who would make her claim good and 
that she was capable of achieving 
practically anything that she set 
her mind to.
Who is he who can turn her 
back? If up to this day she had 
not come across anyone who could 
stop her from achieving whatso­
ever she desired, who would stop 
her henceforth?"
Warqaha had the opportunity of education and there 
was no good reason for her to run away from her father's 
-house. In this, she is very much like Ayan Alam, a 
prostitute briefly mentioned in
« m ? '  w w -  to-* 'Wi&H'U s h i f t y
jpfie ( f o r n i x  < r w  
faW M h h ViO Viri'i h im  i m U  &  
k x f t ^  *  ( b , H 2 ) .
"The causes that forced her to be a 
prostitute are unlike those which 
forced most of us into prostitution 
like being divorced or wanting for 
means of support. She is, on the 
contrary, the daughter of a big man 
who fled to Addis Ababa without 
having been treated with wrath, 
and who became a spinister without 
ever having got married."
Although iVffi *hVilj>s heroine also had three years 
of schooling, she was married off at the age of twelve, 
which marriage lasted for only three years. She then had 
little choice but to look for a means of livelihood 
somehow. Even then, if the :man she had co-habited with 
for two and a half years had treated her decently or 
even simply clarified her role —  be it that of maid or 
common-law wife —  she would have most likely led a decent 
life. Warqaha, on the other hand, threw all her oppor­
tunity to the winds with reckless abandon, and revelled 
in her new-found role of prostitute.
.Musa Aron develops Warqgha's character slowly and 
effectively until she becomes more and more an embodiment 
of evil through sheer, unscrupulous ambition to succeed, 
through &. fixation to flatter her insatiable ego and 
vanity and meet society with an attitude of implicit dia­
bolical vengeance. Not that the prostitute's ambition to 
climb upwards is peculiar to her, as exemplified in 
Ayan Alain's Csee p. flG) following poem, but that Warqaha 
lacHs all moral restraint.
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<<vhl pud <P$ h m c  hfrn?
W h t f  fcw to  m  h f  h m
Hlti A M  kftL
Huti {W-'rPT ‘H S  'hli 'h'htf 15
"When I made the move to take up this profession 
My aim and my wish was to climb upwards 
Upwards from the modest beginning of a kiosk; 
Today though I am defeated and give up 
that hope"
Warqaha succeeds to the top of her profession, 
though. With each upward climb, she casts aside irre­
vocably all the moral restraints which the culture and 
the society impose. She is the totally alienated, 
uprooted, glamour-loving success woman. In this, she 
is very much like Theodore Dreiser1s Sister Carrie, 
(Doubleday, 1900) who callously ruins the responsible 
family man who initially encouraged her to start on a 
successful career of a glamorous star .
The heroine of h , ^  )i$ib represents the pros­
titute in conflict with herself who never really re—  
signs to her fate. She is ever taking steps towards a 
decent self-rehabilitation, but the odds are against 
her and she keeps sinking back into the gutter. M/A
fate can be ascribed more to the failings of society 
rather than to any inherent character weakness in the 
heroine. The many passages where she debates with.her­
self show that amply:
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K Vi *th?n> SP-Cpf U’t  h W h
fa -M U -u CY tjf ^  Y-eM M??j[
Tfh W r t - ;•.•■• rtVW U  W f ° W  M Y  
h i ® -  ay-? h m k . M  h th k r 'i '
ua^r hiVM htitflfr w-6'i (MvftMUl
fifth?" tfM 4f)<r?WIII tf? Wft^Wfl7
W W i  V W  i^c V.fY/i?1’ ? V f ' " ^
"I have lived, not knowing what to 
cling to, a captive to a world I 
did not make, I have tried to im­
prove the quality of my daily ex­
istence, though handicapped by lack
of education ........On the other
hand, I took up a profession which
the world disapproves of......  I
feel guilty about reducing my 
spirit and mind to shame and about 
bequeathing a tabooed life style 
to the culture and custom of the 
society. Even then, however, how 
can the wish to live, to grow and 
to improve one’s lot be condemned?"
The ocupational hazards of prostitution are 
better related in ’fa?" I, than in nlT. <1* Lf or the other 
Trigrinya novels. The heroine of M i  contracts
syphillis first, and sometime later gonorthea.
Warqaha1s only occupational hazard is an incident 
where a customer forces his way open into her house 
pushing her against the edge of the wall and bruising 
her. That requires an immediate dressing in the hos­
pital and it permanently leaves a round scar on the 
right side of her forehead.
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From the conclusion of the novel COC^l{ , it is 
obvious that Musa Aron appears to have a dualistic 
world view —  one of good and the other of evil. 
Whereas this novel relates the story of the evil 
Warqaha, he promises that he will write a sequel to 
this which will be the story of the good Warqaha.
This latter was onetime classmate of the evil Warqaha. 
No such ethically ordered premises underlie the 
work, of L/\<h b
3. j W L f l M S — .7
Ara 'aya Balay’s /P)VQ. AfohV' ? r first published 
in 1955 with a second edition in 1958, approaches the 
theme differently from the two novels discussed so 
far. Almaz, an only daughter of well-to-do parents, 
goes into prostitution after a broken romance involv­
ing desertion by her boyfriend who, during courtship 
and final consummation, had been promising to marry her. 
The loss of her virginity to him precludes the po­
ssibility of her considering a decent married life, 
given Eritrean society’s traditional prerequiste of 
virginity on marriage.
The plot has two discernible parts: the build­
up of a romance between a young boy and girl attend­
ing the same school, and the abrupt and callous end­
ing of the romance by the boyfriend leading the girl 
into prostitution overnight. In this chapter, only 
the latter part of the plot is subjected to examination.
As in the previous two works, the purpose of 
the novel is didactic. Narrated in the first person, 
Almaz BHrhe says that she is writing this story *’*]-/?
J P f rom the world of loneliness) in which she
lives to advise those who may have started but not 
yet irreversibly passed onto her world to return to 
the warmth of family life and to those already in family 
life to hold on fast to it. She confesses that what 
initially appeared a glamorous romance to her was only
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fleeting and transitory and which,in the end, led to 
her ruin.
An only child born to a well-to-do family 
after fifteen years of marriage, she grows up pampered. 
Initially a good student, her concentration begins to 
wane once she enters a co-educational secondary 
school. The mothef forewarns against. Almaz's decreas­
ed interest in school work, but the father is for­
giving and forebearing on the grounds that marriage, 
rather than education, must eventually count for more 
with girls.
The reason for her decreased interest in 
school work, and her final expulsion was the stirrings 
of a new love for Mulugeta Barhana, a schoolmate of 
hers. On a t9’ ® weekend in Massawa, she
loses her virginity to him. As of this event,
Mulugeta slowly draws away from her until, one day, 
he sends her five fifty-dollar notes with the note 
c<! T^f* 50 (the reward for your love) ,
Deeply disturbed, she goes out of her home and wan­
ders aimlessly in the city until she suddenly realizes
8 . This is a religious anniversary in honour of 
St. Mary which falls on Tarl 21 every year.
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that it is too late in the night to return home. A car 
stops by, and the man inside offers her a lift. He 
takes her to his house and she finds herself sleeping 
with a man she met for the first time. The man gives 
her some money, and the next morning, she leaves for 
"the city of solitude" where she still lives.
Although this "city of solitude" to which she 
goes is identified physically as Massawa, it is evi- 
dent that the city she refers to as such is a mental 
construct. It is the internal world of dejection and 
loneliness she finds herself in that she terms "the 
city of solitude."
Once in Massawa she is employed as cashier at 
a bar, rents a small room and becomes a prostitute.
Like k heroine and unlike Warqaha, the locale
of her prostitution is different from her home town. 
This is a more typical picture as prostitutes general­
ly consider their profession humiliating and would 
rather be engaged in it in ia locale where family 
relations, old friends and acquaintances are not like­
ly to come. They prefer as much anonymity as they 
can possibly secure.
After saving some money, she moves from the 
small room she first rented to a three-room house and 
starts selling drinks and entertaining at home. A ' 
certain, Hadgu, one of her regular visitors, persuades 
her that having children is important. Very much like
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the heroine of %Vfh r she stops going to bed with
others. Soon they start living together, and she 
gradually stops selling drinks altogether. She be­
comes pregnant after a while. instructed to trans­
fer to Asmara, Hadgu asks her to go with him, but she 
refuses to do so on the grounds that she would be 
ashamed to go back to her native city where her co­
habitation would not be as highy esteemed as ordi­
nary marriage. When he actually is transferred, she 
becomes so upset that the baby dies in the womb a few 
days later. It is taken out after an operation; her 
general health, nevertheless, declines. One after­
noon, sitting by the sea shore, she decides to write a 
book on her life, goes home, and begins it.
In the final chapter of her story, she attempts 
to distinguish between 'love1 and 'lust1 and says that 
Mulugeta's feelings for her were only of the latter type. 
She tries to pinpoint the root cause behind all that 
which went wrong. In retrospect, she feels that her 
father was, perhaps, too indulgent as exemplified by 
his oft-repeated assurances and extreme leniency
*  c m - h - ^  Vrb-b. \ k  4-h
VIC 'fuh TMI’V'fhfP ) \ i1 hhh,
4-Crh, Wfch 
W L  M  'ail ^ d c - b  'WVfliA.
W  cnvhmff p c i f ?
'hco-'h 'Vfy'k'fl- Ylfrfh
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'Ti'Hjbf' 'k t f n  ft*).
% p > \lc -b V i M f - t  W
W h, > 'H'/lii 'h'l^'E .d’ii -f)1ltl 
‘Vi?.." ((o.llO
"It was when the level of the fear 
of my parents decreased that I took 
to heart the matter of breathing 
fresh air with Mulugeta. I reneged . 
on my faith in education and became 
Malugeta 1 s captive on hearing the 
paternal words ’With a father like 
me around, what harm can reach you?
Is not my wealth for you? Of what use 
is education for a girl anyway?1"
She does not think that her trust in Mulugeta 
was wrong, but that his whole conduct was dishonourable. 
Although indicating her father’s pampering attitude as 
a possibly primary contributing factor, she wonders up 
till the end about what went awry. The answer to her 
question seemingly remains as open-ended and as un­
resolved as ever when, in the closing sentence to her 
book, she aslcs U &T3V H- ^ {Who is the offender? or
who is to blame?) Incidentally, the title of the work 
derives from this puzzlement.
The final question is, in a sense,a rhetorical 
one. For the dedication of the book gives a clue as 
to[what the author considers might be the right answer,
I p ' d & ' S  'h S /W ’i fl-
' h u n c w  coi
"To those parents who bring up their 
children with the proper discipline, 
feed them as well as educate them 
properly, and thus provide their coun­
try with worthy and self-exerting
citizens........ ^
(underlining mine).
It is telling of a traditionalist orientation 
on the part of Ar’aya Balay that the novel never 
questions whether the blame, fault or offense does not 
squarely lie on the custom which equates pre-marital 
loss of virginity with disqualification for marriage. 
For although Mulugeta could be blamed for being deceit­
ful, Almaz can not be censured for having trustingly 
loved him to the point that she did. Neither should 
the blame be heaped upon the loving father of an only 
child. Were the novelist more enlightened, he could 
have raised the issue of the validity of the hallowed 
customary requirement of pre-marital virginity in a 
changed era and circumstance.
Of the combination of factors that drive Almaz 
into prostitution: (1 ) the pampering indulgence of a
father (2) despair after a broken romance (3) the con­
viction that her loss of virginity automatically dimmed 
any prospect for marriage, the last one ought to be 
considered as the most critical. The author, however,
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suggests the first as the most determining, and would 
lifte his readers to believe that lack of stern paternal 
guidance can lead girls astray. Contrast this with (f)C*h H 
where, in spite of strict paternal guidance, the 
heroine succumbs to prostitution through fickleness of 
character as well as an ambition to climb socially pre­
sumably via the easiest route open for her. ffjCt%tf is,
however, similar to 'd T lW  ? in the sense that so­
cial factors are not made to figure prominently as caus­
es for prostitution as they do in M h  . Indeed
they can not do so in flfo lfi ? as Almaz happens to be
the daughter of well-to-do parents unlike the heroines 
of the two other works.
In contrast again to the heroines in the two 
other works, Almaz’s switch into prostitution is abrupt, 
unforeseen, almost instantaneous. Warqaha*s entry into 
this profession, although traumatic because she was a 
virgin, occurred after more than a year's work as an 
apprentice in a mead house and in a brothel, while that 
(Vf ? M b  heroine took place after marriage, co­
habitation with a man, and, finally, work as maid in 
a mead-house. The last two, as it were, gradually and 
quite consciously drifted into prostitution. With 
Almaz, it catches her unawares and it happens overnight.
4 . ( [ d c a i
In contrast to all the above three novels,
Abrsha Gabra Haywat's f fD C ^ i (Every
night, a wedding nighti) does not deal with the theme
of prostitution per se as with that of 'dissolute1
life in general as typified by the "goings on" in
night-clubs.
It is difficult to regard it as a novel, since
there is no development of either plot or character.
It is, more accurately perhaps, a cross between an
allegory and belles-lettres; it endeavours to convey
a spiritual message, by the use of symbols. It provides
a macabre setting and raves against the pleasures of
the flesh. It is doubtful that it is only against
prostitution that the work preaches; it is, more cre- 
a
dibly,/highly pietistic outrage against the material 
and carnal aspect of human existence. This attitude is 
prevalent in the Orthodox Christian Abyssinian ethos 
where the spiritual life is praised and the material 
life is denigrated out of all proportion. There is an 
indication in the preface .(unpaginated) that the author 
has had Gecez religious education as exemplified in 
the following quotation.-
lYfl-fci'i M i b c w  ir tc v tP d V '
C Y h S ’tflh A  hit-4. VldD f  !f4h-4. :i ^
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"While the cow knows the house of 
its master and the donkey knows the
field where it may rollick, men
whom I made in my own likeness and
created, in my own image searched 
for me in order to kill me."
This is clearly then the work of a man deeply 
steeped in the religious tradition of Abyssinia who 
finds the modern pastime afforded by night-clubs deep­
ly revolting. The illustration on the front cover of 
the book shows the curtained entrance to the night-club 
called Masat Ms-sat Mar(a. A dumb-founded observer looks
on, from a safe distance, at the curious-looking cus­
tomers of this night-club ■ ■ human from the waist
on up and beasts and snakes from the waist down.
The narrator, carrying an invitation card, 
approaches a man and asks where the wedding is being 
held. The latter tells him that there is no particular 
wedding —  it is the < h > (shed) of
jfOf'VC"Weddings Eternally" Every night a wedding night!) . 
Unlihe the normal shed, however, this one has no na­
tural greenery covering it. It is decorated, instead, 
with artificial leaves, branches and flowers. This 
descriptive contrast is obviously meant to convey the 
sterility and vacuousness of the hedonistic style of 
life. Once inside, he notices that the shed is as wide 
as the horizon and as high as the sky. It is clear, 
here, that the shed is meant to symbolize the whole 
earth, while the activities within symbolize the worldly
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life in general.
A hostess leads him from the bigger hall to the
(inner room for more important guests). On 
the way, he notices posters on the;,walls reading:
^ h H  M h  !
<?f flf- !
U f - f a C  \ t t f D M ' t n  !
. ‘P U  wi h n  f " (p. o
"Joy after midnightl
The place for the modernized!
He who does not get drunk does not improve!
Man during the day, beast during the night!"
He does not like the inner room and goes back 
to the great hall where the coming of the bride and brides— 
groom is announced. The narrator vainly searches for 
them only to be told that everyone in the ‘das1 is 
really the bride and bridesgroom. When he expresses 
surprise that it could not possibly be a wedding night 
for those who looked old enough to have seven or eight 
children, one person answers:
Kch n m  fflfh
7 i ( > m )
"If you will not say that I am del­
ving into religious matters, I would 
venture to say that this is a sign 
of the end of the eighth millenium 
or of the eve of doomsday."
Here, we have an allusion to the popular belief 
in Christian Abyssinia that this last millenium before
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doomsday is a decadent and evil one. The author's 
inclusion of this belief into his work indicates that 
this is how he, like many of his tradition-bound 
countrymen, characterizes this epoch and that its 
unmistakable trade-mark, for him at least, is the night­
club.
The narrator finds out that the 'das' is built 
on top of a grave-yard and that, now and then, human 
, bones pierce upwards and appear on the floor, but 
that this does not in the least bother those dancing.
The dancing 'orgy' continues. The music for the dance 
is provided by:
^ ‘/Kf- V r 'i’ifi 7 i ^  avk
^  f  U )
"The long pipe of cunning, the 
trumpet of evil, the flute of 
wrongdoing, and the drum of 
iniquity......."
An illustration shows this strange semi-human, 
semi-animal band playing on their instruments.
The noise of the dance-floor renders sleepless the 
dead lying underneath. They leave the land and go to the 
sea from whence they will cross over to the land of the 
living where music is played by Ezra and where the con­
versation is sane and fruitful.
Disgusted with the night-club, the narrator heads 
for home where, near his house, he sees a large crowd of
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people gathered to mourn the death of a very rich neighbour. 
The rich man is buried in the expensive tomb he had 
had ordered built beforehand. As he got rich by unfair 
means, however, his misdeeds are spread in gossip fashion 
right after the burial: ^  ^
falHffl'f'T0 (P- 46) (Harvesting what he did not
sow, claiming what he did not deposit, gathering what he
did not scatter...... }. His friends and relations, doubly
-.grieved by this gossip, try to forget their sorrows by 
going to M'ssat Masat Marca night-club on the very night 
following his burial. Here, at the end, we are told that 
the night-club was built, after all, on top of a clV&HC* 
(p. 48) (.an invisible grave) and not on the grounds of 
an actual cemetry. We may ask, here, whether the night­
club itself is not an invisible one and whether it is not 
merely a symbolism for the hedonistic way of life.
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C H A P T E R  S I X
EDUCATION AND SUCCESS
In E. W. N. , many articles extol the benefits of 
modern education.^ In Tigrinya fiction, this concern 
assumes the status of a major theme in at least four 
novels and of a secondary theme in many others and is, 
in fact, the single most pervasive subject throughout 
the literature.
In most of the works, the protagonist, almost in­
variably from a humble family, achieves success through 
education which is regarded primarily as a means of es­
caping his background of poverty. At the end of the pro­
cess, he is shown living comfortably and helping his 
family. This approach reflects the general misery pre­
vailing in society and the drive to overcome it where 
possible. Many of the writers believe that education is 
the surest route to salvation available.
The attitude expressed to traditional education 
is in contrast with the above. The primary motive there 
was the desire to enter the Church and/or the- related 
wish to make spiritual progress. The chief reason for
1. For a discussion of one of such articles, see 
Ch. 3 , pp,8/-S4 .
2. The distinction is valid as entry into the Church 
could sometimes be motivated solely by the economic 
consideration of acquiring the right to farm the 
rather richly endowed Church land.
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such an attitude was, of course, the indissolubility of
education from the Church: "Traditionally, the nucleus
of Ethiopian education is formed by the ancient insti-
3
tution of church schools." Although the most erudite 
and learned among those who attended such schools formed 
a relatively privileged class of judges, chroniclers, 
scribes, counsellors, etc. in court circles, the pur­
pose of such education was generally not secular success 
as much as eccelesiastical service. For this as well 
as for a more mundane economic reason, it remained limi­
ted in its extent. "Church education......never achieved
anything like mass education, perhaps because the 
economy's employment opportunities did not require 
it-. 4
Modern education was initiated in Eritrea by 
Swedish missionaries who established a school first at 
Monkullu near Massawa around 1866 and soon after in 
Adi Ugri, Asmara, Belesa, Gheleb and Zazega. By the 
beginning of the 2 0th century, there were over 100 stu­
dents in Swedish mission schools. A Roman Catholic
school was also started in Keren by 1880 with some 
seventy girl and eighty boy boarders, and five hundred 
day students. Others were founded at Akrur, Halai and 
Massawa. Even much- earlier, a Lazar 1st school for boys
had been founded at Alitena in 1847. With the turhing
3. E. Ullendorff, The Ethiopians.........p. 199.'
4. R. Pankhurst, "The Foundations of E d u c a t i o n p .  241.
of Eritrea into a colony, missionary education was supp­
lemented by that of the Italian military authorities who 
set up schools to teach primarily their new recruits the
5Italian language plus a little arithmetic and geography.
The setting up of Eritrea's educational system had 
to await the advent of the British in 1941. Although the 
period of the British Administration was brief, the system 
it established was to have a far-reaching impact especially 
as regards the development of Tigrinya as a written language 
The use of Tigrinya as a medium of instruction in the 
schools was both novel and welcome. The number of children 
attending government schools, although small both by present 
day standards and in absolute terms, was impressive never­
theless for its time and is better appreciated when contras­
ted with the spirit and substance of education during Italy1 
colonial rule. "The Italians provided only elementary 
schooling for Eritreans during their occupation of the 
country, and in 1950, under British rule, only some 10,000 
Eritrean children were attending school."^ The last part of 
the above quote mentions only the figures but neglects the 
significance of the departure that educational policy in 
Eritrea took under the British in that the latter set no 
upper limits to the Eritrean student's educational aspirations
5. Op.cit. p, 254-256.
6 . Ernest’W. Luther, Ethiopea Today, London, 1958. 
pp.140-141.
Ullendorff’s account of the development of modern education 
in Eritrea is that it was "set on its course during the 
British caretaker administration by an exceptionally able and 
enthusiastic Director of Education" and that it took great
strides forward during the ensuing years of the Federation
e 7and Post-Federation periods.
The treatment of the theme of education and success 
in Tigrinya fiction does not reflect the varied aspects of 
its genesis briefly sketched above. Thus we do not encounter 
a mission-educated character as a central or even as a 
secondary figure. A school setting going back to the British 
Administration Period does not exist in any of the works.
Nor does a missionary or even merely a foreign teacher, of 
whatever nationality, figure at all in any of the novels. 
Implicitly as well as explicitly, the initial educational 
setting appears to be that of the Federation and post-FedJation 
per iods.
Most of the works dealing with this theme have one 
common feature. After finishing secondary school, the hero
often ends up winning a scholarship for study abroad -- ■
Europe, America and in one instance Brazil. This feature 
of foreign study may be accounted for in terms of one or a 
combination of any three factors.
(a) A few Ethiopians (including Eritreans) did go
7* The Ethiopians p. 194.
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abroad for higher studies. E. Ullendorff, for instance, 
wr ites:
"Apart from the students who 
make use of the educational 
opportunities now existing in 
Ethiopia; several hundred of 
the ablest young Ethiopian men 
and women are pursuing their 
studies abroad, especially in 
the United States, Britain, 
Canada and Germany. Many have 
already returned to their coun­
try with degrees in Arts, 
Science, Law, Engineering, 
Agriculture and Medicine.
Among these are a few who now 
hold senior appointments in 
the central government as well 
as in the provinces." 8
(b) The fact that higher education has not develop­
ed locally may again provide the explanation. There is,
of course, one institution of higher learning in Eritrea--
Asmara University but it is very recent, being establish­
ed at the same time as or only shortly before the time of 
writing of most of these works. Of its difficult beginn­
ings, Markakis remarks:
In 1967 Haile Salassie inau­
gurated a new university in 
Asmara. This project was pro­
moted by an order of Italian 
Catholic nuns who operate a 
secondary school in that town. 
The zealous sisters waged an 
effective lobbying campaign 
to raise their school to uni­
versity level, despite woe­
fully inadequate resources and 
the opposition of the univer­
sity authorities in Addis 
Ababa. Eventually they su­
cceeded in winning the Emperor's 
blessing and a financial grant
8 . The Ethiopians ....  p. 202. See also Anatomy of a
Tradition Policy.... p. 154.
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for their project. In 1972 
this institution was taken 
. over by the state."9
The considerable interval necessary between inauguration 
and the need for the university to establish a name for it­
self would tend to preclude the use of a local setting for 
higher education in Tigrinya fiction. E. Ullendorff comm­
ents:
"Of late, even a university 
has been established at Asmara, 
but inevitably it will take 
time for standards to evolve 
and for professors of the re­
quisite calibre to come forward."10
3. Traditional education presumed that the student
should travel far and wide to satiate his thirst for knowledge
Sylvia Pankhurst writes:
"Youths who devote themselves 
to any branch of higher lear­
ning in the Church must quit 
their parental home and take 
up residence in the school of 
their choice, where they share 
the communal life, the simple 
fare and numerous fasts."ll
sense, therefore, the writers’ insistence on 
going abroad may be regarded as..a modern equi- 
traditional itinerant scholar. There is further 
the aura of sophistication that foreign travel lends to its
In one 
their heroes' 
valent of the
9. Ethiopia: Anatomy of a Traditional Polity......p. 152
10. The Ethiopians......p. 194.
11. Ethiopia: A Cultural History.........p. 237.
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subject, even when it is done simply for the purpose of 
education. To imbue one's hero with that kind of aura only 
adds lustre to the profile of his character.
In Tigrinya fiction, education is not regarded within 
the traditional mold —  as a route to the Church and spirit­
ual progress. Nor is it regarded within its modern frame­
work at its noblest level —  ie. as an end in itself, as the 
pursuit of knowledge 'for its own sake1. There is no port­
rayal of a scholar or of a scientific researcher whose in­
cessant intellectual labour helps mankind to move one step 
further in its effort to decipher and control nature and 
society.
The role of the educated man as a social reformer is 
discussed at varying lengths and with differing depth in 
some of the works. However, it is nowhere rendered as the 
singularly outstanding role, although the problem of tran­
sition from a traditional to a modern society would have 
warranted such a treatment in at least one or two works.
This contrasts with the situation in some Amharic fiction 
where Ar'aya in C )i$ and Gudu Kassa in £  > hhfy(f64,’flC '>
(Love Until the Grave) are basically social reformers and 
critics.
It is now appropriate to enumerate the novels that 
deal with education and success as their major theme.
Barha Ar'aya's (J)pfjfni'fiMflp. (The He-goat of Father ’Andu')
(Asmara, 1967/68, 118 pages); is perhaps the best of all the
works on this subject. Taraqa Nagusse's f i l tO h (The
Needy Succeeds) (Asmara, 1965/66, 69 pages) and Ta (ama
Fatwi’s V l - i y . H'. fyhf®i ln C : (The Things of this World 
are all transient) (Asmara, 1970/71, 58 pages) are not
only much shorter works but also more amateurish. This is 
quite understandable in that the authors of both works are 
only seventh graders and evidently very young * Amda Mika'el 
Malu's kfch! ffrfr?i-/v/W/rft: ’H Y l W  (fl)1! ® \ j C : (The Fortunes of a Poor
Student: A Lesson for the Rich) (Asmara, 1965/66)is a very 
short and compressed work (50 pages) as well. This last 
work will not be discussed in this chapter, however.
This work combines the recreational and utilitarian 
functions of literature rather well. It provides much amuse­
ment a't the same time as it carries an instructive message.
Both of these aspects will be discussed at greater length 
below.
Barha Ar’aya has also written a -fictional Tigrinya 
work published a year earlier than the fictional work 
(Crazy January) (Asmara, 1966/67} describes the hectic ac­
tivities associated with January - the season of marriage 
conveniently chosen by tradition to come right after the 
gathering of harvest. Barha Ar'aya’s description and casti­
gation of the extravagance of traditional marriage festivi­
ties in this work is amply echoed in his novel in the 
precedent-setting simplicity of the hero's manner of marriage.
The hero of ffjfdPh A (arafomf comes from a very
poor family whose sole property were an ox called Habti 
(Wealth), a cow named Tarhas (May she multiply!), and her 
calf Sagwaru (The Hairy One), and a donkey called Kabrat 
(Dignity). Cattle are customarily given names, but not donkeys. 
The naming of the donkey and the choice of the name which is 
contrary to the.pack animal's popular image of stupidity are 
probably meant to convey poignantly a picture of extreme 
poverty. An even more startling device employed by the 
author to heighten.', such effect is the funeral dirge that he 
has Father ?Andu compose and recite when a sudden flood drowns
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and takes away Tgrhas and her calf, Sagwaru.
'hOltr
M  '• y - \ i y
M 1- * t W '  Y ia y
*c<hh'-htrt>i'ibi LMh?>- p h
pft p i/f] Alrlpf ihfllr
h m  hthvy
f*n M Ktth d b M i  W r
Ye vultures found in Nafasit
Ye vultures found in Ginda
Ye vultures found in ’Aylat 12
Have you seen cow Tgrhas along with Sagwaru,
With her calf that is grey-coloured?
I was unvigilant, become forgetful 
through sleep in broad daylight.
I am dispossesed of my cow;
She is lost for all future time.
Tell of my mourning;
Convey my grief to God.
For A (arafom, though, the above incident is only 
one proof of poetic justice. <<: CO ^  ft-/Ik Yi iYfa £0
"WiTf V'inCit  i 'h ' f i f t - . - ! l - h t i f h + 'h'ml-■■■''■ IP
cfi^ pff (D-thffi lfbf% t f f l f t . ' f t - l f f l f water which we were add-
ing to her milk and which we were selling..... accumulated..
....I accumulated, 1 accumulated...... I And lo and beh­
old! It has now come in the form of a sudden flood and 
taken away our cow). This observation of his, at an early 
point in the novel, also sets the seal on the honesty and 
integrity of A rafom which remain the high points of his
12. Nafasit, G i n d a a n d  lAylat are all places by the
course of the river Darfo, with Nafasit and (Aylat at 
the highest and lowest points of the three. The 
suggestion here is that vultures at all the places 
above could find scattered the various parts of the 
cow and calf to feed upon.
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character to the end. The mixing of water with milk 
to which A csrafom alludes requires elaboration.
Atarafom's parents could send their son to school 
only by selling the cow's milk and using the proceeds for 
his clothes, books and note-books. Tarhas used to give 
four bottles of milk a day which sold for Eth. $2.00.
On the advice of a neighbour, A^rafom's father starts 
adding two bottles of water to four of milk, thus profiting 
an additional dollar a day. The thinness of the milk alerts 
a customer as A c3riifom reports to his father; 11 |/V*dTl
YM1-H ^  ^  CD h uk l l
fv<&h W  4>nruv thao-'L. %  a w  -m&lv
fl {/*'&)• (Today, one woman, one of these of our regular
customers......said to me, "What has happened to your milk?
It appears to me that it has grown thin. Are you adding 
water to it?")". The father vehemently protests at the 
suggestion and claims that the increase in the yield is 
easily accounted for by the fact that his whole occupation 
now centers solely around the cow, leading her to good pas­
tures and good watering spots.
An unexpected incident exposes the fraud, though.
The donkey broke the big jar of water in the night. The 
next day, Atarafom not only could not find water to wash his 
face with but also took just four bottles of milk. When 
the next morning, he noticed a newly bought water jar and 
moreover took six bottles of milk, the inference was clear
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and inescapable. He corners his father into admitting 
his habitual adulteration of the milk but fails to per­
suade him to give up the practice. The incident of the 
flood does so, however, and A ‘ara'fom feels vindicated.
The loss of their cow and calf meant the loss 
of cash income for A<arafom's family but it did not in­
terrupt his schooling. Atarafom's mother bought
several hens. By selling the hens as they grew older
as
and saving the proceeds as well/the money from the sale
of the eggs, they were soon able to buy a cow again.
the
When the cow gave birth to a calf and/parents decided 
to sell the milk as before, A ‘ara'fom insisted on a 
condition —  that he alone would milk the cow and that 
water whould not be added to the milk. The father 
agreed, but as a guarantee A fsrafom had him enter an 
oath.^rMrf hh M 'h  VfrWf0 ^ ({J‘ (As he
(t'he father) agreed, he (A <arafom) had him enter an 
oath in the name of God).
The novel's inventory of woes and fraud ends 
early, however, and humour begins to take its place. 
When at a geography class in the third grade, the 
teacher asks the students to locate America on the map, 
only A(arafom is able to do so. The teacher subsequent- 
ly asks: m  f <\Hh « Cp. 214* (What is the
name of the person who found America?) The whole class 
raise their hands ^  ch$i Wjf'?t>riD {h t}L£? jr°! 'h~
(P* 25) (The students together in one voice
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replied to him 1A carafom1 I). The teacher and A farafom 
laugh at the student^*: folly. It is left to A <arafom 
to tell the class that it was Christopher Columbus who 
'found' America.
On completion of secondary school, A (arafom is 
employed by Ethiopian Airlines which makes free air 
travel possible for him and his immediate family.
Ato 'Andu boards a jet plane to go to ACarafom's 
city of work. Once aboard the plane, At'o 'Andu causes 
a hilarious riot when, in an effort to look out of the 
window, a passenger unwittingly steps on his feet.
The latter stands up furiously and creates a scene.
“ •'(Vif  -KTg-.... I nlr$> : Iff-
fctf? «?¥.£•<• Z IP    I
\ (jr(0-C .... I m 1C ~~ !
u n c v  < ( \u m h h - ' - v 'b
fy'h WChf- hl fC  $$-! hh- 'h'/l P f r l r C g v
 % t  i u v g f »  ‘f r u t p o  v h ^ a -
hiThUr Vifrf-V--7! flh ’ f 0 1/vP1 ffi'h 'Y i lH  
<THV W f ' W  - '  M;*-  !
H 't-f-p frO COQ.L h l l f t ..! ‘kh>$>
( i t  " Ih iV  f tp H h  h M
f t i ' ■ frflH
'tuk’ f o  (C O h tih - Vif® :
%-b rfh'h'%
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"‘And you have the audacity to 
step on me..*...I May you be 
stepped upon......i1 he (Father
{Andu) said to him(the passenger) 
whereupon the latter said,
'Please leave us alonei......I
had not seen you ....... 11
But Father *Andu replied, 'Blind
 ! (Can11 you see?).....
Cross-eyed  I (Clumsy. .. . I)
And why can't you see?' Won- 
ering to himself whether the 
peasant was sane or not, the 
passenger said, 'Here is a man 
who can not hear ( isten) !' 
to which Father fAndu replied,
'Why can I not hear....... 1
You vagrant.......! Undisciplined
.......Mother's boy.....!' And
as though unaware that the 
plane was travelling in mid-air, 
further said, '.If you are a 
man worth your salt, come on 
out and let us have a fight!1 
at which point everybody roared 
with laughter."
If is not solely at the expense of rural folk that 
the reader has his laugh. The above contrast between the 
sophistication of the city man and the rawness of the 
peasant is matched, in places, by pleasantries at the 
former's expense, as well. City folk, especially city 
girls unacquainted with traditional household chores, 
also receive the sharp edge of the author's wit and humour 
as will be shown below.
Once in his son's city of work, Father (Andu relaxes 
and spends a good time. A tarafom, in his turn, goes to 
visit his parents where the latter insist on his getting 
married. The father urges their selection of a bride for 
him, whereas the mother is more open to the idea of a man 
choosing his own bride. All the same, though, she recounts
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humorous stories of marriages which failed {pf>. 75-88,) 
and all happen to be instances of the man choosing his 
own wife.
A <arafom marries a woman of his choice soon after. 
As a city girl unacquainted with the traditional baking 
of Canjara) , she fails to bake any on a day when the
maid had taken leave by proceeding about it in the most 
unthinkable manner.
“  Q C l ' t t  f ’l i i c b  L h  i.-fc'Tf fWf-U iV
I h f ?  ‘n Y h V f l Y  ‘f i ' + ' f l t i  h- t  a h
■'H  'df r ist- ■ ? rrh t  <hh-t avi'L^p
4 f l d f t -  ‘P?ti) iOchh ( V o f c h f
i J i R ' f } *  Y, I-/
L b $ h - ( l H  Li)tb ( M C fc  H f i -  '*hl?(Dfa(Dhib ’
$  a i t f  / h ' l l t t . J r  W r r t U :  L h  - f t ' )
^ < 5  m C i  ^
c v t  Y i n >f y n h  <hh<h " i f  ?77/p h i  
W h -  V > f Y  g l ' f t h i l f o  Yb f p  (Ofr
h h  Y t f 0  W h -  'h l9 ,C?u lr- tf l # v h - /CO~'] L L  
(h ' h i ' i - d ^  %lS.(H ' f l W  + ' f l h -  ' - f i n e  f t h  
m c ' p n c  ^ h ' \ ' n % ln -  %>{!
Y i? .  t f D ’H  HU h u m ' l l ? ?
L p h j t f a  Y i M / i  ' h i l t t  %.k L t f b f l  
f'fD ■ lh b L £ > p  tfi'h LP<t fc&fc- H H W h -  
H f t t r  i l t f k  hch4> y , ^  ( j ,  . tOL-lo l)
"Although^she had never tried it 
before, WKyzaro Warqanas decided 
to bake^njara, knowing that other 
women do. Very true to the proverb
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’ In order to be considered a 
skilled housewife, a priest’s 
wife washes books’, W^yzaro 
Warqanas washed the clay oven 
disc with ' Omo soap* thinking 
it to be much like plates or 
cooking pots. As she was wash­
ing it, she was cursing the maid 
saying,1The dirty onel And she 
was cleaning it with this dirty 
cloth and then baking the ^  
'anjara and feeding us that!
The w h i t e * v(taf) came out eye­
less, toothless and in rounded 
balls. Desperate and also 
frightened she called her husband 
and told him, 'Do what you will! 
Whatever I bake is cut by the 
clay oven disc into pieces that 
open up, and I can not do any 
better1'. Recalling the stories 
his mother told;him,A<arafom 
laughed heartily."
The woman he married was an educated secretary, 
but she was not a traditional housewife. Nor did their 
marriage follow the traditional pattern. He married her 
in a simple ceremony in the Municipal office of the city 
where he worked. To placate temporarily his parents who 
insisted on a proper wedding feast, he had sent money to 
help towards buying the necessary provisions. On arrival 
with his wife, though, he notifies them that he does not 
want a wedding feast.' To their question: ^ h
Ufa? (What becomes of all these provisions
which we have bought?), his answer is simple and to the
13. The clay oven used for baking’3 njara is frequently 
wiped with cotton-seed oil to make its surface non- 
sticky. The cloth used for this purpose naturally 
turns black and greasy.
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point: “ h #  +'filw-a>1 t p W l  Vi W t c h f t f 0
%9- ^  (p- 96) (You put it into your holy believes
and nourish yourselves on it; it is enough to last you a 
year.)
A^rafom's break from such tradition is not con- 
fined to the four walls of his family home. He takes it 
out into the open to the large gathering at church on his 
wedding day. The following is an excerpt from his bold 
address:
u  i L h  < £ o c \  'q-fi ( n % < n h  y f c h f c  i i p  
Hfl'Uch 'hh'h&hfy.h'fl-Ji'® WjPft 
m  n m 1-t- ' h c ' h ?  ' { t f i f o ' t f t p  %% h  
iin M  cn%^Jril/hfn (fdc^q- 
#h< t  fft>Ub H lr fr -  %h- UL'fl'h- 'fl 't imL/):
' h i ]  a - t  y c
t l i Z ’h (h ff l- f i- t-  ^ c K  I t I
Vihptfb Vfv- v /?  m a t ?  -tfiavm-.'- ^  
( p- l o s )
"1 have come in your midst that 
you may bless my marriage, and 
in order that I may be exemplary 
to you and that you may do as I 
have done realizing that the harm 
of a big wedding is greater 
than the benefit.' Having spoken 
this, he said, in his closing 
address, 'X am giving you $500—  
for the repairing of the church' 
and sat".
The role of the educated man is thus portrayed not
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solely as one who improves his own and his family’s 
fortune, but also as one where, both by exemplary behaviour 
and open campaign as above, he is the sober and balanced 
social reformer. Sober because of the cool, rational 
approach to the unnecessary waste weddings customarily 
involve, and balanced because of the protagonist’s regard 
for the community's piety as manifested in the generous cash 
gift he extends to the community for the repair of the 
church. Such admirable portrayal of the educated is not 
evident in the other fictional works.
At the same time that he calls for discarding the 
old custom of expensive feasts and is thus modernist and 
forward-looking in this, he is also one who frowns and 
scoffs at any slavish imitation of European ways. This is 
made abundantly clear in his bride's and his own studied 
dressing of traditional costumes on their wedding day.
k i ' f i h .
C ^h . 'h .  f y h  ( Q c t  M  rtf
^ C h \ 2 \  c}h M ' ]  Yj
"When it got to be about 
5.00 a. m., they (the bride 
and bridegroom) wore their 
national dresses and also put 
on their gilded cloaks and 
went to church to make the 
vow of marriage."
A ‘jjrafom, however, does not simply let the matter 
rest here. In his address to the church gathering, he 
pointedly refers to the unbecoming efforts of couples 
who _wed in European-style clothes.
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4<chfi ftlh-h M l  I 'd  f71fl f t p l i
f + t  Lnir<e fo-nil ha, ftp
■{If f  e , f i p  tqq j f £ p >  ••■
H P  IX \%  tyfu sk v iw t r  M ly tn h - '
IftHfo Pil><tp such 'hhccL-.^ (^ iQ if)
'•Instead of wearing their 
national dress and putting on 
their country's cloaks like I 
have done, some people ( ne or 
two people) wed in European cut 
of dress and hire what is called 
1 a veil1".
Such remarks confirm A farafom not merely as intent 
on discarding obsolete customs in his culture, but also as 
a person determined to uphold what is worthy in tradition.
At a different level, the educated man, through the 
hero of this work, is shown to be an innovator. He intro­
duces the new but simple practice of the use of the communi­
ty' register for births and christenings, and for 
marriages.
a  ft (I-hi}h. f t p  p c ^ l  g f - H C
f t i p M i & i m n a - . ' ' h h i . c s p  
%(fo~ I'd g^diC'- iro c A( cw rn  
V d d  ftip H ^ d e p  'KLtff hh 7/{flL;
M l  'ti't'flLh- W ftL  ^  m
(IL '• f l h - h  f h d l c  M h l  chOi f  
f (tvtfO'ddfi t h l  ff /wc°t - \ t  <h<h
f f f i l ?f U c h l f  m , h  f t p  \ l i O M - h  ' 
c r o t v v K L  ■f-miu 'h-1hh - y M f t h ,  ■.
*(>% m v 'h t(kh - 'hflCYli- i i * M g )
<7
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14
"The god-father priest had 
them take the vow and exchange 
rings in the,manner proper to 
the occasion. As A rafom had 
ascertained beforehand that 
the village did not have a 
marriage register, he brought 
two registers from the city 
where he lived — the city which 
was also the seat of the papacy! 
After the necessary explanation, 
he presented to the head priest 
the two registers— one for the 
registration of marriages and 
the other for the registration of 
births and christenings."
A^rafom’s innovationary departure from tradition 
does not stop here. The customary pose of modesty 
assumed by the bride in the form of covering her face 
is absent in his wedding.
«  tfUCM- - n u t  w  m  h
k \ M f f W  H h  ilh ' U h O L ^ : ^
^  -hlrh9- H f  
hh y k \>  \ ■. - { i i t fa
K W W  M r .  " ( p - n )
"As the bride’s face was covered 
only with a thin shawl, it was 
quite visible. And as this had 
never before been seen in the, 
village, people pushed each other 
much in an effort to see her."
14. Every Orthodox Christian adult or family chooses a 
priest who acts as his spiritual guide, counsellor 
and confessor. This priest also officiates at all 
important family gatherings and ceremonies.
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To sum up, then, ^O f f ] I^  ' /tWflf presents the
twin positive effects of education—  concern for so­
cial reform as much as individual success. The hero,
A (3rafom, represents a harmonious personality combin­
ing within an integral and undivided self the best 
of the old and the new.
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2. frh- jihL W- w  W P .m
The immense difficulty faced by the average 
Ethiopian peasant in trying to send his child to 
school was evident in / f ) f f P^/Zty- where the pro­
ceeds from the sale of the milk of a single cow.pro­
vided for A^rafom's clothing, books, etc 
Vfe/v 5hL *hhJP° V1?/?____  starts with the formu­
lation of the same type of difficulty. In this latter 
work as well, the parents of Abay, the chief character 
are poor. They have to sell their provisions for the
year ahead in order to send him to school. The fami­
ly dialogue which follows Abay's request to be allow­
ed to attend school is quite telling:
■ ■ • a v w h  %<r> w n h
W  T U f/lf t  Y il-?  y,j).
\d) -fjm ’IT, Hi] UitflQ:. V'iHil Wf
ilihi 'h'bilfft^ fl-j (hIf, -flblri- fffi if1
in.1'?-.; ‘dcti-f n y h v q  w f c & c  w w  ^  
%<] t l r  J W n  H<f.'.
W k k c  ? f W  £V-> •/'/‘W  t i u t i i  
Wv ; H i t  iihHW'k i-ulv i t l  ft 7
m i  i ah w  'h U i  f f ) Vjia, f f V i  W d  
-• fcch'] ly1-iriAC q-Lhf  
W'HtOfil Vvlna-"1 V f  'htlhg-.' W k c 'h i i  
' h f i c k l  1  h f r V q  U f t M  7>?
h i t
*= $ h b  ‘ f c i r ' f l  uh ‘P t t  W 4 77 d h  
M a i-  ’\fry> Yi'h i-d w a y
V f i L  rffrffl- Vift-f f t f v t p y h i t r v h i ) - ww,
'Y>f> jk rt H f f l r w n  HO HMhHl V  H-(ll 
W  frw w o  hit %ks° mil/i-,. 
/iR<l<h.t ‘h'hOi M  kphic-t va il? '/) HO 
% h [n w  o f i m 'rn v w  oh-? ( f - ’s - k )
"All right! my soni Come Masqal 
and I will put you in school1 he 
(the father) said. On his 
(the son’s) inquiring "Do we 
have money? 1 (the father replies) 
"YeslDo not feel perturbed about 
money. Evin if we do not have 
money, it is all right. Do 
not worry. We can sell an ox 
to send you to school." He 
felt very sad and said, "If you 
have to sell an ox, I do not want 
to go to school." He (the son) 
became angry and said, "If you 
sell an ox, what will you farm 
with?" He (the son) went outside 
saying"You have now made me sad I" 
The father said, "Come nowi 
Cheer upl In that case, we will 
sell some grain instead to send 
you to school". (The son) "What 
will we eat?" "It is all right!
God will provide for us. Come, 
my son! " So saying, he (the 
father) had him sit down. The 
son spoke to his father, though, 
saying, "If you have to sell any­
thing, I do not want to go to 
school."
After some time, he sent 
his son out to play saying "Go now 
and play!". He (the father), on 
his part, went to town to sell some 
grain. Returning after the sale, 
he said to his wife, "Here! take 
it! When I ask you to fetch the 
money we saved, you will give 
the money back, to me. If we other­
wise told him we had sold some 
grain, he would be angry." The 
following morning, he said to his 
wife, "As I am taking Abay to 
school, give me the money we 
saved."
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Because of the extremely low annual per capita 
income of the average Ethiopian family, the degree of 
sacrifice involved in sending one's children to school 
is often considerable. This is all the more striking when 
one takes cognizance of the fact that the governmental 
education system in Ethiopia -—  private and missionary 
education being only marginal —  is free at all stages, 
from the elementary up to the university level. What the 
average parent finds hard to ovecome, then, is not tui­
tion fees as these do not exist, but the provision to his 
child of clothing and simple school aids.
Once in school, Abay proves to be an excellent 
student. However, his father dies when he is in the fifth 
grade. Desperate, he tries to drown himself in a nearby 
lake but is picked up by a boatman who rescues him and 
takes him into his care. The wife does not want him 
around,though, and succeeds in having him driven out of 
the house by telling fabricated scandals allegedly commit­
ted by him. This is Abay's second ordeal after his father' 
death. Quite undaunted, he sells his bicycle and watch 
and continues to go to school by selling chewing gum in 
his spare time in the evenings. After a while, he goes 
to his mother whom he finds re-married. The step-father, 
however, forces the mother to choose between divorce and 
sending her son away. Abay leaves his mother's house, 
becomes homeless and squatting in the street recites a 
sad poem to passers-by many of whom give him coins.
Thieves take his clothes and coins while asleep on the 
side-street. Bitter, he himself escapes from a cheap
    *
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restaurant without paying for the $0.50 worth of food he 
ate the next day. Thus the unfortunate Abay is forced 
by circumstances to commit a petty crime. It is quite 
out of character., however, and remains the single dis­
honest incident in his life.
One day, he chooses a spot by which many students
pass and composes and recites a poem which both expresses 
his condition and urges every student to appreciate school- 
. ing. (p. 15-16) The next day, a group of them come up to 
him and advise him to ask for help in a written statement
which he could then show around in bars. W ?  ( f f lh 'h
w?. f c c k - f  w e n  b y  W L n  f i p h -  u/ m  m  'M u m
(p. 17-18) (He would enter bars and present his piece
of paper. In that manner, he collected about $10.00).
The next day, he collected even more —  $20.00. Very 
shortly, he enrolled in school again, having invested 
some of his money into the purchase of a shoe-shiner1s 
kit. He would thus attend school in the daytime and shine 
shoes in the evenings. His performance in school conti­
nued to be very good and he finished school at the top 
of his class. He was then sent to America for four 
years' study on a government scholarship. On his return, 
he was given a job in Addis Ababa where he lived and raised 
a family.
The story of Abay's poverty, educational problems 
and final’ success end in the first twenty pages of the
novel. The rest is a story of how he met his first wife,
and on her death, his second. The first bore him five chil­
dren and the second wife bore him three. His troubles
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however, basically ended with his education. We do not, 
as in flM/W see Abay attempting to engage in
reforming his immediate community, if not his society at 
large. Nevertheless, we are presented with Abay’s views 
of the state of society in a number of poems he recites 
to his second wife. They are all didactic poems. The 
first entitled ^ (p. 46-48) (Love and Prayer)
advises on the need for harmony in society and for pray­
er for the individual. It could be more appropriate for 
a priest’s sermon than for a seventh grade student author. 
The same could be said to apply to his poem: LC Tl lr-'2i 
(hMf M (P* 48-51) (Let us stop the habit
of cigarettes and drink; let , us all respect elders).
Other than the message which the title obviates, the poem 
contains a praise for education as well as for its ins­
trumentality to achieve ’everything’.
^  ^^hSC-L £-/-$_ chfLCYbf0 ;
f + c n  itTDHLr ..........
H + L t
l i h ^ h f 0 1aY1 a \ i \ Lt - .
Vib V)r»f f t f o h h W - g o  
h d f a p *  %%. y c f t ' h ' i h P ’, 
rfifc W  Vih f c j P :
'h 'h lr f -  n  ff W - A h -  i / f h f 0 ’- 
p ' h ' h b  'h f r h -  W C W f h h -  
W t) ' k h ' f i - f v  W V c M h i p  H t h *
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nLove education all of you in unison;
Love education! learn!....
He who does not like education 
He will always live on the pavement. 
Education is indeed marvellous;
You will realize that when you are grown up. 
But now you laugh and play;
Later, you will say ’Woe! Woe! I  
If you want to achieve everything 
Continue your education unwaveringly."
A third poem concerns itself with the unbecoming 
behaviour, and new dressing habits of girls, (pp.51-54.)
CDL !P>h M
i h l C  ffl'h'h W t t l yf t L W b  'N k  :
fihu f7<^
"It is all right, by comparison, to be loose 
and go out with boys.
Worse, they have destroyed the
country’s culture by wearing short dresses.
Do not wear short dresses;
Otherwise, you will get us all cursed."
This is evidently a reference to the mini-skirt 
fashion. The book was published in May, 1971 —  not 
exactly the high year of^minil Considering the time 
lag involved between its zenith in Europe and its adop­
tion in a rather traditional society (even in the urban 
areas) like Ethiopia’s, the comment above was probably
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not out of touch with the times.
A foufth poem is curious in that its title and its 
content are not related in any visible way. Though 
entitled « ^ 6-dfi f J i f o f  54-56)
(They say there are no jobs; it is not quite so.), the con­
tent is primarily a praise of the Emperor Haile Selassie.
W  vm-rtUiVM" W  : ■■ ■
'{Vfil 'hlAhp K'fev'f® m i -  
VhYt V i M - ;
"Our father-Your majesty- Our father-Xour
maj estyI
We will pray for you;
You are the one who looks after the poor;
Others do not do so."
The last poem dares everyone to write poetry and 
insists that it is within the average man’s range of
abilities. The author thinks he has shared his ’wisdom*
to his fellow country-men and urges everyone else to do
so. A rather amusing couplet goes:
^ h'AZki W ' W K
% ( \  p > M < h  t f o M W  M ((.•£?)
"If we share what we have (our knowledge) 
to our people
Our knowledge would be more than those 
of whites.
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"3 ' H W W  U
Unlike in the previous two works, it is nowhere 
stated in this one that Alamayoh Daras, the protagonist, 
comes from a poor family. If there is any indication at 
all, it is that his parents must have been reasonably well- 
to-do. For Aljmayoh continues with his studies for two years after 
his parents’ death without any external assistance.
First, he lives off the savings they left him and later 
off the sale of furniture. His initial well-to-do back­
ground comes out clearly in the conversation he has with 
the school director.
^ t ’ fo ir a m  ‘q n  '/i'tH' <r h a v q - f i ' n  
m t t ' h  V i (f/t' Yld'Vf -/ if'-j
U'q  ? M  m a h -  s;
M lV  'hhWf' i l  r  y?l( a a a t
( i n  h a m ?  m t - o  w - t  
%a)-t, c r a m ,  w  m  i  i r
V / ?  '■ 'h m / f h  V i i - i r i f -
co9u%h ‘m - h - t f  H a m  f t  tan 
( S k ' h t  h i t -  i - i c u a  »  ( m - i )
"If. it is two years since your
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parents died, how then have you 
managed to continue to go to school,"
(the director) asked him.
Needy Alamayoh explained in 
detail, "My lord! My parents had 
left behind them savings and a com­
plete set of house furniture. On 
finishing the savings, I sold the 
furniture, the proceeds from which 
sale I have also finished now."
On learning thus of Alamayoh's predicament, the 
director of the school addresses the six hundred-strong 
student body and suggests to them that they contribute 
$0.10 each to assist their fellow student. On his part, 
the director allows Alamayoh to use a room in the school 
for his lodging. Both students and teaching staff assist 
him materially and morally. When the night guard at the 
school dies, the director offers the job to Alamayoh who, 
after seven months of this employment, posts an open lette 
on the notice-board thanking students and staff on their 
assistance so far and notifying them that he would no long 
er be in need of it.
Study in the daytime and work in the night did not 
negatively affect his studies. Nor did his newly-won 
financial self-sufficiency and independence change his 
character as the following passage shows.
\ M t i i  & L h  j u t  b i c t
h c a  m n i r  «7H,
i f f l M -  iuD-7) M p ' d c t  H'S'IL l/ l l)
f- i V - U - 7  h h  V t y ' i T
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« O D y V f t h c - t  U H h .  ' h ' f - p ' i i ct 
^h i - f lh ft W  H - t t l ' d h l  % ($ - ' ]
Ic-p h h t i h  l y -  ^ a . y -  hh  
Wthtf -d01<ll ni Kh - fc ' \ z, k/,f,
m f i L id)
"Alamayoh Daras spent four years and 
six months working and studying day 
and night without rest. As I have 
mentioned to you earlier, he was all 
the while diligent and meritorious 
in his studies. Moreover as he had 
combined diligence in study with 
good conduct, he was admired and 
praised for his character— that thing 
{quality) which has no peer and stands 
a shoulder higher than education."
After the four and a half years mentioned above, 
he took part in an examination for scholarships with sixty- 
four others, and became one of six to qualify for it. The 
scholarship is to Moscow and lasts for a four-year period. 
On his return from study in Russia, he goes to Addis Ababa 
where he is given a $600.00 a month job. Before starting 
work, though, he takes permission to go to Asmara to see 
his classmates and teachers. It appears naive that he 
should expect to meet them all after a four-year absence 
considering the very fluid nature of student populations. 
Predictably, he finds out that almost half of the students 
had left the school and that many of the teachers had been 
assigned to other awrajas. Most of all, he learns that the 
Director of the school had been transferred to Harrar. On
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his return to Addis Ababa, he re-establishes contact with 
his former school director and a little later sends him 
as jfi/i (Father of Suitor in mar riage) with' other
(fntermediaties) to the family of the girl he eventually 
marries.
As in the previous work V)</>. ^ hL %% s>H c\h(Jv L{T(C 
the major theme of education is discussed in the first 
twenty pages. The rest deals with the protagonist's 
romance and marriage. There is, nevertheless, a striking 
parallel between the romances of the heroes in both novels 
In neither work is the marriage arranged by parents or 
relations. The milieu in which boy meets girl is limited 
and similar. It is not at a party or at friends1 houses.
It is rather the frequenting of a dr inking-place that 
enables initial acquaintance as well as the development 
of romance.
In the previous work, Abay falls in love with the 
girl who serves 'rnes’ (mead) in her relations' 'mead- 
house1. He marries her and has five children from her. 
After her death, he sees another girl in the same mead- 
house whom he marries again and from whom he has three 
children. In this work as well, Alamayoh's romance is 
with a girl who helps her parents in her spare time in a 
bar they own, but at the same time goes to school in the 
daytime. He falls in love with her, marries her and has 
a son from. her.
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We see that in all three works, education is the 
key to success. In the latter two, this involves univer­
sity study abroad; in the former, completion of secondary 
school is sufficient. The first third or so pages alone 
are devoted to the process of education; the rest deals 
with romance leading to marriage and the raising of a 
family. It is an inescapable conclusion that success, 
according to these works, does not comprise solely of 
.financial well-being achieved through education, but 
additionally implies a married life and a responsible 
citizenship.
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